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READER! 
This edition gives you a raw version of Byron’s correspondence. As far 
as can be done in linear print, it conveys what he wrote and how he wrote 
it, before any editor got to it to neutralise him. FEEL FREE TO MAKE 
IT MORE ACCOMMODATING BY EDITING IT YOURSELF. Once 
you’ve shaded and copied it, you can: run through his page-breaks; 
expand his contractions and ampersands; delete his deletions; regularise 
his interlineations … would you? dare you? modernise his spelling? (I 
hope not!); regularise his capitalisation, so that students feel less 

bewildered than usual? (I hope not!) – P.C. 
 

POSTAGE 
 
The recipient, not the sender, normally paid the postage: but as a peer, Byron used a frank, so in 
England his recipients got his letters free. However, I believe several of his “letters” to Murray from St 
James’s Street, the Albany, or Piccadilly Terrace, are notes taken round by servants (as are those of 
Murray to him). He does not have the franking privilege when abroad, and as the cost of postage is 
calculated by weight, he only uses an envelope when he is enclosing a manuscript. The address is 
written on side four, the sheet is folded and the wax stamped (“wafered”), and then Fletcher takes it to 
the post office. 
 
A letter from Byron is usually a bifolium, with the following shape: 
 
Sheet 1 side 4: 
Text continued from side 3, above address 
 

                     AD 
                     DR 
                     ES 
                      S [written at right angles] 

 
Text continued below address 
Signature [sometimes] 

Sheet 1 side 1: 
                                                   Address and Date 
Salutation 
 

TEXT 
 

 
Sheet 1 side 2: 
 

TEXT 

Sheet 1 side 3: 
 

TEXT 
 
Signature [sometimes] 
 
P.S. [sometimes] 

 
 Sometimes the letter goes on to a second or even third sheet, which is either enclosed in the first 
bifolium, or placed at last in an envelope. The longest Byron letter that I have encountered so far is the 
one to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 1st 1819, which is on five sheets. 
 If he has too little paper to write all that he wants, Byron writes around the margin of side 3, 
starting at the bottom right-hand corner, curling up the right-hand side, and sometimes continuing 
inverted across the top and down the left-hand side. Sometimes he adds messages parallel to the 
address, either above it or below. I have always indicated these things. 
 Not all letters from Byron are the linear communications previous editors have seemed to indicate, 
but contain several discrete bundles of text in different places and at different angles. 
 If Byron leaves much of a letter blank, it’s often a sign that he’s angry with his addressee. 
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Codes: Names of writer and recipient are in bold type, with location from which sent, and date. 

 (Source is given in round brackets beneath the title: “text from” indicates that the actual source has 
been seen). 
 Where the manuscript is the source, the text is left-justified only. 
 Where the source is a book, the text is left- and right-justified. 
 [The address, if there is one, is given in square brackets beneath the source] 
 “1:2” and so on indicates a page-turn on the bifolium. 
 “1:2 and 1:3 blank” shows that not all the paper has been used. 
 If Byron goes on to a second bifolium, or a second sheet, it’s an occasion. 
 The address, if there is no envelope, is normally in the centre of 1:4. 
 <Authorial deletion> 
 <xxxxx> Irrecoverable authorial deletion 
 <deleted> Infra-red and ultra-violet might reveal something interesting 
 {Interlineated word or phrase} 
 E[ditoria]l A[dditio]n 
 [  ] Illegible 
 
Hyphens: where Byron has split a word over two sides, and used a double hyphen, the effect has been 
re= / =tained. But, as the text is not transcribed on a line-for-line basis (except in the case of Susan 
Vaughan’s letters (for reasons explained at January 12th 1812), hyphens are not used when he splits a 
word over two lines. See April 3rd 1819 for another letter transcribed line-for-line. 
 
Underlining: sometimes Byron underlines a whole word, sometimes single syllables (for comical 
effect, as in “Quarterlyers”), sometimes an entire phrase, and sometimes part of a word (from haste). 
In all cases except the last, where the whole word is underlined, we have tried to keep to his usage, 
underlining with a single understroke, with two understrokes, with a heavy underlining, or with a 
decorative line. 
 
Signatures: As time goes on, Byron’s signature becomes less careful, but then recovers. Few of his 
ways of signing off can be conveyed in print. 
 “Byron” indicates a word whose second syllable is both underlined and overlined. 
 “BN” indicates those two letters with different degrees of dash-decoration around them. 
Sometimes they appear Greek. 
 “[swirl signature]” indicates a bird’s-nest effect which can with charity be read as a capital “B”. 
 “[scrawl]” is a long wavy line, often starting as “yrs” but with no other letters decipherable. 
 After the death of Lady Noel, Byron regains pride in his name, and often signs “N. B.” with a 
decorative underlining. 
 
Byron’s Most Important Correspondents in this Section 

 
Alexander Scott (17??-18??), traveller; swam the Grand Canal with Byron 

Annabella Milbanke (1792-1860), Lady Byron 
Augusta Byron, now Augusta Leigh (1783-1851) Byron’s half-sister; the most important woman in 
 his life 
Cardinal Rusconi (17??-18??), Papal Legate at Ravenna 

Douglas Kinnaird (1788-1830), Byron’s Cambridge friend, now his banker and London agent 
Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire (1759-1824), successor to her lover Georgiana 

Fanny Silvestrini (17??-18??), companion and servant to Teresa Guccioli; mistress of Lega Zambelli, 
 Byron’s steward 
Francis Cohen (1788-1861; later Palgrave), Italian specialist and adviser to Murray 

Francis Hodgson (1781-1852), Cambridge friend of Byron 

Monsieur Galignani (17??-18??), famous Parisian English-language publisher 
Count Giuseppe Alborghetti (1776-18??) General Secretary to Cardinal Rusconi 
Harriett Wilson (1786-1845), celebrated courtesan 
Isabelle Hoppner (17??-18??), Swiss wife to the Engish Consul at Venice 

John Cam Hobhouse (1786-1869), Byron’s close friend and travelling companion 
John Hanson (1755-1841), Byron’s solicitor and surrogate father 
John Murray II (1778-1843), Byron’s publisher, 1812-23 
John Wilson Croker (1780-1857), Secretary to the Admiralty 

Lega Zambelli (17??-18??), Byron’s steward 
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Mary Shelley (1797-1851), formerly Mary Godwin, wife to Percy Shelley; author of Frankenstein 

Matthew Gregory Lewis (1775-1818), author of The Monk and The Castle Spectre 

Michele Leoni (1776-1858), Italian poet and translator 
Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), English poet, friend of Byron 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner (17??-18??), English Consul at Venice; friend of Byron; godson of 
 William Gifford 
Samuel Rogers (1763-1855), English poet, friend of Byron 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834), poet admired by Byron; author of Christabel 
Scrope Berdmore Davies (1782-1852), close Cambridge friend of Byron 
Sharon Turner (17??-18??), lawyer and man of letters; adviser to Murray 
Teresa Guiccioli (1798-1873), Byron’s great Italian love; married to Count Alessandro Guiccioli 
Thomas Moore (1779-1852), Irish poet, close friend of Byron 
Ugo Foscolo (1777-1827), great Italian poet exiled in London 

William Bankes (1786-1855), old Cambridge friend of Byron’s 
William Gifford (1756-1826), Murray’s principal literary adviser; Byron’s “literary father” 
William Stewart Rose (1775-1843), friend of Byron; Italian specialist, translator of Ariosto 
 
INDEX: 130 letters. 
 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, June 10th 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hopper to Byron, from Venice, June 16th 1819 
Alexander Scott to Byron, June 19th 1819 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, June 20th 1819 
John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Whitton, June 22nd 1819 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1819 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, June 26th 1819 
Alexander Scott and Giovanni Missiaglia to Byron, June 26th 1819 
Count Giulio Rasponi to Francesco Rangone, June 26th 1819 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, June 29th 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, June 29th 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, June 29th 1819 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, July 1819 
William Gifford to John Murray, July 1st 1819 
Byron to Count Giuseppe Alborghetti, from Ravenna. July 1st, 1819 
Alexander Scott to Byron, early July 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, July 1st 1819 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, July 2nd 1819 
Police Report from the Director-General of Police at Rome to Colonna Sciarra, the Director of 
 Police at Bologna, July 4th 1819 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, July 1819 
Byron to Alexander Scott, July 7th 1819 
Alexander Scott to Byron, 7th – 12th July 1819 
Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, July 9th 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, July 9th 1819 
Teresa Guiccioli to Alexander Scott, July 1819 [translation only] 
Byron to Alexander Scott from Ravenna, July 12th 1819 
Police Report from the Director-General of Police at Rome to Colonna Sciarra, the Director of 
 Police at Bologna, July 15th 1819 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, July 15th 1819 
John Murray to Byron, from Wimbledon, July 16th 1819 
Francis Cohen to John Murray, July 16th 1819 
Federico Della Torre to a correspondent in Ravenna, July 17th 1819 
John Wilson Croker to John Murray, from Ryde, July 18th 1819 
Byron to Lady Byron, from Ravenna, July 20th 1819 
William Gifford to John Murray, July 23rd 1819 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, July 23rd 1819 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, July 24th 1819 
Alexander Scott to Byron, July 24th 1819 
Byron’s reference for John Dodd, from Ravenna, July 25th 1819 
Police Report from the Director-General of Police at Rome to Colonna Sciarra, the Director of 
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 Police, Bologna, July 25th 1819 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, July 26th 1819 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Ravenna, July 30th 1819 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, July 31st, 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 1st 1819 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, August 6th 1819 
Teresa Guiccioli to Byron, August 7th 1819 
Byron to Alessandro Guiccioli, from Ravenna, August 7th 1819 
Byron to Alexander Scott from Ravenna, August 9th 1819 
Byron to Henry Dorville, from Ravenna, August 9th 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 9th 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, August 12th 1819 
Alexander Scott to Byron, August 13th 1819 
Alexander Scott to Byron, August 18th 1819 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Bologna, August 20th 1819 
Police Report Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the Director-General of 
 Police at Rome, August 21st 1819 
Police Report to Colonna Sciarra, Director of Police at Bologna, August 22nd 1819 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Bologna, August 22nd, 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, August 23rd 1819 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse from Bologna, August 23rd 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, August 24th 1819 
Isabelle Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, August 25th 1819 
Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Bologna, August 25th 1819 
Police Report to Signor Pietro Bravosi, Agent of Police, August 26th 1819 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Bologna, August 28th 1819 
Byron to Henry Dorville, from Bologna, August 28th 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, August 29th 1819 
Police Report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the Director-General 
 of Police at Rome 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, early September 1819 
part of Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, September 1819 (second version of previous item) 
Police Report Copy of a private note from Cardinal Consalvi, Secretary of State to Pius VII, 
 contained in a letter from Minister Corsini to the President of the Buon Governo, early 
 September 1819 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, September 3rd 1819 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge to Byron, September 4th, 1819 
Police Report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the Director-General 
 of Police at Rome, September 8th 1819 
Police Report from an unnamed Tuscan spy, from Forlì, 10th September 1819 
Police Report to Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, undated 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, September 14th 1819 

John Wilson Croker to John Murray, September 15th 1819 
Report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the Director-General of 
 Police at Rome, September 15th 1819 
John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Worthing, September 16th 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, September 17th 1819 
Censor’s Report from Count Karl von Inzaghi, Governor of Venice, to Count Sedlnitzky, Head 
 of Police in Vienna, 18th September 1819 
Police Report from the unnamed spy, dated 19th September 1819. 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, September 27th 1819 
Police Report from the unnamed spy, 29th September 1819 
Police Report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the Director-General 
 of Police at Rome, September 29th 1819 
John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Ramsbury, Wiltshire, September 1819 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from La Mira, October 2nd, 1819 
Police Report from the Papal Police to the Austrian Police, October 2nd 1819 
Police Report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the General Directory 
 of Police at Venice, October 2nd 1819 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, October 3rd 1819 
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Police Report from the unnamed spy, October 4th 1819 
Police Report from Carlo Lancetti, Head of the fourth (passport) police division at Venice, to 
 Colonna Sciarra, October 5th 1819 
Censor’s Report from Count Karl von Inzaghi, Governor of Venice, to Count Sedlnitzky, Head 
 of Police in Vienna, 5th October 1819 
Censor’s Report from Count Sedlnitzky, Head of Police in Vienna, to “das k.k. 
 Bücherrevisionist” in Vienna, 5th October 1819 
Police Report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the General Directory 
 of Police at Venice, October 6th 1819 
from Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, October 7th 1819 
Police Report from the unnamed spy, October 11th 1819 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, October 15th 1819 

Police Report from the Director-General of Police at Rome to Metternich, October 20th 1819 
Sharon Turner to John Murray, October 21st 1819 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, October 22nd 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 23rd 1819 
Police Report from the unnamed spy, from Forlì, October 25th 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 25th 1819 
Police Report from Lancetti to Goetz, Governor of Venice, 19th or 25th November 1819. 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, October 25th 1819 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, October 26th 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 27th 1819 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, October 28th 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 28th 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, October 29th 1819 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, October 29th 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 30th 1819 
Scrope Berdmore Davies to John Cam Hobhouse, late 1819 
Teresa Guiccioli to  Byron, November 1st–19th 1819 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, November 3rd 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, November 8th 1819 
John Murray to Byron, from Wimbledon Common, November 9th 1819 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, late 1819 
Sharon Turner to John Murray, November 12th 1819 
Sharon Turner to John Murray, November 1819 
John Murray to Byron, from Wimbledon Common, November 14th and 16th 1819 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, November 20th 1819 
Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Venice, November 25th 1819 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, November 28th 1819 
Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Venice, December 2nd 1819 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, December 4th 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 4th 1819 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, December 7th 1819: 
Police Report from the unnamed spy, December 8th 1819 
Police Report from Conte Francesco Rangone to an unnamed correspondent; date not given 
Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Venice, December 9th 1819 
Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Venice, December 10th 1819 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 10th 1819 
Alexander Scott to Byron, December 18th 1819 
John Murray to John Cam Hobhouse, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, late 1819 / early 1820 
Byron to Lady Byron, from Ravenna, December 31st 1819 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, December 31st 1819 
Teresa Guiccioli to Byron, undated 
 
———————————— 
THE CORRESPONDENCE 
———————————— 
 
Byron moves to Ravenna, June 10th 1819. 
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Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, June 10th 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #1; BLJ VI 150) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
 
[Il’ Nobil’ Signore / Alessandro Scott / Ferma in Posta. / Venezia / Venezia] 

Ravenna. June 10th. 1819. 
 
My dear Scott – The moment you get this letter – pray let Augustine be dispatched off to Bologna to 
wait for me at the Inn Pelegrino – with the remaining Carriage – the Carriage horses – and the two 
Grey saddle horses – let him bring my letters – & Papers; – he will apply to Mr. Hoppner or to Siri for 
money – but pray let him <set>set off immediately and wait for me according to the above directions 
{for Bologna} – bringing with him the saddles – harness &c. he can hire a man to lead the saddle 
horses if <he likes> necessary. – The post setting off no time for a word more. – –Pray answer me by 
return of the same. – –  
      Yrs ever 
P.S.                                                 Byron [flourish] 
The G. has been very ill – still is bad but better – I have see her – and <xx>{she} is as usual – I am in 
love {with her} – more in my next. 
 
Richard Belgrave Hopper to Byron, from Venice, June 16th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 
 [VENEZIA / REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Honble Lord Byron / Albergo del 
Pelegrino / in / Bologna // BOLOGNA 20 GUGO] 

Venice 16 June 1819 
My dear Lord 
 Yours of the 10:th1 reached me yesterday morning and I dispatched Edgecombe as soon as I could 
find him with orders to Augustine2 at the Mira, who from his account could set off with your carriage 
& horses this Morn: at day break, and will be, I should hope, early on the day after tomorrow at 
Bologna. I am rejoiced to think that you have found wherewithall to amuse yourself,3 as you appear to 
have quite given up your late hasty determination to return to Venice I do not know whether there were 
any letters for your Lordship, but newspapers I take it for granted there will have been, so that I need 
not inform you of Hobhouse having received a challenge from old Major Cartwright,4 a scrape into 
which poor Hobby’s size, rather than his oratory, must have brought him, though it appears he is 
willing to make up by the length of {his} discourses {for} any deficiency there may be in the former, 
to say nothing of a small species of vehemence natural 
 
1:2 
 
to little people. –5 
 I was much amused by your account of Ferrara & your occupation at Bologna. Who would have 
thought of looking for you among the tombs?6 & of the Certosini7 too! Notwithstanding the dark 
picture you delight in giving of yourself you are not quite so unsocial as these associated anchorets. – 
However I am as much pleased as you are with the simplicity & phrasing of these monument 
inscriptions, and as you have related the implora pace. I will keep the eterna quiete for myself. I do not 
mean to affront you by supposing that there is any comparison between my fiddling existence, & your 
active & interesting life; but such as mine is, I have had my share of trouble brought on by myself, 
pardon me for saying so, like yours, and quiete will be as welcome to me as peace to your Lordship. 
Besides if I am worth a gravestone I will cause it to published thereon to the passing stranger, that this 
my humble Epitaph was composed by you. He will think more of it & of me than if he heard than if he 

                                                           
1: We do not have B.’s letter to Hoppner of June 10th 1819. 
2: Augustine was B.’s coachman: little employed at Venice. See BLJ VII 66. 
3: B. fell in love with Teresa Guiccioli on April 2nd/3rd 1819, and is now at Ravenna with her and her husband. 
4: Major Cartwright was an eccentric campaigner for parliamentary reform, on whose behalf B. had made the 
third of his speeches in the Lords. He had come bottom in the Westminster poll of March 3rd 1819, taken umbrage 
at words of H. (who had come second), challenged him, but was persuaded by H.’s courtesy to withdraw the 
challenge. 
5: Notice Hoppner’s casual allusion to the dwarfishness and prolixity of H., B.’s best friend. 
6: B. had admired the modest inscriptions on the gravestones in the Certosa cemetery: “Martini Luigi / Implora 

pace” – “Lucrezia Picini / Implora eterna quiete”: see BLJ VI 146-7. 
7: The Certosa is the Charterhouse of Bologna. Its cemetery is famous. 
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heard that the first came from the Certosa at Bologna & that the latter was only fit to have been sent 
there. 
 It is a thousand pities for your sake 
 
1:3 
 
as well as my own that I dare not always speak to you as I think but if I tell you something for your 
own advantage which immediately concerns another person, you directly acquaint that third person 
whence you received the information & then what <was/>is intended for your good alone, becomes a 
means of making me hated by others.8 As you <may> {take any} delight in saying ill natured things, 
you will not be surprised at the above remark, however puzzled you may be to guess at its meaning, & 
puzzled you must remain & to your own cost for the very reason that it implies: for though I have to 
tell you my secret,9 I dare not, while I know it will cease to be one the moment it passes my pen or my 
lip. Do not fancy your life is in any danger: on that score there is no need of alarm. By the time you 
return I will endeavour to find out the means of letting you into the signification of all this, without 
your suspecting that the explanation comes from me, by which you will be benefited, & my conscience 
at ease {without risk to my person}. In the mean time command me to the extent of my abilities for no 
one is more sincerely devoted to your service than 
   My dear Lord 
    Your faithful Servt 
     R.B.Hoppner 
 
Allegra10 has a violent cough I fear the hooping cough. – Mrs Hoppner desires her compliments. 
 

June 18th 1819: Byron starts The Prophecy of Dante. 
 
Alexander Scott11 to Byron, June 19th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 I) 
[To / The Rigt Honble Lord Byron / Ravena] 

Venise 19 June 1819 
Saturday 

My Dear Lord 
 Strolling towards the Garden on Monday Evening I met Edge-b12 Coming puffing along 
the Riva de’ Schiavoni, with more than his usual face of importance, – & judging him to be Gravido,13 
I stopt him per sgravidarlo.14 He told me that he was hastening to dispatch fine coach & the Grey 
Horses, according to instructions received by Mr Hopner. The final sign of Life that you have given 
me, in date of the 10th June15 I received only last night, & upon sending this warning to the abode of 
old Lion, I learn that Agosto è partito16 on Tuesday Morning Nothing therefore remains for me to do 
but to obey the second injunction, that o f answering you by return of Post. Which though not 
insensible to the honar of your L-p’ correspondence, is for me a great exertion, seeing that I am the 
laziest Letter Writer that ever exercised his 
 

                                                           
8: Compare William Parry: “Neither could he bear concealment in others. If one person were to speak of a third 
party in his presence, he would be sure to repeat it the first time the two opponents were in presence of one 
another. This was a habit of which his acquaintance were well aware, and it spared Lord Byron the trouble of 
listening to a mob of idle and degrading calumnies. He probably expected by it, to teach others that sincerity he 
prized so highly; at the same time, he was not insensible to pleasure, at seeing the confusion of the party exposed” 
(HVSV 511). 
9: Hoppner wishes to warn B. off his liaison with Teresa Guiccioli, but dare not. He summons up the courage in 
his letter of July 9th. 
10: B.’s illegitimate daughter (1817-1822) by Claire Clairmont had been looked after by the Hoppners. 
11: Scott was one of B.’s two companions in the swimming of the Grand Canal in Venice – a feat which happened 
this month. He was a close friend of the poet, and shared his sexual fixations; though he disapproved of B.’s 
serious liaison with Teresa, which had by now started. The two men shared a facetious outlook. Byron had left 
Venice on June 1st, and by the 19th was in Ravenna with the Guicciolis. 
12: “Edgecombe”. 
13: “pregnant”, that is, full of news. 
14: “to unimpregnate him”, that is, to relieve him of all his news. 
15: Scott refers to B.’s letter of June 10th (BLJ VI 150-1), in which he orders Scott to send Agostino with the 
carriage and two grey saddle horses to Bologna. Scott finds now that the order has been obeyed. 
16: “Agostino [the coachman] has left”. 
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1:2 
 
pugno17 in that way – for I am in the Superlative Fortunately, however, for my scarcity of ideas, a 
romantic incident of recent occurrence to the feelings, but grateful to the empty mind, offers itself as a 
f i t  subject for blotting my paper. A Young Man standing at a Window over-looking the Canal, with in 
company with his Mother & Bride, was observing an intimate friend, who under the window was 
learning to swim with the assistance of a bit of Wood. The Wood escaped his grasp, he struggled to 
regain it, but was evidently drowning. My Hero, planting his Mother & Bride, dashed into the Water to 
save his Friend. They grappled, both sunk, & perished. The Bride went mad, & is since dead. I act – I 
assure You upon the best authority. And this is the people Mr H. says is capable of only stealing. The 
Bodies of the 2 young men were found linked together in the convulsive grasp of Death, & had to be 
cut asunder – Corollary – The best of Swimmers, not excepting either the egg Cavalier18 
 
1:3 
 
as him who swam from Sestos to Abydos, risking his life in attempting to rescue a drowning man. If 
they grapple, ’tis all over – there is no possibility of disentangling oneself from the hold of one 
clinging to life. If I am wrong put me right, for the thing is of consequence to Amphibious Animals. 
Supposing the wind should one day upset the Gondola between Lido & Venezia, & Leathers should 
grapple with your L–p, we both go insieme19 to resolve our doubts. – – I have a letter from Tyler from 
Vicenza, telling me a long story about having narrowly escaped a fracco di legnate20 at Padua, but 
sending me no money; of course he has either cheated me or killed a Whore – Here I cut short, not 
because the Post is going off, but in order not to run dry at the first outset, wishing to keep something 
for an answer to a second {Letter} that I am ardently longing for – pieno diamicizia21 &c. 
 Alexr Scott 
 
1:4 [above address:] P.S. You say are in love with her,22 – strange 
 Curious fool! be still 
Is human love the growth of human will? 
 
[below address:] I am a Curious fool – but notwithstanding do tell me something – Tis but a bare bone 
you sent me – 2nd P.S. now I know that Agost – has carried no Letters or Papers – I will see after it 
 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, June 20th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; LJ IV 317-22; QII 459-60; BLJ VI 163-4) 

Ravenna. June 20th. 1819 – 
My dear Hoppner – 
 I wrote to you a week ago (particularly begging a line in answer<)> by return of 
post) to request you would send off Augustine with the two Grey saddle horses – and the Carriage & 
Carriage horses – saddles &c. to wait for me at the Pelegrino – (the Inn there) in Bologna. – To this 
letter & one of the same purport to Mr. Scott I have had no answer – which makes me uneasy as I shall 
{probably} not return to Venice for some time. – I wished my {English} letters also to be forwarded 
<by> {with} Augustine to Bologna. – If there was any want of Money – Siri & Willhalm would equip 
him. – – – 
Pray write to me here (Ravenna) by next post – it will reach me in time, – and do not let Augustine 
delay a moment for the {nonsense of that} son of a b — h Edgecombe – who may probably be the 
cause of his dawdling. I wrote to you from Padua – and from 
 
1:2 
 
Bologna – & since from Ravenna. – – 
I find my situation very agreeable – but want my horses very much – there being good riding in the 
environs. – I can fix no time for my return to Venice – it may be soon or late – or not at all – it all 
depends on the Dama, whom I found very seriously in bed with a cough and spitting of blood &c. – all 

                                                           
17: “fist”. 
18: Egregio Cavaliere: “esteemed or distinguished knight”, in this case, Leander. 
19: “together”. 
20: “a sound thrashing”. 
21: “full of friendship”. 
22: “The G[uiccioli] has been taken ill … I am in love with her”, writes B (BLJ VI 151). 
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of which has subsided – and something else has recommenced. – Her miscarriage has<changed> 
{made} her a good deal thinner; – and I found all the people here firmly persuaded that she would 
never recover; – they were mistaken however. – My letters were useful as far as I employed them – 
and I like both the place and people – though I don’t trouble the latter more than I can help. – 
She manages very well – though the local is inconvenient – (no bolts and be d — d to them) and we 
run great risks – (were it not 
 
1:3 
 
at sleeping hours – after dinner) – and no place – but the great Saloon of his own palace – so that if I 
come away with a <Still> <Stel> Stiletto in my gizzard some fine afternoon – I shall not be astonished. 
– – – I can’t make him out at all – he visits me frequently – and takes me out (like Whittington the 
Lord Mayor) in a coach and six horses – the fact appears to be that he is completely governed by her – 
for that matter – so am I. – The people here don’t know what to make of us – as he had the character of 
Jealousy with all his wives – this is the third. – He is the richest of the Ravennese by their <own> own 
account – but is not popular among them. – – By the aid of a Priest – a Chambermaid – a young 
Negro{=boy} and a female friend – we are enabled to carry on our unlawful loves as far as they can 
well go – though generally with some peril – 
 
1:4 
 
especially as the female friend and priest are at present out of town for some days – so that some of the 
precautions devolve upon the Maid and Negro. – – – 
Now do pray – send off Augustine – & carriage – and cattle to Bologna without fail or delay – or I 
shall lose my remaining Shred of senses. – – – – 
Don’t forget this. – – My coming – going – and every thing depends upon her entirely just as Mrs. 
Hoppner – (to whom I remit my reverences) said, in the true spirit of female prophecy. – – – – 
You are but a shabby fellow not to have written before – and I am truly 
 yrs[scrawl] 
P.S. – Address by return of Post to me – at Ravenna. 
 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, June 22nd 1819: 
(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VI 164) 
[Al’ Nobil Sigre / R.B.Hoppner / Console Generale / d’Inghilterra &c. / Venezia / Venezia.] 

 
Ravenna, June 22d. 1819 

My dear Hoppner – 
 I am commissioned to ask you a question and a favour – which would be a favour 
to me in serving a person to whom I have some obligations. – Can you make a Vice=Consul? – 
(without salary of course and merely for his protection the person’s principal object) could you appoint 
one here – at Ravenna? – and if you can will you? – Here is what I have to ask – & what I trust you 
will answer. – The Applicant23 through me to you is a Roman subject – whom of course it would be 
proper for you to know – before his appointment – all this I will tell you in time. – His object is to have 
a British protection – he is rich & independent – but he does not trust to 
 
1:2 
 
the arbitrary proceedings on this side the Po – and would wish to have a British diploma in his favour – 
this would be obtained by a Vice=Consulate – he desires nothing more – there is no great commerce 
here – he could do no harm – & might do {some} good. – – I wish to add that I should have great 
pleasure if you could do this without inconvenience to yourself – or if not – if you could <obt> obtain 
it of Stanley – or some other of your Consular Brethren. – It would be a favour to the person – and to 
me as the Mediator – always providing first that you approve of the person when named – as I shall be 
at liberty to name him – in case that you have the power – the will will be for you 
 
1:3 
 

                                                           
23: Alessandro Guiccioli. 
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to decide afterwards. – I wrote to you twice from this place – to which I beg an answer by return <of> 
of post. 
 ever yrs. 
  very truly 
   & [scrawl] 
 Byron 

– – –  
 
P.S. – My best compliments to Mrs. Hoppner. – – – – 
 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Whitton, June 22nd 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604) 
 
  DON JUAN    Whitton June 22 1819 
 
My dear Sir – 
I have to apologise for not returning the sheets24 sooner – I hope, however, the delay has not been of 
consequence. – I see that his Lordship will alter nothing – It cannot be helped – I do not think that the 
poem will be hurt by the passages not castrated but I am sure the outcry against him, will be very 
great <&c> 
 Lord Byron would thank you to procure some Macassar oil25 for him – When do you think of 
commencing your journey?26 I should like to know beforehand – very truly yours – 
 
 John Hobhouse 
John Murray Esq – 50 / Albemarle Street / London 
 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, June 26th 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #2; BLJ VI 166) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
 
[Il Nobl Sigre / Alessandro Scott / Ferma in Posta / Venezia / Venezia] 

Ravenna. June 26th. 
1819 

My dear Scottin – Lionardo27 has just arrived – but no English letters – it is impossible – (there is some 
blunder of Siri’s &c.) that there should be none from the first – of the month and Paris Newspapers 
there must be – Galignani’s messenger &c.–– – I write in haste to [snatch?] the Post – many thanks – I 
will write by & bye, more at length.– – Will you catechise Siri & Wm and ask why they did not send on 
my English letters? – address your answer to me here still – two lines will do just to mention & why & 
how. – – ever yrs. most truly  
                                    Byron 
 
Alexander Scott and Giovanni Missiaglia28 to Byron, June 26th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 I) 
[To / The Rigt Honble Lord Byron / Ravena] 
Transcription and translation by Valeria Vallucci. 
 
Scott writes: 

Venise 26 June 1819 
My Dear Byron 
 An extra Courier setting off today for Bologna, I take the opportunity to “say 
forth my say”. Yester-morning upon reading over=coolly your despatch of the preceeding 
evening,29 & observing the emphasis put upon bottles, bottles, bark in bottles, I was led to 
suspect that I had committed a very gross mistake & had dispatched your Courier without the 
principal object for which he had come Under this impression I betook myself to your 

                                                           
24: The Don Juan proofs. 
25: Compare Don Juan I 17, 8. 
26: M.’s proposed journey unidentified. 
27: B.’s courier whom he had sent to Venice for letters. 
28: Missiaglia was Venice’s leading bookseller, and ran the Apollo Library. 
29: This letter from B. to Scott is lost. 
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Domicile to ransack; and after knocking to pieces all the chests of drawers in the house, I 
brought to light from out of the medicine chest, one single bottle of bark powder.30 The 
bottles bottles had given me the idea of a liquid substance; but seeing that the bottle at last 
found, contained a dry powder, I was willing to think that I had done better by sending the 2 
packets 
 
1:2 
 
bottles or not bottles, (for there might be bottles in them for anything I know), than if I had 
sent the single long saught bottle of bark powder <If may> <If> I am right – if I have done 
well – I have only to request in recompense that another time you will give things their 
proper designation; & not lay the emphasis upon bottles when the substance contained is a 
dry powder. It may be true that bark powder is always inclosed in bottles in order to preserve 
it. Gran coglioneria31 – the oily & precious essence of the bark escaping through the pores of 
any bottle in the course of a few weeks. Bark like coffee, ought to be ground down only 
previous to being used, otherwise it loses its gusto.32 
’Tis quite Hopnerian to have bark powder sent from England. The idea of a liquid entered more readily 
into my capo,33 from Leonard34 having broke my cods (breath is more Tuscan than dry, ask her if ’tis 
not) by singing out 
 
1:3 
 
perpetually la china, la china35 & I recollected to have had la china, liquid sent to me in bottles by my 
clap doctor in Naples – – – 
Little Siri36 told me to day that your Letters &c are regularly sent to Bologna according to Hopners 
directions. With best wishes for your wellfare & well doing, I leave the rest of the sheet to our friend 
Missiaglia 
 Yours ever 
  Alexr Scott 
 
Missiaglia writes: 
 
Per incoraggiarmi Mylord ad aggiungere i miei Caratteri a quelli del nostro Dialetico Scozzese 
pensavo quasi d’adrizzarvi una bellissima Epistola in versi o sciolti o Martelliani – Al suo solito però 
Scottino portando intrepidamente la sua Lettera troppo tardi, mi manca il tempo, e la Vena da 
Poetizare, ma perdere non voglio l’ottima occasione per complimentarvi, e riprodurmi in iscrito al 
vostro pensiero – M’ero assai lusingato che questo viaggio preparare doveva soggetto a qualche vivace 
discussione pel momento del vostro ritorno, onde goder sempre la soddifazione da voi cercata di non 
andar mai assolutamente d’accordo – Fin ora però veggo ostinata la sorte a non dar luogo ad alcun 
picante avvenimento, e sembra non voglia soministrare 
 
1:4 
 
alcun anedotto degno di figurare nel D. Giovanni – Una buona dedica Letteraria presa di volo a 
Bologna, ed un Corriere spedito espressamente per avere delle Bottiglie Bottiglie, e che non riporta che 
Carte, Carte non sono abastanza – Io però non voglio disperare ancora affatto, e confidando Mylord nel 
vostro Genio fecondo, che sa far nascere, o tramuta i più semplici, nei più complicati prodigi, 
m’aspetto con impazienza un qualunque svillupo, che determinar vi possa a ritornar presto fra le nostre 
Salse Lagune allegro, e sodisfo quanto più non ne siete partito – 
Vogliate tollerare la cicalata da parte Del Vostro Divomsso 
Mylord Gio. B.a Missiaglia 
 

                                                           
30: Ipecachuana, Peruvian bark: an emetic. The bulimic B. took it to keep his weight down. 
31: A vulgar Italian expression which stands for “big mess”, “bloody stupidity”. 
32: “taste”. 
33: “head”. 
34: Lionardo, B.’s courier. 
35: “chincona”, another word for ipecachuana. 
36: Siri of Siri and Wilhalm, B.’s Venetian bankers. 
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Translation: To find the courage, My Lord, to add my characters to those of our Scottish Dialectician, 
I was almost thinking of addressing you a beautiful Letter in verse, either free or disciplined.37 As 
usual, however, as Scottino shamelessly brought me your letter too late, I have neither time nor 
inspiration to poeticize, but I don’t want to miss the great opportunity to compliment you and get back 
to you in writing. / I was very pleased at the idea that this journey would have led to some lively 
discussion at the time of your return, so that you could enjoy the usual satisfaction of never really 
agreeing with one another. But so far I see fate persisting in not producing any spicy occurrence, and it 
seems not to want to give any anecdote worthy of appearing in Don Juan.38 A good Literary dedication 
written quickly in Bologna, and a courier sent expressly to get Bottles, Bottles, who only brings back 
Papers, Papers, are never enough. However, I don’t want to despair yet, and trusting, My Lord, in your 
fertile genius that knows how to produce or transform the simplest into the most complex prodigies, I 
await with impatience any development that can determine your return to our Salt Lagoons, even 
happier and more satisfied, than when you left. Please tolerate this chatter from your most devoted 
servant / My Lord Gio. B.a Missiaglia39 
 
Count Giulio Rasponi to Francesco Rangone, June 26th 1819: 

(Source of text: Marchand, Leslie A. Byron and Count Alborghetti, PMLA LXIV December 1949, 
p.981) 
 
But it appears that the merit of our city is such that it will not let him [Byron] detach himself from it so 
soon ... the common opinion is that the Guiccioli palace has impressed him more than the Rotonda [of 

Dante] and the remains of Theodoric. In any event, his remaining is a good thing for the city and for 
the persons who are privileged to see him, though his system of life and the distraction of his love do 
not render him frequently accessible. I have not failed to offer him my poor service in various ways, 
but he, being most reserved, has made only a very limited use of it. 
 

June 28th 1819: Mazeppa and Venice an Ode published. 
 

Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, June 29th 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #4; BLJ VI 167) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
 
[Il. No.le Signore  –  / Alessandro Scott / Venezia / Byron] 

Ravenna. June 29th.  
1819. 

My dear Scott – 
                          I have sent again to Venice for {Dr} Aglietti – the Guiccioli is seriously ill &<x> {her 
state} menaces consumption – I need hardly say how this occupies and distresses me.– – If you can say 
anything to D Aglietti to persuade him to come in addition to what I have written – pray do – – I have 
written at Count Guiccioli’s own request and enclosed besides a long me= 
 
1:2 
 
=dical statement of her case; – – although there isno <f> doubt on that score –yet you may tell Aglietti 
that I myself will be responsible for his time trouble and expence & being reimbursed and that his 
coming will be to me also a great personal favour – I can say no more – ever & truly  
                  yrs 
                     Byron. 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, June 29th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 
[VENEZIA / REGNO LOMBARDO VENETO / The Right Honble Lord Byron / Poste Restante à 
Ravenna] 
        Venice 29:th June 1819 
My dear Lord 
                                                           
37: “Martelliani”, “hammered”; verse in strict form. 
38: Don Juan had only just been published; B. must have told Missiaglia about it, or even shown it to him. 
39: If B. answers this, the letter is lost. On July 7th and 12th he writes to Scott, “Compliments to Missiaglia” (BLJ 
VI 177, 179). 
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 Your two letters of the 20th & 22nd:40 arrived during my absence from Venice on a short excursion 
which I have been making to Belluno and Agorso, and as both Mrs Hoppner and Mr Dorville wrote to 
acquaint you with my absence, and with my punctuality in sending off your carriage and horses, and 
answering your former letter. I hope that whatever delay may have occurred, You will have done me 
the justice not to attribute it to any neglect on my part. With regard to the letters which were here in 
Siri & Wilhalm’s41 hands I can assure Yr Lordship that on the same day that I received your letter 
desiring <me> to send Augustine with your carriage, I particularly directed Edgecombe to call at the 
Bankers and take up any which might be there for you, but either he forgot to do so, or thought the 
walk too long under a boiling sun, for he certainly neglected to do it, as I learned accidentally a few 
days afterwards, & recommended them to send the letters by the Post. Long before this reaches you, all 
your uneasiness will have been removed, but you will oblige 
 
1:2 
 
me very much by letting me know what you have discovered of the cause of Augustine’s delay which 
to me is quite incomprehensible. 
 By Mrs Hoppners letter42 you will have learnt our intention of making a little trip into Switzerland 
this Summer. This we are induced to do by the opportunity which is afforded us of making the journey 
very economically, by the offer we have received of conveyance there & back free of expense as far as 
carriage & horses go, an offer so tempting as to have proved quite irresist<a/>ible. We are however a 
little embarrassed on Allegra’s account not exactly knowing what to do with her during our absence as 
however much we wish to do it, we fear it will not be possible <for us> to take her with us. This we 
would gladly have done on the child’s account, with whom this climate evidently disagrees, and if it 
suited your views to put her under the care of any Swiss family by whom she would be brought up 
with the same attention as of she were their own child, at an expense not exceeding what she costs you 
here we will still contrive to convey her with us, & place her in such a situation as cannot fail to be 
satisfactory to your paternal feelings. In every respect Allegra will gain by this arrangement, and with 
the reflection of having placed her where her health is less exposed than it is here, and her 
 
1:3 
 
chances of education much better, I cannot think but that you will gain likewise. – Should you not 
accede to this plan43 which I suggest in the full persuasion that it will be as advantageous to you as to 
her, we will endeavour to place her at the Martens’s at La Mira, a change of air being absolutely 
necessary for her, until our return which will be in the early part of October. I am sorry to tell you that 
both our children have the hooping cough though not very violently, another reason why a change of 
air is advisable. This is plaguing you sadly with domestic concerns, & I regret it is necessary to do so: 
but the time of our departure approaching, your opinion upon these matters cannot be dispensed with 
previous to our leaving Venice [tear] you be tempted to protract your absence even after I am away 
you may place perfect reliance in Mr Dorville who will execute any order you may have to 
communicate. I am glad you amuse yourself so well, but would have you take care of the Stiletto. A 
blow in the dark costs but little to people who are accustomed to make their passions stifle any appeals 
their consciences might foolishly attempt to make to them, & to whom honour is a dead letter. Still as 
you are so well protected I do not think your danger very imminent. Pray answer me directly on the 
subject of this letter and believe me my dear Lord 
   Your obliged & faithful Servt / R.B.Hoppner 
 
1:4 
 
[above address:] I am sorry it is not in my power assist you respecting the Vice Consulship at 
Ravenna.44 My consular district extends to this side of the Po, & on the other side Mr Parkes 
commences. With this gentleman I have no personal acquaintance, and our only official 
communication has been rather of an unfriendly character. – I am told he is a great coxcomb, & I know 

                                                           
40: BLJ VI 163-5. 
41: Siri and Wilhalm were B.’s bankers in Venice. 
42: Letter 11 above. 
43: B. does not accede to the plan: “The best way will be to leave Allegra with Antonio’s spouse” (BLJ VI 175). 
44: See BLJ VI 164-5 for B.’s enquiry about whether or not Hoppner can make Count Guiccioli a Vice-Consul. If 
B. were stilettoed (see previous paragraph) it would be on the Count’s instruction. On August 12th 1819 B. asks 
Mu. if one of his government contacts could do the favour. 
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him to be much disliked by Lord Burghersh45 under whose orders [below address:] he is placed. Could 
it suit your friend to reside on this side of the Po, any appointment I have at my disposal is much at his 
service – Pray excuse the abrupt answer to your letter of the 22nd, which to say the truth I had forgot 
until I could only answer it in a postscript. 
  RBH.46 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, June 29th 1819: 
(Source: NLS Ms.434890; LJ IV 319; BLJ VI 167-8) 
[To, Jno. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra.] 

Ravenna. June 29th. 1819. 
Dear Sir – The letters have been forwarded from Venice – but I trust that you will not have waited for 
further alterations – I will make none. – – 
You ask me to spare “Romilly” – ask the Worms. – His dust can suffer nothing from the truth being 
spoken – and if it could – how did he behave to me? – – – – 
You may talk to the Wind – which will <at least> carry the sound – and to the Caves which will echo 
you47 – but not to me on the subject of a villain who wronged me – whether dead or alive. – – – – – – – 
 
I have no time to return you the proofs – publish without them. – I am glad you think the poesy good – 
and as to 
 
1:2 
 
“thinking of the effect” – think you of the sale – and leave me to <xxxxxx/>pluck48 the Porcupines 
who may point their quills at <me/>you. – – – – – – – – 
I have been here (at Ravenna) these <three> four weeks having left Venice a month ago; – I came to 
see my “amica” the Countess Guiccioli who has been – & still continues very unwell – after her 
miscarriage which occurred in May {last} at Pomposa on her way here from Lombardy. – – 
She is only twenty years old but not of a strong constitution and I fear that neither the medical 
remedies – nor some recent steps of our own to repair at least the mis=carriage – have done her any 
great 
 
1:3 
 
good – she has <h> a perpetual cough – and an intermittent fever – but bears up {<most>} {most} 
gallantly in every sense of the word. – – Her husband (this is his third wife) is the richest Noble of 
Ravenna – & almost of Romagna – he is also not the youngest – being upwards of threescore – but in 
good preservation. – All this will appear strange to you who do not understand {the} Meridian 
morality – nor our way of life in <other> {such} respects, and I cannot at present expound the 
difference. – But you would find it much the same in these parts. – At Faenza – there is Lord Kinnaird 
with an Opera Girl. – and at the Inn in the same town is a Neapolitan Prince who serves the wife of the 
 
1:4 
 
Gonfaloniere of that city. – – – 
I am on duty here = so you see “Cosi fan tutti” e tutte – – – 
I have my horses here – saddle as well as Carriage – and ride or drive every day in the forest – the 
Pineta the scene of Boccaccio’s novel and Dryden’s fable of Honoria &c. &c. and I see my Dama every 
day at the proper (and improper) hours – but I feel seriously uneasy about her health which seems very 
precarious – in losing her I should lose a being who has run great risks on my account – and whom I 
have every reason to love – but I must not think this possible – I do not know what I should do – if 
She died – but I ought to blow my brains out – and I hope that I should. – – – 
 
2:1 
 

                                                           
45: Lord Burghersh was, intermittently, Envoy Extraordinary to the Court of Lucca, though he resided at 
Florence; in effect, English Ambassador to Northern Italy. 
46: B. answers this letter on July 2nd: BLJ VI 174-6. 
47: Compare Whiskerandos at Sheridan, The Critic, Act III. 
48: “pluck” is inked heavily over another word, perhaps starting with “m”. 
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Her husband is a very polite personage – but I wish he would not carry me out in his Coach and Six – 
like Whittington and his Cat. – – – 
You ask me if I mean to continue D. J. &c. how should I know? what encouragement do you give me – 
all of you with your nonsensical prudery? – – publish the two Cantos – and then you will see. – – – – I 
desired Mr. Kinnaird to speak to you on a little matter of business – either he has not spoken or you 
have not answered. – You are a pretty pair – but I will be even with you both – I perceive that Mr. 
Hobhouse has been challenged by Major Cartwright49 – is the Major “so cunning of fence?”50 – why 
did not they fight? – they ought. yrs. ever [scrawl signifying “truly”] 
 
2:2 [below address:] Address your answer to Venice as usual. 
 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, July 1819: 
(Source: this text from BLJ VI 171) 
 
Allegra is well at Venice—There are also a fox—some dogs and two monkies—all scratching—
screaming and fighting—in the highest health and Spirits.—Fletcher is flourishing. Lady B. has 
refused a character to his wife—a little revenge of a-piece with her own.—You say nothing of Ada, 
how is she?—doubtless Lady Noel is as immortal as ever.—Her death would do too much good—for 
Providence to permit it in this state of sublunary things—if you see my Spouse——do pray tell her I 
wish to marry again—and as probably she may wish the same—is there no way in Scotland? without 
compromising HER immaculacy—cannot it be done there by the husband solely? 
 
Byron to Count Giuseppe Alborghetti, from Ravenna, July 1st, 1819: 
(Source: text from the Berg Collection, NYPL; BLJ VI 171) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
Byron’s first letter to Alborghetti. The letter he is answering is as yet not found. 
 
My dear Count – 
                         I am as you know but a retired Sort of being (of late years) and have been at more 
Mahometan than Christian courts, besides which though I have invariably voted in Parliament for the 
Catholics I am but little conversant with Cardinals. – – – –  
However – if, – as a stranger who has been some time at Ravenna nobody knows why – you think that 
I ought to pay my respects to his Eminence for whom I entertain great esteem and reverence – I will 
go. – – In that case [there is] nobody more agreeable to me personally – or so proper in other respects 
to be my introduceer as yourself. – – Perhaps you will do me the honour to call on me tomorrow at 
three – and indicate the  
 
1:2 
 
time and manner. – – – I could wish the hour to be an Evening one – for a noonday presentation in the 
month of {an Italian} July – in our {English} scarlet uniform – would be an operation of active service 
not necessary in time of Peace, to any one but a Field Marshal, – and not to a Member of the Sacred 
College. – – – – – – – – 
I congratulate you (or rather myself) on your English – I am not “the greatest poet” &c. as you are 
pleased to say – and if I were you need not be afraid as you have written very good English prose – a 
better thing when well done than poetry at any time. – – – –  
I have the honour to be with full  
esteem yr. most obliged  
                          & very faithful Servt.  
                                               Byron . – 
Ravenna 
      July 1st. 1819. 
 
1:3 
 
[at bottom of page:] To Ho. &c. / Count Alborghetti / &c. &c. &c.] 
 

William Gifford to John Murray, July 1st 1819: 
                                                           
49: Cartwright challenged H. on May 27th, then apologised. 
50: Shakespeare, Twelfth Night III iv 271 (“cunning in fence”). 
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(Source: NLS Acc.12604; Smiles I 403-4) 
 
 Lord B’s letter is shockingly amusing. He must be mad; but then there’s method in his madness –– 
I dread however the end. He is or rather might be the most extraordinary character of his age. I have 
lived to see three great men – men to whom none come near in their respective provinces. Pitt, Nelson, 
Wellington – morality & religion would have placed our friend among them, as the fourth boast of the 
time; even a decent respect for the good opinion of mankind might have done much now – all is 
tending to displace him. 
 
Alexander Scott to Byron, early July 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 I) 
[To the Rt Hle Lord Byron / Ravenna] 

Venice Ia July 1819 
My Dear Byron 
 Your Courier has been with me this morning – He had previously delivered your L–ps 
letter to Aglietti51, & had received for answer that G–s permission must be asked – & that could not be 
done before 5 this evening. I hope the G can have no objections & that this evening your Physician & 
Courier will be on the road to Ravenna With the Messenger of sickness I will not venture to write the 
nonsense that I had in store for you – Your commissions have been executed to the Letter – the Italian 
translation of the Giaour52 He’d – had it not, but will do his utmost to procure it, which This evening, 
at all events you will have an italian translation of 
 
1:2 
 
the Corsair lately published at Dublin.53 No such thing as Lavender Water to be found in the house. I 
have sent 3 bottles of Esprit de Lavande54 which perhaps was the thing wanted – Rome, Florence, & 
Naples55 I took out of the book-case with my own fists – Hopner is advised of the Corsair being here, 
& writes I believe, to know what is to be done with Allegra, for he goes to Switzerland – I vote for 
Allegra’s being sent to Switzerland – no female education in Italy – Your’s sincerely 
  Divotissimo 
   Alexr Scott 
1:3 
 
P.S. The Benzon desires me to present her compliments, to say you are a porco for not having wrote 
her one single riga56 
 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, July 1st 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

Venice 1st: July 1819 
My dear Lord 
 I wrote to your Lordship on Tuesday by the Post, and hope you will have received and considered 
the proposal contained in my letter. Meeting Mr Scott57 yesterday at St Marcs by accident I mentioned 
to him the proposition I had made to you respecting Allegra which was honored by his approbation, a 
circumstance I mention to you knowing the high opinion you entertain of his judgement. Signor 
Leonard58 who called here this morning to let me know of his arrival & immediate return affords me a 
favourable opportunity of sending you some books which I have received for you, and which I hope 
will assist in diverting the melancholy that now hangs upon your spirits in consequence of the 
afflicting situation of your charmer.59 – I do not yet know whether Aglietti60 

                                                           
51: This letter to Aglietti is lost. 
52: There had been one Italian translation of The Giaour, by the jurist Pellegrino Rossi (Geneva / Paris 1817, 
Milan 1818). It had been used as the basis of a polemic by Lodovico di Breme. 
53: The Corsair had been translated into prose as Il Corsaro by Luigi Castiglione (Turin, 1819). I know of no 
“Dublin” edition. Dublin was a provenance often claimed by pirates. 
54: “Lavendar Water”. 
55: Rome, Naples et Florence en 1817, by Stendhal. 
56: “a pig for not sending her a single line”. 
57: Alexander Scott, who had swum the Grand Canal with B. 
58: Lionardo, B.’s courier. 
59: Teresa Guiccioli was seriously ill in Ravenna. 
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1:2 
 
has obtained permission of the Governor to proceed to Ravenna; but doubt not of his success being 
urged by two powerful motives. The hope of getting a short respite from his official fatigues, and at the 
same time of earning a little money to exert his best rhetorical powers. May you have every reason to 
be satisfied with his skill. It is certainly very hard upon you, having gone to Ravenna for corporeal 
purposes alone to have so cruel an attack made on your sensibility, as that which you have 
experienced. It was a cruel oversight of the old fortune teller not to have prepared you for such a 
misfortune. 
 I have received a letter from Wraxall the father61 thanking me for what I have done, & requesting 
me to keep his son in confinement for life: protesting that from his infamy he has given repeated proofs 
of insanity: He certainly has given another this morning, having written me a letter in which he accuses 
me of 
 
1:3 
 
rendering his parents wretched. This is what one gets by interfering to assist others out of the 
difficulties they plunge themselves into. I now mean to let him go to the devil his own way. – Pray 
give me an answer respecting Allegra. – I have calculated that in Venice she costs you upwards of 
50{£} a year at present. In Switzerland you will be able to place her comfortably for much less now 
and if you determine to have her there as she grows up it will be many years before she will cost you 
more than that. I know that this is no consideration with you: but I am scrupulous in the performance 
of my duty, & all you can do is to abuse me as Mr Wraxall has done. – Adieu my dear Lord I hope 
your affliction may speedily terminate62 & beg you to believe me your faithful & devoted Servt 
    R.B.Hoppner 
 
Mrs Hoppner desires her Comps & regrets equally with myself your heavy misfortunes. 
 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, July 2nd 1819: 
(Source: text from Newstead Abbey Collection RB H46 ALS; LJ IV 324-6; BLJ VI 174-6) 

Ravenna July 2d. 1819 
My dear Hoppner 
 Thanks for yr. letter and for Madame’s. – I will answer it directly. Will you recollect 
whether I did not consign to you one or two receipts of Madame Mocenigo’s for House rent – (I am 
not sure of this but think I did – if not they will be in my drawers) and will you desire Mr. Dorville to 
have the goodness to see if Edgecombe has receipts to all payments hitherto made by him on my 
account – and that there are no debts at Venice – on your answer I shall send an order of further 
remittance to carry on my household expences. – as my present return to V. is very problematical – and 
it may happen <that> – but I can say nothing positive – every thing with me 
 
2:1 
 
being indecisive and undecided – except the disgust which Venice excites when fairly compared with 
any other city in this part {of Italy} – when I say Venice I mean the Venetians – the City itself is 
superb as it’s History – but the people are what – I never thought them till they taught me to think so. – 
– 
The best way will be to leave Allegra with Antonio’s spouse – till I can decide something about her 
and myself – but I thought that you would have had an answer from Mrs. Vavassour. – You have had 
bore enough with me & mine already. – I greatly fear that the Guiccioli is going into a consumption – 
to which her constitution tends; – thus it is 
 
2:2 
 

                                                                                                                                                                      
60: Francesco Aglietti (1757-1836), poet, scholar and physician; although at BLJ V 197 he is “that prig”, by BLJ 
VI 30 B. describes him as “a friend of mine”. During his stay in Ravenna he and B. processed to Dante’s tomb, on 
which B. laid a copy of his own works. 
61: On May 17th 1819 B. writes to H. of a “Mr. Wraxall” who has “previously cheated and lied a good deal in 
various cities” and has now turned thief; see BLJ VI 132. 
62: Hoppner refers to B.’s passion for Teresa Guiccioli. See his letter of July 9th. 
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with every thing and every body for whom I feel anything like a real attachment – “War – death – or 
discord doth lay siege to them”63 – I never even could keep alive a dog that I liked or that liked me. – – 
– 
Her symptoms are obstinate cough of the lungs – and occasional fever – &c. &c. and there are latent 
causes of an eruption {in the skin} which she foolishly expelled into the system two years ago – but I 
made them send her case to Aglietti – and have begged him to come – if only for a day or two – to 
consult upon her state. – She bears up most gallantly in every sense of the word – but I sometimes fear 
that our daily interviews may not tend to weaken her – (I am sure they don’t strengthen me) but 
 
2:3 
 
it is not for me to hint this – and as to her she manifests a most laudable perseverance – in spite of the 
pain of her chest – and the dizziness which follows <shortly by her> shortly afterwards. – If it would 
not bore Mr. Dorville – I wish he would keep an eye on Edgecombe, – and {on} my {other} 
ragamuffins – I may or might have more to say – but I am absorbed about La Gui and her illness – I 
cannot tell you the effect it has upon me. – – The horses came – &c. &c. and I have been galloping 
through the Pine forests daily. – Believe me 

ever yrs. most 
B 

 
P.S. – My Benediction on Mrs. Hoppner – a pleasant journey among the Bernese Tyrants – – and safe 
return – you ought to 
 
2:4 
 
bring back a Platonic Bernese for my reformation; – if anything happens to my present Amica – I have 
done with the Passion forever – it is my last Love. – And As to Libertinism – I have sickened myself of 
that as was natural in the way I went on – and I have at least derived that advantage from the Vice – to 
Love in the better sense of the word – this will be my last adventure – I can hope no more to inspire 
attachment – and I trust never again to feel it – 
Addio – – – – – 
 
Police report from the Director-General of Police at Rome to Colonna Sciarra, the Director of 

Police at Bologna, July 4th 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 457.) 
       Rome, Director-General of Police, 
        Assistant Department (No. 4484). 
YOUR EXCELLENCY, – I agree in the opinion of Your Excellency that the departure of Lord Byron 
is a good opportunity for inspecting the correspondence of Count Guiccioli, with whom he has been on 
the most intimate terms. 
 I am anxious to know if the servant sent as a courier by Lord Byron has been for a long time with 
him, or if he has been recently engaged; in this second case I should be glad to know his antecedents. 
 I sign myself with great esteem, etc., etc. 
 4th July (sic), 1819. 
 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, July 1819: 
(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.290-1; BLJ VII 171) 
 
WRITTEN IN THE WRAPPER OF A LETTER FROM LORD BYRON TO THE HON. MRS. 
LEIGH. 

[Ravenna July 1819] 
 
 Allegra is well at Venice――There are also a fox, some dogs and two monkies, all scratching, 
screaming and 
fighting―in the highest health and Spirits. F1etcher is flourishing. Lady B. has refused a character to 
his wife, a little revenge of a-piece with her own. You say nothing of Ada, how is she? doubtless Lady 
Noel is as immortal as ever. Her death would do too much good for Providence to permit it in this state 
of sublunary things. If you see my Spouse―do pray tell her I wish to marry again and as probably she 

                                                           
63: Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, I i 142 (“War, death or sickness”). 
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may wish the same, is there no way in Scotland? without compromising her immaculacy―cannot it be 
done there by the husband solely? 
 
July 9th 1819: Byron  writes the Wellington stanzas, which will open Don Juan Canto IX. 
 
Byron to Alexander Scott, July 7th 1819: 
(Source: from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #5; BLJ VI 177) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
  
Compliments to Missiaglia.64 July 7th. 1819 
 
[in another hand] To, Ale Scott Esqre. / Venice ] 
 
Dear Scott, 
                  Pray present my respects to Marina65 and Beppi

66 and say that I am delighted with Ravenna 
and disgusted with Venice. – – She writes that Madame Demper67 has carried you off to joke at 
[Seaces?] and that she has thus lost both her English – (you being Scotch by the way.) – The G. is 
better – and will get well with prudence. – Our amatory business goes on well and daily – not at all 
interrupted by extraneous matters or the threatened consumption.  
                            yrs. ever  
                                           Bn 
 
[on side 2, mirror-imaging the address:] Tell Edgecombe that he is a “f––d pig” and a boar (bore) 
besides. 
 
Compliments to Hoppner  and the Chevalier of Mengaldo.  
 

Alexander Scott to Byron, 7th–12th July 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 I) 
[To The right Hle Lord Byron / Ravenna] 
 
Caro Milord 
 I congratulate you upon your zurro & your inzuppamento.68 I too, am joyous, for my Amateur is 
arrived from Naples. His first exploit with his old woman has been a fiasco on my accord – but not 
mine the fiasco. My credit with the cows69 is nearly up. I have notwithstanding a fine white cow in my 
eye & hope to squeal again like a Soul in Purgatory, before leaving Venice. The Weather is too hot for 
drinking much, & some resource Was necessary upon your Lps departure – I took to playing Chess – I 
would be to no purpose asking about the 
 
1:2 
 
beauties of Ravenna, for hopefully your “eyes ne’er ask if others are as fair”, if so – poveretto voi. vi 
compangio amico70 – 
 Ever yours 
  Alexr Scott 
Tomboletta71 he is dead 
 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
Count Giuseppe Alborghetti to Byron, from Ravenna, July 9th 1819: 

                                                           
64: Giovan Battista Missiaglia, proprietor of the Apollo Library and a publisher and bookseller in Venice. B. had a 
cordial relationship with him. 
65: Countess Marina Querini Benzoni. 
66: Giuseppe Rangone, the cavalier servente of the Countess Benzoni. Later called Peppi. 
67: Unidentified. 
68: “your wetted person and your wetting”. Obscure. Scott seems to refer to a lost letter. 
69: By “cows” Scott means “women of easy virtue”, of which Venice supplied many. On July 12t h B. writes, “I 
congratulate you on your ‘cows’ in the plural” (BLJ VI 179). 
70: “poor you – I sympathise with you, friend”. 
71: Tomboletta unidentified. 
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(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 A) 
[To His Lordship / Lord Byron Peer of england] 
 
My dear Lord 
 
In This very moment the Cardinal has called on me in order to expose his amazement and angry for 
your refusal of coming to his Society this evening: I supposed that you should have employed the 
pretense of health, not that of warmth, which was too little <for> to refuse a conversation arranged 
{and prepared} on purpose for you. It is a duty of my friendship to prevent you of all that: it will be of 
your prudence and politeness to do what you think the best. I can assure you that I have received no 
commission of saying all this to you; but I believe that it is not useless, that you may be apprized of all 
the things. You do not want of the Cardinal, and your liberty will and can not ever be forced; but the 
Chief of a province, which now you live in, deserves some regards. 
 I write in great haste: do what you please, provided you see in all this triffle, the sincere interest, 
esteem, and attachment of your 
       Faithful and affte Servant and Friend  
<Fridy> The 9th of July       I. Alborghetti 
 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 
 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, July 9th 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library, photococopy; my thanks to Jack Gumpert Wasserman for his help) 
 

Venice 9th July 1819 
My dear Lord 
 You need be under no uneasiness on account of Mad.e Mocenigo’s receipts, which you left in 
my hands, and are safe, and with respect to Edgecombe, Mr. Dorville and I have always looked over 
his accounts, and seen that any bills he brought were receipted, which probably has been some check 
upon him, as I have not scrupled, although I had no authority to make deductions, to make any remarks 
which suggested themselves on his charges. I have very strong proofs of his not having been 
scrupulously honest with me: and therefore when I am gone Mr. Dorville will continue to look over his 
books every week as long as you think proper for him to do so. – I am very sorry for the distress you 
feel on the G.’s account, not only because I think in almost every such case they are good feelings 
thrown away on an unworthy object; but because I have reason to think it is particularly so in the 
present instance. Human nature is such that our greatest pleasures are derived from, and depend upon 
illusions, and it is therefore the more cruel in anyone who attempts to destroy those which make 
another happy though but for a moment: but I really cannot with patience see you throwing yourself 
away upon such people. While it is merely for your amusement, and thus the impression was only to be 
momentary, I should never interfere with your pleasures: but to hear you talking of a serious 
attachment with a woman, who under her circumstances would be unworthy of it, if it were only for 
her breach of duty in admitting it, and who in the present instance is reported avowedly not to return it, 
but to have entangled you in her nets merely from vanity, is what the friendship you have honoured me 
with does not allow me to witness without a remonstrance. Perhaps you will think I am taking an 
unwarrantable liberty with you. It is your own fault, you have had repeated proofs of the frankness of 
my disposition, and since notwithstanding the disagreeable things I have before said to you, you have 
still tolerated me, you have given me a kind of right to speak my thoughts freely to you. Were it not so, 
it is the duty of every man to endeavour to aid another in distress; and I see you overwhelmed in a 
passion which is in every way unworthy of you, and for one who, when she thinks herself sure of you, 
will leave you in the lurch, & make a boast of having betrayed you. – It may be that considering her 
present illness I ought not to say these hard things of the lady. But this is the last opportunity I shall 
have to write to you for some time. Should <it> {her disorder} prove fatal, what I have said will appear 
not only particularly offensive, but ridiculous, as there will be no time to prove the truth of it: if she 
recovers, which I assure I hope she may do, you will have leisure & opportunity to discover that if I am 
not right in <the> {my} opinion of the fair G[uiccioli], I have been greatly deceived by what is here 
said about her.72 We set out on our journey in the course of next week, and shall leave Allegra with 
Mrs. Martens the wife of the Danish Consul at La Mira, a change of air being absolutely necessary for 

                                                           
72: Hoppner’s underestimate of B.’s love for Teresa, and of Teresa for him, caused the poet pain, and he showed 
this letter to Alexander Scott on July 12th; see BLJ VI 178, 182 and 190. Hoppner and his wife departed for 
Switzerland (hence perhaps the timing of this letter), and between July and October 1819 B. conducted his 
Venetian affairs via Scott (BLJ VI 190-1, 212-13) and Dorville (BLJ VI 203-4). 
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her, until you decide what is to be done with her. We regret very much that you would not enter into 
our views respecting her, as we should have placed her where she would have got a better education & 
with more care of herself than she will ever receive in the country, where likewise her health suffers 
from the extreme heat and extraordinary vicissitude of the climate. Although we discharge Madlle. [  ] 
her present Maid on the day of our departure, as no one will be <charged> {troubled} with her; we 
have promised Mrs. Martens that any person she may take to look after the child will receive the same 
wages as you paid her, until your instructions are received respecting her, an arrangement with which I 
hope you can have no objection. The weather is dreadfully hot here, & must be more so I should 
imagine where you are. – The Shelleys have lost their eldest boy, which has left them for the moment 
childless and in deep despair; the lady however is about to replace the wife. I do not know whether 
Miss Claire is gone quite crazy or not, but it is certain that both Mrs Hoppner & I would willingly 
ascribe what we must otherwise attribute to innate wickedness, {in her} to folly. Adieu my dear Lord 
Mr Dorville will do for you all that I could have done if I remained here. 
     Believe me your faithful & devoted 
       Servt 

  R.B.Hoppner 
 
Teresa Guiccioli73 to Alexander Scott, July 1819 [translation only]: 

(Source: Iris Origo, The Last Attachment, p.94) 
 
Mylord:74 Byron has read me some parts of your last letter, which concerns me. What feelings it has 
awakened in me, you can easily imagine; but it is certain that not least of them has been my sense of 
how great my obligation is towards you, and how great should be my Esteem. And therefore I do not 
blush or fear to take the liberty of sending you these lines, indeed I feel it to be my duty. To your great 
kindness I hope you will add yet another favour, and it is this: to give counsels of patience to those 
who are condemning me for future errors. 
 My life, Mylord, is, I may say, only a few months old; I am certain that no action of mine, either 
for good or bad, can strengthen my accusers and put them in the right; I therefore am astonished at the 
sublime acuteness of those people who can see, foresee and judge the future. – But I hope to receive 
my justification from another judge: Time. If you could see, Mylord, with how much firmness I am 
saying this word and with how much longing I am invoking that Time! But you know your friend well, 
you can, at least in part, imagine it. What a wretch I should consider myself if I feared that, one day, so 
great a man would blush to have loved me! But I am as sure of myself as I am of seeing the Sun again 
tomorrow. 
 I will not trouble you any more, Mylord. Forgive the liberty that I have taken, understand me, 
continue your courteous offices, and say that my crime is one only, and will always be one. 
 I thank you, Mylord, and wish you every happiness, which you well deserve. 
 Your most obedient and affectionate servant. 
 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, July 12th 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465; Item #6; BLJ VI 178) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
 
[Il’ Nobile. Signe / Alessandro Scott / Ferma in Posta. – / Venezia – / Venezia] 

Ravenna. July 12th. 1819. 
My dear Scott – 
                           I enclose you Hoppner’s last letter – you will understand why on reading it through. – 
All his amiable bile is gratis – and unasked75 – now I ask you and whatever you say on the subject 
disagreeable will not be your fault but mine. – I never supposed that the G. was to be a despairing 
Shepherdess – nor did I search very nicely into her motives – all I know is that she sought me – and 
that I have had her – there & here & everywhere – so that if there is any fool=making on the occasion – 
I humbly suspect that two can play at that – – and that hitherto the parties have at least an equal 

                                                           
73: Scott had expressed disapproval of Teresa, saying she was only in the relationship with B. to show off, and 
that he shouldn’t trust her. Hoppner had also expressed his misgivings, and Byron had translated his letter for 
Teresa’s benefit – see BLJ VI 180. He then sends this letter to Scott on July 24th 1819 (BLJ VI 182-3). 
74: T.G.’s snobbishness makes her believe that any friend of B. must be another Lord. B. writes “She has 
‘Milorded’ you – taking that for granted” (BLJ VI 183). 
75: Hoppner’s letter to B. of July 9th 1819 is filled with moral advice and warnings that Teresa from vanity 
wanted to entrap B. and then leave him. 
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chance. – I have no hesitation in repeating that I love her – but I have {also} self=love enough to be 
cured by the least change or trick  
 
1:2 
 
in her part {when I know it} – Pride is one’s best friend on such occasions – As to her “vanity” {(I 
wish it <were/>may there is no passion so strong)} in getting me as Hoppner says – that might be very 
well in an English woman – but I don’t see how English poetical celebrity – or rank; is to operate upon 
an Italian – besides which I have no <great>{permanent} character to go upon personally – {at least in 
Italy}– if he had said “interest” I should have thought him nearer the mark – though I have no right 
hitherto to assert even that. – As you are much more in the way of hearing the real truth or lie than H. 
perhaps you will tell me to what Gossip he alludes – at any rate you will tell it without mystery and 
hints and without bile – – so pray do – 
 
1:3 
 
I forgive whatever may be <dis> unpleasant in the intelligence – and it may be of use to me. – – – – 
Pray answer by return of Post – lest I should be off again – – – – 
I suppose this may possibly be some cookery between – H. –  and Minghaldo – if it should not – you 
are fifty times more likely to know than he is – what does he mean by “avowedly” does he suppose a 
woman is to go and “avow” her likings in the Piazza? – I should think her public disavowal the 
strongest proof – at least it is thought so in most women – what think you? She is getting well very fast 
– all the rest as usual – and I very truly yrs.  
                                                     B [swirl signature] 
P.S.– Compts to Missiaglia. – – –  
 
1:4 
 
P.S. 
      What does H. mean by “when she is sure of me”? how “sure?” when a man has been for some time 
in the habit of keying a female – methinks it is his own fault if the being “left in the lurch” greatly 
incommodes {him} – because the woman can never forget that she has been “under his paunch” – and 
unless he is a sighing swain – <terms> {accounts at parting} are at least equal – if the lady takes 
another caprice – Ebbene? can’t we match her in that too think you? – – – – – – {& then let her boast 
of her “betraying &c.” –} I congratulate you on your “cows” in the Plural – hitherto – I am faithful – 
but the slightest dereliction – (at least when aware of it) will give me liberty – – So – Corroborate or 
contradict that Consular Diogenes – – – – – 
You should give me notice in time that I may be the first to throw up the Cards – – – – – 
 
2:1 
 
There has been [no] public exhibition for I never go out with her – except twice or thrice in the 
Carriage – but I am not in waiting. – – Give me but a proof – or a good tight suspicious Confirmation  
– and I will rejoin you directly, and – we will village at the Mira – there is {a bribe for you [below]}. 
Of course I was perfectly aware that there would be a grand Benzonian Controversy – and much evil 
said & thought on the occasion – but all this was not in Hoppner’s precise department – so that I am 
“rimasto!!!” remember you and I can say & hear any thing from one another – it is in our line – but I 
never gave him the right of hinting & teazing me out of temper. – – – – [horizontally across the bottom 

of the page:] You will think me a damned fool – but when she was supposed in danger – I was really & 
truly on the point of poisoning myself – and have got the drug still in my drawer. – – – If Hoppner is 
not gone ask him in a friendly way from me what he means – but don’t show him this letter.  
 
[On 1:4 of the enclosed is Hoppner’s letter to Byron of July 9th 1819. Begins vertically top half]  
 
Dear Scott – I have forgotten one thing which will make you laugh the G’s brother wrote {from 
Rome} to their father here (I saw the letter) a long dissuasion against any “relazione” with me – 
because (principally) I had for “molti anni” confined {(incarcerato)} my wife in “un suo castello” {in 
England} of mine out of revenge!!! – Tell this to Hoppner it is a good set off to his letter. – I suspect 
Mengaldo – & Rizzo in Hoppner’s diatribe – but be that as it may – I will never forgive H. for his 
gratuitous – bilious – officious intermeddling. – He might at least have waited till asked. – – – [mirror 
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image to “Dear Scott”:] I translated the enclosed76 to her today – (the 12th) you may imagine her 
answer –  of course She would be at no loss for that – none of them are – She volunteered an 
elopement saying [horizontally along bottom half of page:] “then instead of being at my mercy – I 
shall be “at yours – <if> you have my letters in which “I have not only exposed my feelings but “my 
name – you have every proof that a “man can have of my having been in earnest – and “if you desire 
more – try me.” – – – “Besides – what do they know of me at Venice? “you should judge by what they 
say of me here – if “you like hearsay better than experience. – All this you may say to Hoppner from 
me – with my sentiments on his conduct into the bargain; – He is really intolerable. – – – – 
 
Police report from the Director-General of Police at Rome to Colonna Sciarra, the Director of 

Police at Bologna, July 15th 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 458-9.) 
       Rome, Direction-General of Police, 
        Assistant Department (No. 4504). 

(Most private.) 
YOUR EXCELLENCY, – In my opinion the only mode of obtaining particular knowledge respecting 
the associates of the new Secret Society entitled Roma Antica,77 is to secure the aid of some individual 
who has the reputation of being a man of learning, and to induce him to enter this Society, taking 
advantage of the first vacancy that may present itself. 
 Following those lines which have given Your Excellency the knowledge of the existence of this 
Society, you could, with your usual sagacity, discover this man of learning, and the mode of 
introducing him to the members of the Society, amongst whom no other type of person could so fitly 
carry out the suggested plan. 
 I sign myself, with great esteem, etc., etc. 
 15th July, 1819. 
 
July 15th 1819: Don Juan I and II published. 
 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, July 15th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 275-7) 
Hobhouse analyses Murray’s anonymous publication of Don Juan as a publicity stunt. 
[Pour, / Le très honourable Milord / Milord Byron – / Pair d’Angleterre / à son hotel / à Venise / Par 
Calais] 
 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] cumpletely besotted the party – My lady sent her bastard78 to 
hiss me on the hustings, so we are at open war which is the only safe intercourse with such treacherous 
rascals as the modern Whigs – pray write to me – always your’s J C H – 

 
Whitton – Thursday July 15 – 1819 – 

My dear Byron –  
 Don Juan is this day published, and three handsome copies are come down to me by the 
coach – It is in quarto very superb – In order to increase the mystification there is neither author’s 
name nor publisher’s name – only T. Davison, Printer – White Friars – London – This will make our 
wiseacres think that there is poison for King Queen & Dauphin in every page and will irritate public 
pruriency to a complete priapism –your directions have been followed as far as they have been 
received and I have taken no other liberty than to leave out a stanza79 which did not come in my copy 
but was sent afterwards and called forth a critique from me which you have not received – It is about 
Romilly – The man has left children whom I know you did not mean to annoy; and though we must 
both of us think that he has been bepuffed at a terrible rate yet the death of both father and mother has 
left six poor creatures and three or four of them grown up with little support except their father’s 
reputation; and whether that reputation be overrated or not, I am convinced that at this moment you 
would not wish to impair the legacy as far as they are concerned – At any rate the stanza can be 
inserted in a subsequent edition if you please – The poet’s vengeance  
 
1:2 
 

                                                           
76: Hoppner’s letter to B. 
77: The police chief has heard that B. is a “Romantico” and assumes that this is the title of a secret society. 
78: Charles Richard Fox, born to Lady Holland before she married Lord Holland. 
79: Don Juan I st.15. Cut from first edition. 
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like the King’s suffers nothing by lapse – “nullum tempus occurrit &c”80 The stanzas giving a short 
biography of the pox81 have also, partly at your desire, been amputated – and may at your desire be 
inserted at any time – I think, however, the book looks as well without the said syphilis – and the 
asterisks are wonderfully better calculated to inflame curiosity than any display of your medical 
learning – And now I shall go to London this day to hear what the world say – you may depend upon a 
great sensation – It was announced thus – Don Juan.. to morrow. There’s a way for you!! To morrow 
The Comet. to morrow! Mr Murray managed so well that Mazeppa was taken for Don Juan and 
greadily bought up like “that abominable book the scandalous magazine”. But Don Juan tomorrow, 
undeceived those who thought they had got their pennyworth to day – You shall hear what is said if 
what is said is handsomely said – and so now be satisfied that you have had your wicked will of your 
best friends – 
I have news for you – D. Kinnaird has beaten the borough-mongers at Bishop’s Castle and is now 
M.P. He gives a tureen of turtle to day on the occasion – This is (the return of K, not the turtle) a real 
triumph for the Reformers as K has commenced  
 
1:3 
 
 by carrying the war into the very camp of the Borough villains and has disgraced Lord Powis at his 
very lodge gates – We expect much from your power; at least as much as an honest open spoken man 
can do in the den of thieves – You shall hear of his progress from time to time – As for your humble 
servant, I am, like the lady in the play, lying fallow – except a little pamphleteering now and then –
However I had the singular notice of being huzzaed the other night when I came into the play house at 
Kean’s benefit – which I take to be the third thing of the kind since Pope at Agamemnon and your 
Ludship at the senate house at Cambridge.82 My sisters were with me &, as you may imagine, thought 
it quite worth while to go through the fire & water of a Westminster Election for such a demonstration 
of public favor, which, pox take it, might please my Lord Mayor – I tell you this because the 
scoundrel daily papers chose to suppress it, and left it as they do everything favourable to the 
Reformers to the honest weekly press where it was fairly recorded – The same fairness made all the 
Papers omit to mention that at the celebration of the dinner in honor of Burns the company 
spontaneously cheered Sir F. Burdett  
 
[1:4 above address:] and forced Sir James Mackintosh to give his health –.. These anecdotes will 
show you what an uphill game we have to fight – But fight we will – I hear you tell Hoppner, you 
think me too violent – alas I wish I could be violent – Like the [below address:] Courtier in Hamlet, I 
have not the skill83 – my violence is milk & water to your fire and vitriol – if you had been used one 
thousandth part so ill publickly as the Whigs have used me you would run lava upon them –Thank 
god, they are lower than ever, and I flatter myself I have put a spoke in their wheel – except the 
Tories, there never were such scoundrels. H. House has [letter concludes at top of first sheet] 
 

John Murray to Byron, from Wimbledon, July 16th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434896; LJM 275-6) 
[Lord Byron / poste restante / Venise / Italie // stamped: VENEZIA 2 AGO [??]] 

Wimbledon Common 
July 16. 1819 

My Lord 
 La Sort est jetté – Don Juan was published yesterday, and having fired the Bomb – here I am 
out of the way of its explosion – its publication has excited a very great degree of interest – public 
<opinion ha> expectation having risen up like the surrounding boats on the Thames when a first rate is 
struck from its Stocks – As yet my Scouts & dispatches afford little idea to public opinion – it 
certainly does not appear to be what they had chosen to anticipate a work of Satyr in which every man 
of note – it was hoped – would be abused – fathers forbid it their families – and its beauties may not be 
talked about – but as soon as these beratings find their way in words & vent in news papers & reviews 
– by the Lord you shall have them all – that you may repel them & those who are calling every half 
hour – I understand – sorry that Mr Murray has “had anything to do with it” – To you I look for 
protection against all this & for a Mighty effort – and an early one too, that shall burst the fences of 

                                                           
80: Nullum tempus occurrit regi: “No time runs against the king”. Legal phrase implying royal immunity from the 
law. 
81: Don Juan I sts.130-1. Cut from first edition. 
82: See Francis Hodgon to Augusta Leigh, November 23rd 1814. 
83: Shakespeare, Hamlet, III ii 353. 
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present disapprobation – and carry again the Castle of Admiration in which you have stood so long 
preeminent & alone – Gifford who never ceases his fatherly estimation of your Genius says that he has 
lived to see three Men equally great <in the> and unequalled in their line – Pitt – Nelson – Wellington 
– & that you are – or were – or may yet be the fourth – if you will not entirely break the feelings of a 
nation which are yet entirely with you – as to poor me through the most minute particle of the Comets 
Tale – yet I rise & fall with it – & my interest in your towering above the other Stars – & continuing to 
create wonder even in your aberrations – is past calculation – I wish you would let the  
 
1:2 
 
 proofs of your next poem go out to you with Mr G’s confidential remarks – think of what he says of 
the Moral part – attend with liberality to his remarks upon the poetry – in many parts of Don Juan 
there is much that is prosaic and long – & the hint of such a critical friend would enable you to make it 
perfect. The parts of Juan which are masterly appear to me to be is the scene in wch Don Alfonso 
<discovers> surprises the Lovers until to Juans escape – in Canto 2 – the Shipwreck though of an 
unproportioned length – And lastly the Description of the two Women until it rises <to> into the most 
surpassing exquisiteness of beauty of Haidee’s seduction – this has probably never been surpassed – 
but as soon as I can gather opinions worth detailing I will send them – your Lordship’s unvarying 
confidence induces me to be thus bold. 
 I sent you about three weeks ago by Sea a large Assortment – of Macassar Oil – Tooth Powder 
– Magnesia Soda & the like – with All our best New Publications – they go to the Apollo Library & 
Missiaglia will advise you of their Shipment & probable arrival 
 Mr Kinnaird will I trust have advised your Lordship of my Arrangements with him & Mr 
Hobhouse for the Copyright of Mazeppa & Don Juan Cantos 1 & 2 – and as my proposal met with 
their approval I shall be happy if it receive yours 
 There has been an Exhibition of Harlows Pictures & Drawings amongst them the small portrait 
he made of yr Lordship and Another of a Certain Lady – with your Autograph on both – – for others of 
the same size they asked  
 
1:3 
 
 Ten Guineas a piece but for these – they made me pay Forty Guineas each – but I would not part with 
them for ten times this sum – – The Marquis of Lansdowne wanted me very much to spare him the 
Lady – but I told him it was a family portrait & I could not – but any others he might have – & he took 
Mrs Siddons – will you give me some little Account of the Said Lady that I might append it. 
 I send you a very fair Account of Don Juan wch I received while writing this Letter – it is from a 
very sensible Man of Great Genius a friend of Jeffray & the author of several papers in the Edinburgh 
Review. 
 You gave me a most delightful Ep[Ms. tear: “istle”] from Bolognia as it contained an account 
of your Travels & yr Remarks on what you saw – that dated Ravenna arrived yesterday – I hope the 
catastrophe which you anticipate may not happen to the Countess and that your active attentions will 
be productive of Life. 
 Adieu <I> expect all the Abuse & all the Commendation of Juan – which I can gather – I am 
very grateful for your Lordships kind Letters & you may rely on me remaining 
 My Lord 
 Your much obliged – & tolerably 
 x old – & faithful friend & Servant 
 John Murray 
 
x with very near 
Six Children 
 

Francis Cohen to John Murray, July 16th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604; LJM 279) 

[postmark 16th July] 
Dear Murray, 
 I am heartily sorry that I cannot (at least I fear that I cannot) eat my dinner at Wimbledon 
tomorrow; if I can dispatch a fellow with whom I have some business to transact, at an early hour I 
will come down. – Tell Mrs. Murray that if she presents you with a boy, you must christen him Don 
Juan, & if it is a girl; why then you must call her Mazeppa! 
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 Don Juan is an outstanding performance indeed. I am sorry that Lord B. has published it. Not that 
I have any right to care about principles & morality, but as an admirer of his transcendent genius I 
fear it will do him a mischief. Don Juan won’t do any mischief, no, no mischief at all; it is a miserable 
piece of mock morality84 to cry out against such things. If a woman is inclined to be kissed otherwise 
than as the law directs, the devil cannot teach her more than she does know, nor can all the angels in 
heaven cause her to unlearn her lessons. – – The sins which will be imputed to the Don are less than 
venial, as far as regards the effort & tendency of the work. But85 Lord Byron is guilty towards 
<himself> himself, the abuse of his wife is 
 
1:2 
 
cruel & unmanly. The bursts and touches of poetry of a <x> higher order are <xx> exquisite, his wit 
is <xxxxxx> graceful, elastic, nervous & supple. – Like Shakespeare he shows that his soul can soar 
well into the seventh heaven, & that when he returns into this body he can be as merry as if sublimity 
ne’er was known. – But Lord B. should have been grave & gay by turns; grave in one page & gay in 
the next; grave in one stanza & gay in the next; grave in one line, & gay in the next. And not grave & 
gay in the same page, or in the same stanza, or in the same line. – If he had followed <Casti86 more 
clearly> Ariosto more clearly, he would have produced a masterpiece, & not a spurt of fancy. Nothing 
can be better calculated to display the labours of a great poet, than a composition admitting of a ready 
transition from fun & frisking87 to sublimity & pathos, but this thing88 must be interchanged, they 
must not be mixed up together: they must be kept distinct – though contemplated jointly. If we stand 
on a mountain we gladly view a storm breaking on one side of the horizon & dark clouds impending 
& the sun shining bright & calm in the other quarter of the heavens, but we are never drenched & 
scorched at the same instant whilst standing in one spot. Don Juan must sin;89 grave good people, 
pious people, regular people, all like to read about naughty people, & even 
 
1:3 
 
wicked words, such as I must not write, do not realy offend many very modest eyes. Even D’Israeli 
has <not> no objection to a little innocent bawdry. Shag is a main article <–> in the tobacconist’s 
shop; it sells better than pig tail. – 
 Let us have Casti by by all manner of means. 
    Yrs truly 
     F.C. 
 Hadlands 
 Thursday  
 
Federico Della Torre to a correspondent in Ravenna, July 17th 1819: 

(Source of text: Marchand, Leslie A. Byron and Count Alborghetti, PMLA LXIV December 1949, 
p.982) 
 
At the end of last week the Cardinal gave a conversazione, and inasmuch as that is an extraordinary 
thing in this season, it is said that he gave it in order to show the Englishman the united society of 
Ravenna. In anticipation the Cardinal made this conversazione known to My Lord in advance, and he 
without definitely refusing to attend, said that for some time he had abandoned large social functions. 
Following this the Legate sent one of his gentlemen to make the invitation, and he [Byron] thanked 
him while giving the same excuse. The Cardinal, strongly desiring to make the Lord change his mind, 
entrusted the matter with the Secretary General Alborghetti as a person of his acquaintance, but he did 
not succeed. Having returned home, however, Alborghetti believed that the affair was not altogether 
hopeless and thought to move him with his solicitations which he wrote in English. 
 This letter produced an effect quite the contrary, and be it that My Lord was tired of such 
frequently repeated insistence, be it that he was displeased at some expressions badly worded because 
of his [Alborghetti’s] failure to understand perfectly the force of some terms in that language, he 

                                                           
84: LJM 279 has “modesty”. 
85: LJM 279 has “That”. 
86: LJM 279 has “Pulci”. 
87: LJM 279 has “drollery”. 
88: LJM 279 has “then they”. 
89: LJM 279 has “sell”. 
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[Byron] replied in no uncertain manner with a negative, and in a way slightly disobliging, and there the 
matter rested. 
 
John Wilson Croker to John Murray, from Ryde, July 18th 1819: 
(Source: text from The Croker Papers, ed. Louis J. Jennings, John Murray 1885, Vol. I pp.145-6) 
The conservative Croker’s reaction to Don Juan puts Murray’s timidity about publishing it in a 
new light. 

Ryde, July 18th, 1819. 
  DEAR MURRAY, 
 I am agreeably disappointed at finding ‘Don Juan’ very little offensive. It is by no means worse 
than ‘Childe Harold,’ which it resembles as comedy does tragedy. There is a prodigious power of 
versification in it, and a great deal of very good pleasantry. There is also some magnificent poetry, and 
the shipwreck, though too long, and in parts very disgusting, is on the whole finely described. In short, 
I think it will not lose him any character as a poet, and, on the score of morality, I confess it seems a 
more innocent production than ‘Childe Harold’. What ‘Don Juan’ may become by-and-bye I cannot 
foresee, but at present I had rather a son of mine were Don Juan than, I think, any other of Lord 
Byron’s heroes. Heaven grant he may never resemble any of them. 
 I had Crabbe’s tales with me on shipboard, and they were a treasure. I was never so much taken 
with anything. The tales are in general so well conducted that, in prose, they would be interesting as 
mere stories; but to this are added such an admirable ease and force of diction, such good pleasantry, 
such high principles, such a strain of poetry, such a profundity of observation, and such a gaiety of 
observation as I never before, I think, saw collected. He imagines his stories with the humour and truth 
of Chaucer, and tells them with the copious terseness of Dryden, and the tender and thoughtful 
simplicity of Cowper. This high commendation does not apply to the whole of the tales, nor, perhaps, 
to the whole of any one. There are sad exceptions here and there, which might easily be removed, but 
on the whole it is a delightful book. 
 Mr. Gifford has sent me Leigh Hunt as a task. He asks but two or three pages, and I shall see what 
I can do this evening, but I had rather have let it alone. 
   Yours ever, 
    J.W.Croker. 
 
Byron to Lady Byron, from Ravenna, July 20th 1819: 
(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.291-3; QII 462-4; BLJ VII 
181-2) 

(Enclosing verses of a German poet.) 
Ravenna. July 20th 1819. 

 I have received from Holstein (I believe) the annexed paper of the Baroness of Hohenhausen 
&c. and the inclosed letter of a Mr. Jacob (or Jacobssen) and as they “ardently wish it could reach you” 
I transmit it. You will smile, as I have done, at the importance which they attach to such things, and the 
effect which they conceive capable of being produced by composition, but the Germans are still a 
young and a romantic people, and live in an ideal world. Perhaps it may not offend you, however it 
may surprise, that the good people on the frontiers of Denmark have taken an interest in your domestic 
Affairs, which have now, I think, nearly made the tour of Europe, and been discussed in most of its 
languages, to as little purpose as in our own. If you like to retain the enclosed, you can do so, an 
indication to my Sister that you have received the letter will be a sufficient answer. I will not close this 
sheet without a few words more. Fletcher has complained to me of your declining to give his wife a 
character, on account of your “doubts of her veracity in some circumstances a short time before she left 
you.” If your doubts allude to her testimony on your case during the then discussion, you must or at 
least ought to be the best judge how far she spoke truth or not; I can only say that She never had 
directly or indirectly, through me or mine, the slightest inducement to the contrary, nor am I indeed 
perfectly aware of what her Evidence was, never having seen her nor communicated with her at that 
period or since. I presume that you will weigh well your justice before you deprive the woman of the 
means of obtaining her bread. No one can be more fully aware than I am of the utter inefficacy of any 
words of mine to you on this or on any other subject, but I have discharged my duty to Truth in stating 
the above, and now do yours. 
 The date of my letter, indeed my letter itself, may surprize you, but I left Venice in the beginning 
of June, and came down into Romagna; there is the famous forest of Boccacio’s Story and Dryden’s 
fable hardby, the Adriatic not far distant, and the Sepulchre of Dante within the walls. I am just going 
to take a Canter (for I have resumed my Tartar habits since I left England) in the cool of the Evening, 
and in the shadow of the forest till the Ave Maria. I have got both my saddle and Carriage horses with 
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me, and don’t spare them, in the cooler part of the day. But I shall probably return to Venice in a short 
time. Ravenna itself preserves perhaps more of the old Italian manners than any City in Italy. It is out 
of the way of travellers and armies, and thus they have retained more of their originality. They make 
love a good deal, and assassinate a little. The department is governed by a Cardinal Legate (Alberoni 
was once legate here) to whom I have been presented and who told me some singular anecdotes of past 
times―of Alfieri &c. and others. I tried to discover for Leigh Hunt some traces of Francesca, but 
except her father Guido’s tomb, and the mere notice of the fact in the Latin commentary of Benvenuto 
da Imola in M.S. in the library, I could discover nothing for him. He (Hunt) has made a sad mistake 
about “old Ravenna’s clear-shewn towers and bay” the city lies so low that you must be close upon it 
before it is “shewn” at all, and the Sea had retired four miles at least, long before Francesca was born, 
and as far back as the Exarchs and Emperors. They tell me that at Rimini they know as little about her 
now―as they do her―so I have not gone there, it lies in the way to Rome, but I was at Rome in 1817. 
This is odd, for at Venice I found many traditions of the old Venetians, and at Ferrara a plentiful 
assortment of the House of Este, with the remains of the very Mirror, whose reflection cost at least a 
dozen lives, including those of Parisina and Ugo. I was wrong in placing those two naughty people in a 
garden. Parisina was a Malatesta of Rimini, and her daughter by Niccolo of Este was also put to death 
by some Italian Chief her husband in nearly the same manner as her mother. Her name was Ginevra. 
So that including the alliance of Francesca with Launcelot Malatesta of Rimini, that same Malatesta 
family appears to have been but indifferently fortunate in their matrimonial speculations――I have 
written to you thus much, because in writing to you at all I may as well write much as little. I have not 
heard of Ada for many months but they say “no news is good news” she must now be three years and 
almost eight months old. You must let her be taught Italian as soon as she can be taught any language 
but her own, and pray let her be musical, that is if She has a turn that way. I presume that Italian being 
a language of mine, will not prevent you from recollecting my request at the proper time. 
  I am 
   &c. 
    B 
Bologna. August 31st. 
   1819. 
 This letter was written as far back as July 20th at Ravenna, but I delayed putting it in the post till 
my return here which will account for the interval between the date and the arrival of the letter, if it 
arrives. Pray state to Augusta that you have received it, on account of the inclosures. I want no other 
answer. I should like to have a picture of Miss Byron, when she can conveniently sit to Holmes or any 
other painter. Addio. 
 

William Gifford to John Murray, July 23rd 1819: 
(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 
 
 How goes on, or rather off, the Don? I read the second Canto this morning, & lost all patience at 
seeing so much beauty so wantonly & perversely disfigured. A little care, & a little wish to do right, 
would have made this a superlative thing – As it is, it is better than any other could have written – but 
this is poor praise for Lord Byron. What a store of shame & sorrow is he laying up for himself? I never 
much admired the vaunt of Drawcansir “And this I dare do, because I dared?”90 – yet what but this is 
Lord Byron’s plea? 
 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, July 23rd 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434896; LJM 280-2) 
[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Venise / Italie // stamped: VENEZIA 9 AGO] 

London July 23 – 1819 
My Lord 
 I was so much frightened at the two or three Stanzas in Don Juan, which if omitted would have 
made the poem imaculate that I did not in my last dwell sufficiently on its unrivalled beauties. There 
appears to me no doubt but that you have infinitely surpassed all your former efforts and that <y> this 
poem isolates you compleatly from any thing that the age has produced – the plan of the poem is in 
itself an entire novelty in our language and if you Do but compleat it in the way you have began – you 
need attempt nothing further for immortality – Since its publication I have read it Six times and always 
discover some new excellence. Every one laments therefore in a tenfold degree the few passages which 
merely in kindness to your friends it was hoped you would have suffered to be replaced by others in 

                                                           
90: Buckingham, The Rehearsal, IV i 
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which you would have excited delight only – do I beseach you as the greatest mark of your Lordships 
continued favour to us – make the few slight alterations which we so anxiously 
 
1:2 
 
wish and you will confer upon me most particularly the greatest – of very many of my – innumerable – 
and delightful obligations to you – Gifford who admires even in his tears this splendid effort of Genius 
– says in a Letter “I read again this morning the Second Canto of Don Juan & lost all patience at seeing 
so much beauty, so wantonly & perversely disfigured. A little care & a little wish to do right would 
have made this a superlative thing – As it is it better than any other could have written – but this is 
poor praise for Lord Byron” – “I never much admired the vaunt of Drawcansir 
   “And all this I dare do, because I dare”91 
Yet what but this is Lord Byrons plea” 
Crabbe says – “I thank you for a very handsome & indeed splendid Work – which probably only one 
Man could write – but certainly only that one would be both able & willing – I know not which most to 
admire or regret these are both men who admire you & whose admiration is not undeserving of you – 
by no means fastidious – & who are steady in their regard for you – recall Giffords fatherly Letter to 
you & oblige his feelings – Stanza 129 – What opposite discoveries = the two last lines & the 
continuation of the allusion in 130 – 131 in the Shipwreck – the contribution of the Ladies – the 
Parody on the Ten 
 
1:3 
 
Commandments – fill up these & with something better & let us put forth the New Edition with your 
Lordships name – and proceed I entreat you we never can have enough of such delicious Stuff as this – 
it <is> resembles Child Harold – as Comedy does Tragedy92 – such prodigious power of Versification 
there is too and so much wit and excellent pleasantry – with some most magnificent Poetry – I declare 
to God I never felt so much delight as in the Second Canto – never – it is the very Soul of Poetry – tell 
me how long you were in framing this Second Canto – and will you let me have Any fragments of your 
first which I should like amazingly to see & keep. 
 Depend upon this – the Public are astonished – & the Wonderful powers displayed in this Poem – 
they are yet unable sufficiently to estimate – but you never did any thing greater. 
 I trust that your Lordship will not be offended at the remarks which I have made – for believe me I 
never felt more proud of any former Work even of yours – bating the few defects – 
 
1:4 [above address:] Have you any Settled Plan for the continuation of this immortal work – which is 
so fully entitled to all your care – Pray live to finish it – it is the Battle of Waterloo.93 I hope you will 
have made a pleasant tour & that you will [below address:] return in renovated health – Pitt – Nelson – 
Wellington – Byron94 – 
 Most faithfully & gratefully 
  Your Lordships Servant 
   John Murray 
 

Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, July 24th 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #8; BLJ VI 182) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
Byron makes final arrangements for leaving Venice. 
 
[Il’ Nobl Sige / Alessandro Scott / Profiso gli Sign Siri & Willhalm / Banchieri / Venezia – / Venezia] 
 

Ravenna. July 24th.  1819. 
My dear Scottin – 
                                I imparted as you will perceive by the enclosed some portion of yr. letter to the G – 
I say some – because (as you will perceive also) I omitted {all} that could offend her {own} self love – 

                                                           
91: Buckingham, The Rehearsal, IV i. 
92: Mu. echoes a letter from Croker, who adds, “it seems to me a more innocent production than Childe Harold” 
(qtd. LJM 283). 
93: Compare DJ XI st.56 (written three years later). 
94: Mu. echoes, without quoting it all, the previous item. 
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such as the “ridicola95 {&c.}” – and translated to her merely <the> {some} parts referring to her 
conduct towards me – and the {presumed} motives of it – and the prophecies of plantation.96 – 
Thereupon She chose to write the enclosed97 which she desires me to transmit to you – I took care to 
tell her that you took her part – and did not believe the asseverations. – You will judge for yourself – 
knowing the people  – I make no more pretensions to any kind of Judgement – satisfied that I am a 
damned fool. – – – She has “Milorded” you – taking that  
 
1:2 
 
for granted. –  The letter was written at the other end of the room – with several persons talking all at 
once – so that you may make some allowance for the difficulty of the situation to say nothing of that of 
the Subject. – – – – 
I write in haste – but I have much to say – I authorize most fully Mr. Dorville’s superintendance and 
command <of> {over} Edgecombe in my concerns – and trust that you will aid and abet him therein. – 
– – I have taken my part – which is not to return to Venice. – The Gs have no influence in this – for 
they do return in Winter to pass some time. – – –You will oblige {me} by announcing this to Mr.  
 
1:3 
 
Dorville – and request him to take measures accordingly – to give my Servants warning and to see that 
there are all accounts ready. – I know of no debts that there ought to be. – My house=rents are paid a 
year in advance. – I wish that Madame Mocenigo be asked to take back hers – I will give up this year’s 
Rent already paid (the term began in June) and restoring the house in good condition – I hope that she 
will agree to cancel the papers – and give up the year 1820. – If not I must keep the house on. – I will 
also give up the Casinos in town and at the Mira. – That of the Mira taken for the year – is paid for 
nine months in advance. – Will they 
  
1:4 
 
take it back? – the money they have and may keep – – – I desired Messrs. Siri &c. to advance small 
sums on house=keeping account to Mr. Dorville – and {said} that I would be responsible. – – – – Mr. 
Dorville will give Edgecombe and the Servants all warning – –  my books and my own furniture and 
things I will send for – when I have settled my {precise} abode – the Gondola will be to be sold – the 
posts and fixtures [rest?] to Madame Mocenigo. – I shall send for my daughter also. – – – – The 
animals also will come – fox – monkies and the other mastiff – – I will write again by next post – but 
in the mean time {will you} acknowledge this? –Remember me to Missiaglia – if  there is  
 
2:1 
 
aught unpaid – let him give the items. Perhaps he will have the goodness to see my books packed. – – 
My love to the Benzon – and Rangone – and health and thanks to all my acquaintance including the 
Albrizzi. – – – 
As to the “adoration” of the Venetians – you are of course laughing; – I have never courted their liking 
but have done them no harm – at least none intentionally.– – You need make no secret of my intended 
removal; – but at the same time you may state the fact – which is – that the G’s have nothing to do 
with it – as <they> they are to be in Venice next winter – for a long time.– – – I write in haste – but 
will specify next time – believe me ever & truly  
                                        yrs.  
                                         Byron [flourish] 
 
Alexander Scott to Byron, July 24th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 I) 
[To / The Rt. Hle Lord Byron / Ravenna] 
 
My Dear Lord 

                                                           
95: Scott had said in his letter in reply to B.’s of July 12th that Teresa had been considered “ridiculous” in Venice. 
96: B.’s literal translation of the Italian “piantare”, to leave or abandon. Teresa insisted on writing herself to Scott 
to tell him how wrong he was. “What a wretch I should consider myself if I feared that, one day, so great a man 
would blush to have loved me!” (Origo, p.94.) 
97: TG to B. of 23 July 1819. 
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 Your Letter98 so far from making me laugh, has made me sad; it has all the melancholy 
tinge of a last Will & Testament, where one is not named. Give up your Houses! Discharge your 
Servants! Oibò!99 I will wait for your second thoughts – a few days can make no difference, the less so 
as Mme Mocenigo is out of Town – If you repeat the injunctions & specify good reasons, of course, 
they will be attended to. In one of your letters to H – you say that you were disposed to think well of 
the Venetians till they forced you to the contrary – how can that be? What have they done? I am in the 
dark; & love the light. I know that the V–s are vile, ignorant & vicious – so am I, but that is no reason 
for incurring dislike. The “adoration” was a term made use of by the old Benzon (will you never p – p 
at her door again?) when talking of your disgust with said V–s, which reached her through Mengaldo I 
do suppose who goes to Switzerland – For my part I can assure you that I never heard the Venetians 
talk of your Lp but with respect, & when they ask after you ’tis with the same sort of solicitude as if 
they were asking after one of their own whom they wished to return. Poor Venise “Depuis sa 
catastrophe, livrée rendue, reprise, et apervie pour toujours, elle a à peine entendu de faibles 
voix réclamer pour elle cette pitié, dernier droit de malheur.” 100 
New history of Venice by P. Daru:101 which Missiaghia will send you with other books, if you like it – 
he will see them all packed & passed the Custom House 
 
1:2 
 
If he can be of use to you in any thing else – he is at your service. 
By the bye, I must not let slip an excellent opportunity of teasing you – Tis a generally received maxim 
that a man ought never to repeat to a woman the unpleasant things he may have heard said of her, for 
in many cases it may be the cause of a feud – of much mischief, and in no case no good can come out 
of it. You translated part of Hs Letter to the G – surely those were no pleasant things102 
I think I have you there! – departing from your own principles at the very moment you were angry 
with H for so doing – In my last I cautioned you regarding a he man of your acquaintance, to keep your 
eyes open upon I have lately had an opportunity of knowing more of him from one who knows all his 
vicende.103 
He is neither idle, ignorant, nor vicious; but he is a baron fotuto.104 – I expect in your next you will 
give some specific reasons for the second emigration. 
Have you forgot the burying ground at Lido? If ’tis merely the being tired of Venice & the wish to be 
in terra firma,105 ’tis reasonable – N. B. I am for I leave Venice soon – I am getting sleepy & do not 
know how to word my thanks & compliments to the Countess for her Letter – You will do it for me. I 
took it up before reading yours & could 
 
1:3 
 
neither make head nor tail of it, owing to the belording – I thought it was a Letter to you – 
Canova when here was extremely sorry at not finding you – he wished to have thanked you in 
person for honorable mention made of him – he was at the Benzoni every night106 – 
     ever & truly yours 
Venise 26/7, {July}1819   Alexr Scott 
 

Byron’s reference for John Dodd, from Ravenna, July 25th 1819: 

                                                           
98: BLJ VI 178-80 (July 12th 1819). B. answers the present letter on July 31st (BLJ VI 190-2). 
99: A mild oath: “oh dear!” Scott is reacting to B.’s letter of July 24th (BLJ VI 183). 
100: “Since her disaster [the Treaty of Campo Formio in 1797 which gave Venice to the Austrians], handed over, 
healed, and forever impoverished, she scarcely heard the feeble voices begging for her that pity which the last 
right of misfortune”. 
101: Count Pierre Antoine Noel Bruno Darù, Histoire de la République de Venise (Paris 1819). One of several 
sourcebooks for Marino Faliero and The Two Foscari. 
102: Scott underestimates B., who always gave away secrets, especially to those who would be damaged by their 
revelation. 
103: “vicissitudes”. 
104: On July 12th B. wrote, “I will never forgive H[oppner] for his gratuitous – bilious – officious meddling” 
(BLJ VI 180). On July 31st he writes, “As to the ‘[baron?] fottuto’ – as he is not the only thing ‘fottuto’ by me in 
his family – I overlook that for his wife’s sake” (BLJ VI 191). 
105: On July 31st B. writes, “… the truth is I do like Terra firma a little after the long absence from it” (BLJ VI 
190). 
106: B. replies, “I regret to have missed Canova – at Venice having missed him also at Rome – and in London 
(BLJ VI 191). 
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(Source: text from Newstead Abbey Collection RB H47 ALS; BLJ VI 184) 
Ravenna. July 25th. 

1819 

The Bearer of this – John Dodd an Englishman by birth was landed from the Nancy transport (in 
consequence of a fall from the rigging) on the coast near Ravenna. – This occurred some years ago. – 
In this city he has remained ever since without finding any opportunity of returning to Great Britain – 
as few English travellers {pass through the city} & fewer vessels of that nation touch at this part of 
{the Coast}. He has subsisted occasionally in service – & sometimes on Alms. – – His account of 
himself has been confirmed by the Police (whose passport he has obtained) and by several Gentlemen 
– The Counts Rasponi – Guiccioli – and others of my acquaintance. – – I have thought it my duty to 
obtain {for} him a passage to Trieste and to furnish him with a small sum for his expences in order to 
enable him at least to set out according to his desire – with the purpose of returning to his Country & 
relations. This 
 
1:2 
 
paper is added that in case he should meet by accident with any acquaintance of mine, my 
recommendation may not be wanting. – In the course of his probable application to any of his 
Majesty’s Consuls – it may also serve in confirmation of his story – and together with his passport – 
tend to prevent suspicion of his being an Impostor. – – – 
According to the best information I could obtain, his story is true – and his case a hard one. – I 
therefore recommend him as far as lies in my power – to the aid of his {more fortunate} fellow 
Citizens – as not unworthy of their assistance and protection in his journey homeward, – His object is 
to obtain a passage by Sea if possible from Trieste to his native place. 

(Signed) 
Byron 

(Peer of England.) 
1:3 
 
P.S. 
 I ought not to omit that the poor fellow had nearly forgotten his own language – but that at 
present he has resumed it with more fluency; – {from practice with my English Servant} – of the truth 
of his story no doubt can be entertained. – It is now two months that I have been at Ravenna – and 
every circumstance has tended to confirm his Accuracy. 

B. 
 

Police report from the Director-General of Police at Rome to Colonna Sciarra, the Director of 
Police, Bologna, July 25th 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 459.) 
      Rome, Direction-General of Police, 
       Assistant Department (No. 4530). 
 No. of answer, 27. 

(Private.) 
Subject: Measures for watching Count Ranconi in connection with Lord Byron. 
 The inspection of the postal correspondence of Count Ranconi with Lord Byron will be very 
opportune for the purpose of discovering if they are occupied in political matters; but it will be still 
more advantageous to have this latter person watched in his present abode in Venice, and thus to gain 
information concerning his attitude towards political questions in that place. 
 If the Director of Police, who is interested in carrying the matter out, approves of this proposal, I 
will await the result here, ready to co-operate with him in any urgency for the promotion of the well-
being of both Governments.107 And in the mean time I sign myself, with marked esteem, etc., etc. 
 25th July, 1819. 
 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Ravenna, July 26th 1819: 
(Source: text from the from Morgan Library MA 0062, 286952, Item 23; BLJ VI 185-7) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
Byron does not know that his correspondence with Augusta is also read by Annabella. 

 

                                                           
107: That is, those of Rome and of Tuscany. 
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Ravenna. July 26th. 1819. 
1.) 
My dearest Augusta – I am at too great a distance to scold you – but I will ask you – whether your 
letter of the 1st. July is an answer to the letter I wrote you before I quitted Venice? – What? is it come 
to this? – Have you no memory? or no heart? – You had both – and I have both – at least for you. – – – 
I write this presuming that you received that letter – is it that you fear? do not be afraid of the post – 
the World has it’s own affairs without thinking of ours and you may write safely – if you do –address 
as usual to Venice – My house is not in St. Marc’s but on the Grand Canal – <near> within sight of the 
Rialto Bridge. – – – – – – – – I do not like at all this pain in your side and always think of your 
mother’s constitution  – 
 
1:2 
 
you must always be to me the first consideration in the World – Shall I come to you? – or would a 
warm climate do you good? – if so say the word – and I will provide you & your whole family 
(including that precious baggage your Husband) with the means of making an agreeable journey – you 
need not fear about me – I am much altered – and should be little trouble to you – nor would I give you 
more of my company than you like – – I confess after three years and a half – and such years! and such 
a year as preceded those three years! it would be a relief to me to108 see you again – and if it would be 
so to you – I will come to you. – – – Pray – answer me – and recollect that I will do as you like in 
everything – even to returning to England – which is not the pleasantest of re= 
 
1:3 
 
=sidences were you out of it. – – – – I write from Ravenna – I came here on account of a Countess 
Guiccioli – a Girl of <Twenty> {Twenty} married to {a very rich old} man of Sixty – about a year 
ago; –with <xxxx> {her} last Winter I had a liaison according to the good old Italian custom – she 
miscarried in May – and sent for me here – and here I have been these two months. – She is pretty – a 
great Coquette – extremely vain – excessively affected – clever enough – without the smallest 
principle –with a good deal of imagination and some passion; – She had set her heart on carrying me 
off from Venice out of vanity – and succeeded – and having made herself the subject of general 
conversation has greatly contributed to her recovery. – Her husband is one of the richest Nobles of 
Ravenna – threescore  
 
1:4 
 
years of age – this is his third wife – –You may suppose what esteem I entertain for her – perhaps it is 
about equal on both sides. – – I have my saddle=horses here and there is good riding in the forest – 
with these – and my carriage {which is here also} – and the Sea – and my books – and the lady – the 
time passes – – I am very fond of riding and always was out of England – but I hate your Hyde Park – 
and your turnpike roads – & must have forests – downs – or deserts to expatiate in – I detest knowing 
the road – one is to go, – and being interrupted by your damned finger=posts, or – a – blackguard 
roaring for twopence at a turnpike. – – – – 
I send you a sonnet which this faithful Lady had made for the nuptials of one of her relations in which 
she swears the most alarming constancey to her husband – is not this good? you  
 
2:1 
 
2.) 
may suppose my face when she showed it to me – I could not help laughing – one of our laughs – – – – 
All this is very absurd – but you see that I have good morals at bottom – – – – – – 
She is an Equestrian too – but a bore in her rides – for she can’t guide her horse – and he runs after 
mine – and tries to bite him – and then she begins screaming in a high hat and Sky=blue habit – 
making a most absurd figure – and embarrassing me and both our grooms – who have the devil’s own 
work to keep her from tumbling – or having her clothes torn off by the trees and thickets of the Pine 
forest. – – I fell a little in love with her intimate friend – a certain Geltruda109 – (that is Gertrude) who 
is {very} young & seems very well disposed to be perfidious – but alas! – her husband is jealous – and 
the G. also detected me in an illicit squeezing of hands, the  
                                                           
108: “relief to” (BLJ). 
109: Geltruda Vicari. 
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2:2 
 
consequence of which was that the friend was whisked off to Bologna for a few days – and since her 
return I have never been able to see her but twice – with a dragon of a mother in law – and a barbarous 
husband by her side – besides my own dear precious Amica – who hates all flirting but her own – But I 
have a Priest who befriends me – and the Gertrude says a good deal with her great black eyes, so that 
perhaps – – but Alas! I mean to give up these things altogether. – – – I have now given you some 
account of my present state – the Guide=book will tell you about Ravenna – I can’t tell how long or 
short may be my stay – write to me – love me – as ever  
                                       yrs.  
                                     most affectly.  
                                              B [flourish] 
P.S. 
This affair is not {in the least} expensive – being all in the wealthy line – but troublesome – for the 
lady is imperious – and exigeante – however there are hopes that we may quarrel – when we do you 
shall hear 
 
[In margin of printed sonnet enclosed:]  
 
Ask Hobhouse to translate this to you – and tell him the reason. – – –  
 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Ravenna, July 30th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4123B; 1922 II 116-20; QII 466-9; BLJ VI 187-190) 
[To, – / John Hobhouse Esqre. / to ye care of J. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / 
Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

Ravenna, July 30th, 1819 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 Your last letter was of the beginning of June – how is it with you? are you slain by 
Major Cartwright? – or ill of a quinsey? or are you writing a pamphlet in rejoinder to Erskine? I 
understand that a tailor110 and you are amongst the most strenuous writers in favour of the measures 
taken by the reformers; – I sometimes get a glimpse of your speeches with the names of the tavern and 
company – in a stray newspaper – Galignani – or the Lugano Gazette – there is Mr. Bicker=steth – the 
man–midwife – and several other worthies of the like Calibre – “there <was> never was a set of more 
amicable officers – as Major Sturgeon says111 – pray let me hear how you go on. – – – 
My Sister writes to me that “Scrope looks ill and out of Spirits” and has not his wonted air of 
Prosperity – and that 
 
1:2 
 
she fears his pursuits have {not} had all their former success. – Is it even so? I suppose there is no 
knowing, and that the only way in which his friends will be apprized will be by some confounded thing 
or other happening to him. – He has not written to me since {the} Winter, in last year’s last month, – 
what is he about! – The Dougal Creature has written to mention the pact with Murray – if it (i.e. D. J. 
fails) the Sum is too much, if it succeeds it is too little by five hundred guineas in coin or ingots. – 
Donny Johnny will either succeed greatly – or tumble flatly – there will be no medium – at least I think 
not. – Galignani announces Mazeppa as stamped112 – but I know nothing and hear nothing of it or of 
Juan, what is become of the ode to Venice? 
 
1:3 
 
I am endeavouring hereto get a transcript of Benvenuto da Imola’s Latin commentary on Dante – never 
yet stamped – quite “inedita.” – They promise it me. – I have been swimming in the Adriatic, and 
cantering through Boccaccio’s Pinery – it is a fine forest “so full of pastime and prodigality”113 – and I 
have persuaded my Contessa to put a side=saddle upon a poney of her Sposo’s, and we ride together – 
She in a hat shaped like Punch’s and the Merry Mrs. Ford’s of Windsor – and a Sky=blue tiffany riding 

                                                           
110: Francis Place. 
111: Samuel Foote, The Mayor Of Garratt. 
112: “printed” (Italian stampata). 
113: Farquhar, The Recruiting Officer, V i. 
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habit – like the Ghost of Prologue’s Grandmother; – I bought an English <steed> {horse} of Capt. 
<Fyel> Fyler some time ago (which with my others is here) and he is a famous leaper, and my amuse= 
 
1:4 
 
=ment has been to make her Groom on a huge Coach-horse follow me over certain ditches and 
drain=lets, an operation in which he is considerably incommoded by a pair of Jack=boots – as well as 
{by} the novelty of the <operation> undertaking. – You would like the forest – it reaches from here to 
Rimini. – I have been here these two months – and hitherto all hath <gone> gone {on} well – with the 
usual exception of some “Gelosie” which are the fault of the climate and of the conjunction of two 
{such} capricious people as the Guiccioli and <your> the Inglese – – but here hath been no stabbing 
nor drugging of possets114 – the last person assassinated here was the Commissary of Police three 
months ago – they kilt him from an alley – one evening – but he is recovering from the slugs with 
which they sprinkled – him from an “Archibugia” that 
 
2:1 
 
2.) shot him round a Corner – like the Irishman’s Gun. – He – and Manzoni who was stabbed dead – 
going to the theatre at Forli – not long before – are the only recent instances. – But it is the custom of 
the Country – and not much worse than duelling – where one undertakes at a certain personal risk of a 
more open nature – to get rid of a disagreeable person – who is injurious – or inconvenient, and if such 
people become insupportable – what is to be done? – It is give and take, – like every thing else – you 
run the same risk – and they run the same risk; it has the same object with duelling – but adopts a 
different means. – As to the trash about honour – that is all stuff – a man offends – – you want to kill 
him – this is amiable and natural – but how? – the 
 
2:2 
 
natural mode is obvious – but the artificial varies according to education. – – – – 
I am taking the Generous side of the question – seeing I am much more exposed here to become the 
patient than the Agent of such an experiment; – I know but one man whom I should be <attem> 
tempted to put to rest – and he is not an Italian {nor in ltaly}115 – and therefore I trust that he wont pass 
through Romagna during my sojourn – because ’gin he did – there is no saying what the fashionable 
facilities might induce a vindictive gentleman to meditate; – besides, – there are injuries where the 
balance is so greatly against the offender – that you are not to risk a <good> life – against his – 
(excepting always the law which is {originally} a convention) but to trample as would on any other 
venomous animal. – – – 
 
2:3 
 
To return to Dante (where you will find a <pretty> pretty eulogy on revenge) his tomb is within fifty 
yards of my “locanda”, the effigy {& tombstone} well preserved, but the outside is a mere modern 
Cupola. – – – 
The house <opposite> {flanking} this <but> {house} {but divided by a street} is said to have been 
inhabited by him – but that is mere Say=so as far as I can make out – it is old enough to have been 
inhabited by Honorius for that matter. – The Polentani his patrons are buried in a Church behind his 
Grave – but there are no tidings nor tradition of Francesca – here or at Rimini – except the mere fact – 
which to be sure is a thumper – as they were {actually} killed in it. – Hunt made a devil of a mistake 
about “Old Ravenna’s clear shown towers and bay” 
 
2:4 
 
there has been no bay nor Sea within five miles since {long before} the time of the Exarchs, and as to 
“clear=shown” the town lies so low that you must be close upon it before it is seen at all – and then 
there is no comprehensive view unless you climb the steeple. – – I was introduced to the <Cardin> 
Cardinal Legate – a fine old boy, – and I might have known all the world – but I prefer a private <lif> 
life, and have lived almost entirely with my paramour – her husband – his son by a former marriage – 

                                                           
114: Shakespeare, Macbeth, II ii. 
115: Either Brougham or Southey. 
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and her father – with her Confidante “in white linen”116 a very pretty woman – noble also as her friend, 
called Gertrude Vicari – who has however a jealous husband – “a strange Centaur” as Gibbon calls a 
philosophical Theologian.117 – But he is a profane historian. – – 
 
3:1 
 
3.) I also fell in love with a promised bride named Ursula – Something – one of the prettiest creatures I 
ever saw – but her barbarous mother – suspecting her of smiling from a window upon me – has 
watched her ever since – and she won’t be married till September – so there be no hopes – however I 
am trying my best – with a priest (not to marry me you may believe) and others to bring about 
some=at. – – – 
A precious epistle of Gossip this is. – – – 
But these are all I can say of “fatti miei” – I have had the G— (whom I came for) in any case – and 
what more I can get I know not – {but will try} – it is much better for beauty than Lombardy. – – – – 
Canova is now in the Austrian states –  

ever &c. very truly yr[long scrawl] 
 
3:2 
 
[above address:] P.S. July 31st. – Considerable lusinghe that Ursula will be obtained – She being well 
<dispose> <disp> disposed. – – – Do you know what happened to Lord Kinnaird at Faenza? – when he 
went [inverted below address:] back to Milan – they stopped his Carriage to search for the Bianchi (the 
dancer he keeps) thinking she had broke her engagement for the fair of Sinigaglia to return into 
Lombardy – Lege Dick Lege, but it was not so – She is dancing at the Fair. [sideways next to the 

address:] An old Woman at Rome <was> reading Boccaccio exclaimed “I wish to God {that} this was 
saying one’s prayers.” – – 
 

Byron to Alexander Scott, from Ravenna, July 31st, 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #10; BLJ VI 190) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
 
 [Il’ Nobile Signore / Alessandro Scott / Profiso gli Signor / Siri & Willhalm / Banchieri / Venezia – 
Venezia] 
Ravenna. July 31st. 1819. 
Dear Scottin, 
                        You were right – I will consider {first,} but the truth {is} I do like Terra firma a little 
after the long absence from it – as to the G. – She has not much to do with my resolution – as I have 
something besides her on my hands – and in my eye – but I shall say nothing more now – till I am 
more sure. – –There are better things in that line – in this part – of the world – than at Venice – besides 
– like the preserve of a Manor – this part has not yet been shot over. – – It would be very unpleasant to 
me that you should quit Venice without our meeting again – I would almost take a flight there again on 
purpose to see you – rather than this should be – and arrange my concerns in person – where do you 
think of going? how are the Cows? – 
 
1:2 
 
You are wrong about H’s letter. – There was nothing in it – to offend her – but me. –For instance 
telling her that She would be the planter – that She was voluble – what is all this? – if I had told her 
that she was called and thought an absurd woman (which I carefully avoided) there indeed I should 
have been truly Hoppnerian. – –You may tell a man that he is thought libertine – profligate – a villain 
– but not that his nose want’s blowing – or that his neckcloth is ill tied. – Suppose you were to say to 
that Coxcomb Mengaldo that he was dangerous – disaffected – a severe disciplinarian in his regiment –
{that he had ill used Carlotta Aglietti}118 – that he had been guilty of atrocities in his retreat from 
Moscow (Moscow would sweeten him) he would affect but feel nothing – but if you told him his father 
sold eggs not very  
 
                                                           
116: Sheridan, The Critic, III i. 
117: Gibbon quotation pending.  
118: Mengaldo’s unsuccessful suit of Dr. Aglietti’s daughter had driven him to distraction and had made him a 
little ridiculous. 
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1:3 
 
fresh – he would be wroth to a degree. – –I do not know whether I made myself understood – but it is 
in the little nooks of character – where your true tormentors play the Mosquito and the Gadfly – and 
{where} such fellows as M. & H. distil their little drop of venom. – Now I do maintain that I have 
always avoided this – which is never necessary – unless in cases where your fame or fortunes may be 
seriously attacked. –I could have driven Hoppner mad – had I ever told him a 10000th. part of the 
things that I know – and the buffone Cavaliere little less so – but I resisted the pettiness of repaying 
them in kind. – <Y> In future I shall be less kind to them – and you may tell Mengaldo so – a little 
<tittle>tittle tattle boasting parvenu – who never could forgive one’s beating him in his own narrow 
field – as we did hollow besides in the wider one of waters. – I wish you had  
 
1:4 
 
heard the account he had left at Ferrara of the Swimming=match – you were sunk & omitted altogether 
– and he had passed the Rialto – and was only beaten by me by some accident! – But we knew him to 
be a liar before – – but would think the complete dressing we both gave him in the swimming=match 
would have silenced him on that score. – – – I could [not?] help saying on hearing it – to his friends, 
“this story is Mengaldo all over.” – – I enclose a letter which I beg you to forward to Siri & Willhalm – 
I wish them to remit the 23 francs to <Ganta> – {Genoa,} as I know not how. – – – I have as yet 
decided nothing – but have a general idea of quitting Venice – {altogether}particularly if I can get this 
other Girl. – But in the mean time the establishment may remain as it is – except that I wish they 
enquire on what terms the landlords of the houses would take them back again supposing  
 
2:1 
 
2.) me to be so disposed. – –Edgecombe may have a hint of my thoughts, and Mr. Dorville also. – – – – 
– As to the “[baron?] fottuto”119 – as he is not the only thing “fottuto” (by me) in his family – I 
overlook that for his wife’s sake. –  What can he do – unless I buy or sell with him? – and I don’t mean 
to do either – if She plants – let her. –– “There are as good fish in the Sea as ever came out of it.” 
There is a Scotch proverb for you – hot as haggis. – By the way how many ts are there in “fottuto” one 
or two? – “fotuto” – eh? Continue to write – remember me to Missiaglia – and Peppi – & Marina – and 
all the Conversazioners – I regret to have missed Canova – at Venice – having missed him also at 
Rome – and in London. – – – – Believe me ever & truly yrs. affectly. 
                                          Byron 
 
Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 1st 1819: 
(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 4742; LJ IV 326-36; QII 471-8; BLJ VI 192-8) 
On five sheets and with approximately 3,100 words, this is Byron’s longest letter. 

 
[no address] 
 
Address yr. answer to Venice however. – – – 

Ravenna. August 1st. 1819 
Dear Sir – 
 Don’t be alarmed. – You will see me defend myself gaily – that is – if I happen to be in Spirits – 
and by Spirits I don’t mean your meaning of the word – but the spirit of a bull=dog when pinched – or 
a bull when pinned – it is then {that} they make best sport – and as my Sensations under an attack are 
probably a happy compound of the united energies of those amiable animals – you may perhaps see 
what <Marall> Marrall calls “rare sport –” and some good tossing and goring in the course of the 
controversy. – But I must be in the right cue first – and I doubt I am almost too far off to be in a 
sufficient fury for the purpose – and then I have effeminated and enervated myself with love and the 
summer in these last two months. – I wrote to Mr. Hobhouse the other day – <in which I> {and} 
foretold that Juan would either fall entirely or succeed completely – there will be no medium – 
appearances are 
 

                                                           

119: Fottuto – French foutre, an epithet of disgust or of imprecation, as in “mondo fottuto”, or “porco fottuto”. 
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1:2 
 
not favourable – but as you write the day after publication – it can hardly be decided what opinion will 
predominate. – You seem in a fright – and doubtless with cause. – Come what may – I never will 
flatter the Million’s canting in any shape – circumstances may or may not have placed me at times in a 
situation to lead {the} public opinion – but the public opinion – never led nor {ever} shall lead me. – I 
will not sit on “a degraded throne” so pray put Messrs. Southey – or Sotheby – or Tom Moore – or 
Horace Twiss upon it – they will all of them be transported with their coronation. – – – – – – 
You have bought Harlow’s drawings {of Margarita and me} rather dear methinks – but since you 
desire the story of Margarita Cogni – you shall be told it – though it may be lengthy. – – 
Her face is {of} the fine Venetian cast of the old Time – and her figure though perhaps too tall not less 
fine, – taken altogether in the national dress. – – – – – – – – – – 
 
1:3 
 
In the summer of 1817, Hobhouse and myself were sauntering on horseback along the Brenta one 
evening – when amongst a group of peasants we remarked two girls as the prettiest we had seen for 
some time. – About this period there had been great distress in the country – and I had {a little} 
relieved some of the people. – – Generosity makes a great figure at very little cost in Venetian livres – 
and mine had probably been exaggerated – as an Englishman’s. – – Whether they remarked us looking 
at them or no – I know not – but one of them called out to me in Venetian – “Why do not you who 
relieve others – think of us also” – I turned round and answered her – “Cara – tu sei troppo bella e 
giovane per aver’ bisogno del’ soccorso mio” – she answered – if you saw my hut and my food – you 
would not say so. – All this passed half jestingly – and I saw no more of her for some days. – 
 
1:4 
 
A few evenings after – we met with these two girls again – and they addressed us more seriously – 
assuring us of the truth of their statement. – They were cousins – Margarita married – the other single. 
– – As I doubted still of the circumstances – I took the business up in a different light – and made an 
appointment with them for the next evening. – Hobhouse had taken a fancy to the single lady – who 
was much shorter – in stature – but a {very} pretty girl also. – – They came attended by a third woman 
– who was cursedly in the way – and Hobhouse’s charmer took fright (I don’t mean at Hobhouse but at 
not being married – for here <nobody> {no woman} will do anything under adultery) and flew off – 
and mine made some bother – at the propositions – and wished to consider of them. – I told her “if you 
really are in want <I> I will relieve you without any conditions whatever – and you may make love 
with me or no just as you please – that shall make 
 
2:1 
 
2.) no difference – but if {you} <not> are not in absolute necessity – this is naturally a rendezvous – 
and I presumed that you understood this – when you made the appointment”. – – She said that she had 
no objection to <l> make love with me – as she was married – and all married women did it – but that 
her husband (a baker) was somewhat ferocious – and would do her a mischief. – In short – in a few 
evenings we arranged our affairs – and for two years – in the course of which I had <almost two th> 
more women than I can count or recount – she was the only one who preserved over me an ascendancy 
– which was often disputed & never impaired. – – As she herself used to say publicly – “It don’t matter 
– he may have five hundred – but he will always come back to me”. – – – – – 
The reasons of this were firstly – her person – very dark – tall – the Venetian face – very fine black 
eyes – and certain other qualities 
 
2:2 
 
which need not be mentioned. – She was two & twenty years old – and never having had children – 
had not spoilt her figure – nor anything else – which is I assure you – a great desideratum in a hot 
climate where they grow relaxed {and doughy} and flumpity in a short time after breeding. – – She 
was besides a thorough Venetian in her dialect – in her thoughts – in her countenance – in <either> 
every thing – with all their naiveté and Pantaloon humour. – Besides she could neither read nor write – 
and could not plague me with letters – except twice that she paid sixpence to a public scribe under the 
piazza – to make a letter for her – upon some occasion when I was ill and could not see her. – – In 
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other respects she was somewhat fierce and “prepotente” that is – overbearing – and used to walk in 
whenever it suited her – with no very great regard to time, place, nor persons – and if she 
 
2:3 
 
found any women in her way she knocked them down. – When I first knew her I was in “relazione” 
(liaison) with la Signora Segati – who was silly enough one evening at Dolo – accompanied by some 
of her female friends – to threaten her – for the Gossips of the Villeggiatura – had already found out by 
the neighing of my horse one evening – that I used to “ride late in the night” to meet the Fornarina. – – 
Margarita threw back her <far shaw> veil (fazziolo) and replied in very explicit Venetian – “You are 
not his wife – I am not his wife – you are his <xxxx> Donna – and I am his donna, your husband is a 
cuckold – and mine is another; – for the rest what right have you to reproach me? – if he prefers what 
is mine – to what is yours – is it my fault? if you wish to secure him – tie him to 
 
2:4 
 
your petticoat=string – but do not think to speak to me without a reply because you happen to be richer 
than I am.” – – – – 
Having delivered this pretty piece of eloquence (which I translate as it was related to me by a 
byestander) she went on her way – leaving a numerous audience with Madame Segati – to ponder at 
her leisure on the dialogue between them. – When I came to Venice for the Winter she followed: – I 
never had any regular liaison with her – but whenever she came I never allowed any other connection 
to interfere with her – and as she found herself out to be a favourite she came pretty often. – But She 
had inordinate Self=love – and was not tolerant of other women – except {of} the Segati – who was as 
she said my {regular} “Amica” – so that I being at that time somewhat promiscuous – there was great 
confusion – and demolition of head dresses and handkerchiefs – and sometimes my servants in 
“redding the fray” between her and 
 
3:1 
 
3.) other feminine persons – received more knocks than acknowledgements for their peaceful 
endeavours. – – At the “Cavalchina” the masqued ball on the last night of the Carnival – where all the 
World goes – she snatched off the mask of Madame Contarini – a lady noble by birth – and decent in 
conduct – for no other reason but because she happened to be leaning on my arm. – You may suppose 
what a cursed noise this made, – but this is only one of her pranks. – – At last she quarrelled with her 
husband – and one evening <walk> ran away to my house. – I told her this would not do – she said she 
would lie in the street but not go back to him – that he beat her (the gentle tigress) spent her money – 
and scandalously neglected his <Oven.> Oven. – As it was Midnight – I let her stay – and next day 
there was no moving her at 
 
3:2 
 
all. – – Her husband came roaring & crying – & entreating her to come back, not She! – – He then 
applied to the Police – and they applied to me – I told them and her husband to take her – I did not 
want her – she had come – and I could not fling her out of the window – but they might conduct her 
through that or the door if they chose it. – – She went before the Commissary – but was obliged to 
return with {that} “becco Ettico” (consumptive cuckold), as she called the poor man who had a Ptisick. 
– In a few days she ran away again. – After a precious piece of work she fixed herself in my house – 
really & truly without my consent – but owing to my indolence – and not being able to keep my 
countenance – for if I began in a rage she 
 
3:3 
 
{always} finished by making me laugh with some Venetian pantaloonery or other – and the Gipsy 
knew this well enough – as well as her other powers of persuasion – and exerted them with the usual 
tact and success of all She=things – high and low – they are all alike for that. – Madame Benzone also 
took her under her protection – and then her head turned. – She was always in extremes either crying 
or laughing – and so fierce when angered that she was the terror of men women and children – for she 
had the strength of an Amazon with the temper of Medea. She was a fine animal – but quite 
untameable. – I was the only person that could at all keep her in any order – and when she saw me 
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really angry – (which they tell me is rather a savage sight), she subsided. – – But she had a thousand 
fooleries – in her fazziolo – the dress of the 
 
3:4 
 
lower orders – she looked beautiful – but alas! she longed for a hat and feathers and all I could say or 
do – (and I said much) could not prevent this travestie. – I put the first into the fire – but I got tired of 
burning them before she did of buying them – so that she made herself a figure – for they did not at all 
become her – Then she would have her gowns with a tail – like a lady forsooth – nothing would serve 
her – but “1’abito colla coua” {or cua} (that is the Venetian for “la Coda” {the} tail or train) and as her 
cursed pronunciation of the word made me laugh – there was an end {of all controversy} – and she 
dragged this diabolical tail after her every where. – – In the mean time she beat the women – and 
stopped my letters. – I found her one day pondering over one – she used to try to find out 
 
4:1 
 
4.) by their shape whether they were feminine or no – and she used to lament her ignorance – and 
actually <learned> {studied} her Alphabet – on purpose (as she declared) to open all letters addressed 
<me> {to me} and read their contents. – – – – – 
I must not omit to do justice to her house=keeping qualities – after she came into my house as “donna 
di governo” the expences were reduced to less than half – and every body did their duty better – the 
apartments were kept in order – and every thing and every body else except herself. – – – That she had 
a sufficient regard for me in her wild way I had many reasons to believe – I will mention one. – – – In 
the autumn one day going to the Lido with my Gondoliers – we were overtaken by a heavy Squall and 
the Gondola put in peril – hats blown away – boat filling – oar lost – tumbling sea – thunder – rain in 
torrents – night co= 
 
4:2 
 
=ming – & wind increasing. – On our return – after a tight struggle; I found her <flashing> on the open 
steps of the Mocenigo palace on the Grand Canal – with her great black eyes flashing though her tears 
and the long dark hair which was streaming drenched with rain over her brows & breast; – she was 
perfectly exposed to the storm – and the wind blowing her hair & dress about her tall thin <figure> 
figure – and the lightning flashing round her – with the waves rolling at her feet – made her look like 
Medea alighted from her chariot – or <th> the Sibyl of the tempest that was rolling around her – the 
only living thing within hail at that moment except ourselves. – On seeing me safe – she did not wait to 
greet me as might be expected – but calling out to me – “Ah – Can’ della Madonna 
 
4:3 
 
xe esto <un> {il} tempo per andar’ al’ Lido?” (ah Dog of the Virgin! – is this a time to go to Lido?) 
ran into the house – and solaced herself with scolding the boatmen for not foreseeing the “temporale”. 
– – 
I was told by the servants that she had only been prevented from coming <after> in a boat to look after 
me – by the refusal of all the Gondoliers of the Canal to put out into the harbour in such a moment and 
that then she sate down on the steps in all the thickest of the Squall – and would neither be removed 
nor comforted. Her joy at seeing me again – was moderately mixed with ferocity – and gave me the 
idea of a tigress over her recovered Cubs. – – – But her reign drew near a close. – She became quite 
ungovernable {some months after} – and a concurrence of complaints some true and many false – 
 
4:4 
 
“a favourite has no friend”120 – determined me to part with her. – I told her quietly that she must return 
home – (she had acquired a sufficient provision for herself and mother &c. in my service) and She 
refused to quit the house. – I was firm – and she went – threatening knives and revenge. – I told her – 
that I had seen knives drawn before her time – and that if she chose to begin – there was a knife – and 
fork also at her service on the table {and that intimidation would not do. –} – The next day while I was 
at dinner – she walked in (having broke open a glass door that led from the hall below to the staircase 

                                                           
120: Gray, On the Death of a Favourite Cat, drowned in a China Tub of Gold Fishes, l.48. 
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by way of prologue) and advancing strait up to the table snatched the knife from my hand – cutting me 
slightly in the thumb in the operation. – Whether she meant to use this against herself or me I know not 
– probably against neither – but Fletcher seized her 
 
5:1 
 
5.) by the arms – and disarmed her. – – – 
I then called my boatmen – and desired them to get the Gondola ready and conduct her to her own 
house again – seeing carefully that she did herself no mischief by the way. – She seemed quite quiet 
and walked down stairs. – I resumed my dinner. – We heard a great noise – I went out – and met them 
on the staircase – carrying her up stairs. – She had thrown herself into the Canal. – That she intended to 
destroy herself I do not believe – but when we consider the fear women and men who can’t swim have 
of deep or even {of} shallow water – (and the Venetians in particular though they live on the waves) 
and that it was also night – and dark – & very cold – it shows that she had a devilish spirit of some sort 
within her. – They had got her out without much difficulty or damage 
 
5:2 
 
except the salt water she had swallowed and the wetting she had undergone. – I foresaw her intention 
to <ha> refix herself and sent for a Surgeon – enquiring how many hours it would require to restore her 
from her agitation, and he named the time. – I then said – “I give you that time – and more if you 
require it – but at the expiration of the prescribed period – if She does not leave the house – I will: – – 
– 
All my people were consternated – they had always been frightened at her – and were now paralyzed – 
they wanted me to apply to the police – to guard myself – &c. &c. – like a pack of sniveling servile 
boobies as they were. – – – 
I did nothing of the kind – thinking that I might as well end that way as another – besides – I had been 
used to savage women and knew their ways. – 
 
5:3 
 
I had her sent home quietly after her recovery – and never saw her since except twice at the opera – at 
a distance amongst the audience. – – 
She made many attempts to return – but no more violent ones. – And this is the story of Margharita 
Cogni – as far as it belongs to me. – – I forgot to mention that she was very devout – and would cross 
herself if she heard the prayer=time strike – sometimes – when that ceremony did not appear to be 
much in unison with what she was then about. – She was quick in reply – as for instance – one day 
when she had made me very angry with beating somebody or other – I called her a Cow (Cow in 
Italian is a sad affront and tantamount to the feminine of dog in English) I called her “Vacca” she 
turned round – curtsied – and answered 
 
5:4 
 
“Vacca tua ’Celenza” (i.e Eccellenza) your Cow – please your Excellency. – In short – she was – as I 
said before – a very fine Animal – of considerable beauty and energy – with many good & several 
amusing qualities – but wild as a witch – and fierce as a demon. – She used to boast {publicly} of her 
ascendancy {over me} – contrasting it with that of other women – and assigning for it sundry reasons 
physical and moral which did more credit to her person than her modesty. – – True it was that they all 
tried to get her away – and no one succeeded – till her own absurdity helped them. – Whenever there 
was a competition, and sometimes – one would be shut in one room and one in another – to prevent 
battle – she had generally the preference. – – – –  

yrs. very truly 
and affectly 

B 
P.S. – The Countess G[uiccioli]. is much better than she was. – – – 
I sent you before leaving Venice – a letter containing the {real} original sketch – which gave rise to the 
“Vampire &c” did you get it? –  
 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, August 6th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434896; LJM 283) 
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[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / a <Venise> / en Italie // stamped: VENEZIA 19 AGO // 
redirected to: Sigr Cro Insom / Bologna 22 AGO] 
A single sheet with most of the paper not used. 

 
My Lord 
 I send you the inclosed cut out of “My Grandmothers Review the British” No XXVII published the 
2nd of August – <it> nothing can be more absurd & a better subject for fun you can not have – <it> it is 
written by the Editor Roberts himself – I will send more in a day or two 
  most truly yours 
   J Murray 
Aug 6 – 1819 

 

Teresa Guiccioli to Byron, August 7th 1819: 
(Source: original not found: see Vie de Lord Byron en Italie, 2,189-90; text from typed copy KSHR, 
Origo papers.) 
 
Forlì, 7 agosto 1819 
 
Venite Milord—ve ne preghiamo. Non temete che il rumore, o le visite possino turbarvi—qui tutta è 
tranquillità, e natura—non s’ode altro rumore che quello che fà il vento scuotendo le foglie degli 
Alberi—e il dolce canto degli Uccelli. Domenica mattina partiremo per Bologna e domani—faremo 
una gita a Faenza e saremo di ritorno a Forlì per le ore 8 della sera. In questo modo potressimo passare 
la sera insieme passeggiando nel giardino dove non sono a temere come a Ravenna i cattivi influssi 
delle rugiade notturne ... 
 
 
Translation: Forlì,121 August 7, 1819. / Do come, my lord, we beg you. Do not fear being disturbed by 
noise or callers – here everything is peace and Nature. No other sound is heard but the wind stirring the 
leaves in the trees and the sweet song of the birds. We shall leave for Bologna on Sunday morning and 
are making an outing to Faenza tomorrow, and we shall be back at Forlì by eight in the evening. That 
way we could spend the evening together strolling in the garden; unlike Ravenna, there are no ill 
effects from the night dews to be afraid of there … 
 
Byron to Alessandro Guiccioli, from Ravenna, August 7th 1819: 
(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VI 201) 
Byron is having an affair with Teresa, Guiccioli’s wife. 
 
My dear Chevalier, 
 I write my answer in English to the letter, which I had the honour of receiving from 
you and your amiable consort, for fear of “Spropositi” in Italian. I am very sorry that it will not be in 
my power to be at Forli tomorrow Evening – as I must wait for the Post of Domenica; – but on Lunedi 
I intend to set out for Bologna – where I shall try to discover your Palazzo “Savioli”. – My auberge 
will be the Pellegrino. – – I make no apology for troubling you in English which you understand better 
than I can write in Italian, and even if you did not – I would rather be unintelligible in my own tongue 
than in yours. – – – My time has passed in a melancholy manner since your departure – – Ferdinando 
and I have been riding as usual – and he told me a sad story of Madame’s losses – un’ anello – una 
catena – e dei quattrini &c.122 – – I regretted to hear that you had sospetti of Fero – about the Scudi 
which disappeared – surely he <shall> {would} be the last person to be guilty of such a thing. – – – 
I desire my best respects to the Countess your gentle Consort – and with many thanks 
 
1:2 
 
for your kind invitation – and in the hope of seeing you at Bologna in a few days believe me to be 
 very gratefully 
  and affectionately yours 
   Byron 
Ravenna August 7th. 1819. 

                                                           
121: Forlì is a town south west of Ravenna. Alessandro Guiccioli had a house there. 
122: “A ring, a chain, and some money”. 
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 To the Count Guiccioli 
  &c. &c. &c. 
 
Byron to Alexander Scott from Ravenna, August 9th 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #11; BLJ VI 204) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
 
To be forwarded immediately.– 
 
[Il’ Nobile Signore / Alessandro Scott / Profiso gli Signor / Siri & Willhalm / Banchieri / Venezia – / 
Venezia] 

Ravenna. August 9th. 1819. 
My dear Scott – 
                              Either you have not received my last letter or you have made a mistake.– In it you 
were requested to leave things houses &c. as they are – that is to take no further steps for the present 
with the landladies of the Palazzo & the Cassini. – I shall keep them {on} the Palazzi (not the ladies) 
and also the Servitors – – Unless you hear to the contrary from me – pray replace things on their 
former footing. – I am delighted to hear that you remain at Venice – this is a reason the more for me to 
return on purpose to see you. – Tomorrow I set off for Bologna – address your answer to {me} there – 
My dama and I go on very  
 
1:2 
 
well together hitherto – they are going to Bologna too. – – – – – – 
If there has been no convention made with the Foscarini123 – & the Mocenigo – tell them – that I 
<may> mean to stay on (at least for the present) I perhaps may take a run up for my daughter – but I 
don’t intend to village <for the present> {until} the autumn probably.– – – – – 
I authorize you to authorize Mr. Dorville to act for me in household affairs as Mr. Hoppner did during 
my absence. Need there be more said? – – – – 
So you keep a Cow!! you a keeper!!! “Cadimus signe vicem probamus frura sagittis”124 – – – 
I neither lecture nor scold – nor preach – but I am surprized. – In short I can be glad of anything that 
will tend to continue our Neighbourhood.– – – –  
My love to Missiaglia – how is my daughter Allegra? –  
                       yrs. ever  
                            most aftly.  
                                   Byron 
P.S. 
           Address to Messrs. Imsom &c.  
                                       Bologna.  
Pray beg Missiaglia to obtain the enclosed Unguent for Corns (I send the advertisement) for me from 
Paris – I am so plagued with them that I am resolved to try any remedy – quack or no. – –  
 
Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 9th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434890; LJ IV 336-9; BLJ VI 205-6) 
 

Ravenna. August 9th. 1819. 
Dear Sir, 
 I wrote <you> a long letter in answer to yours of the 16th. July – the other giving you 
an account of Margharita Cogni – as you wished. – But I omitted to tell you her answer when 
I reproached her for snatching Madame Contarini’s mask at the Cavalchina. – I represented to 
her that she was a lady of high birth – “una dama” &.c

 – She answered – “se Ella e dama {mi} 
io son’ Veneziana’ – “If she is a lady – I am a Venetian” – this would have been fine – a 
hundred years ago – the pride of the nation rising up against the pride of Aristocracy – but 
Alas! Venice – & her people – and her nobles are alike returning fast to the Ocean – and 
where there is no independence – there can be no real self=respect. – – – – 
I believe that I mistook or mistated one 
 
                                                           
123: B.’s summer house at La Mira was leased from the Foscarini family. 
124: Persius, Satire IV, 42: “Caedimus inque vice praebemus crura sagittis.” (“We keep smiting by turns and by 
turns presenting our own legs to the arrow.”) 
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1:2 
 
of her phrases in my letter – it should have been – “Can’ della Madonna – c{osa vus’ tu?} 
esto non e tempo par andar’ a Lido” – I do not remember how I had worded it in my letter – 
but have a general idea of having blundered.125 – – – – – – – 
Talking of blunders – reminds me of Ireland – Ireland of Moore – what is this I see in 
Galignani – about “Bermuda – Agent – deputy – appeal – attachment &c.” – what is the 
matter? is it anything in which his friends can be of use to him? – Pray inform me. – – – – – 
Of Don Juan I hear nothing further from you – you chicken=hearted – silver=paper Stationer 
you? – But the papers don’t seem so fierce as the letter you sent seemed to anticipate, by their 
extracts at least in Galignani’s Messenger. – I never saw such a set of fellows as you are – 
and then the pains taken to 
 
1:3 
 
exculpate the modest publisher – he had remonstrated forsooth! – I will write a preface that 
shall exculpate you and Hobhouse &c. completely – on that point – but at the same time I will 
cut you all up (& you in particular) like Gourds. – You have no more soul than the Count de 
Caylus (who assured his friends on his death=bed – that he had none, and that he must know 
better than they – whether he had one or no) and no more blood than a Water=Melon. – – – 
And I see there hath been asterisks – and what Perry used to call “damned cutting and slashing.” – – – 
But – never mind. – – – – – – 
I write in haste – tomorrow I set off for Bologna – I write to you with thunder – lighting &c. and all the 
 
1:4 
 
winds of heaven whistling through my hair – and – the racket of preparation to boot. – My “Mistress 
dear” who hath “fed my heart upon smiles and – wine” for the last two months set off for Bologna with 
her husband this morning – and it seems that I follow him at three tomorrow morning. – I cannot tell 
how our romance will end – but it hath gone oil hitherto most erotically – such perils – and escapes – 
Juan’s are a child’s play in comparison. – The fools think that {all} my Poeshie is always allusive to 
my own adventures – I have had at <my> {one} time {or another} better – and more extraordinary – 
and perilous – and pleasant than those any day of the week – if I might tell them – but that must never 
be. – – – – – – 
I hope Mrs. M. has accouched – 
 yrs ever [scrawl] 
 
Byron to Henry Dorville, from Ravenna, August 9th 1819: 
(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VI 203) 
[Al’ Onoratissimo / Signore Dorville / Secretario del’ C. Ge. Bn:o / presso alle Signori / Siri & Wilhalm 
/ Venezia / Venezia. // To be forwarded immediately. – –] 
Dorville was English Vice-Consul in Venice. 

Ravenna. August 9th. 1819 
Sir – I shall take it as a favour if you will have the goodness to inform Mr. Edgecombe and the Signore 
(my landladies) that I (having {changed my mind)} do not intend quitting or giving up my houses and 
establishment at present – and that they and the Servants will continue for the present on the former 
footing. –  – I have written to Messrs Siri and Willhalm to advance money for all necessary expences 
of my household affairs – at requisition authorized by you – during my absence. – I cannot fix a time 
for my return. – I give you full authority over Mr. Edgecombe – who will be no worse for being 
looked after. – If he is impertinent send him to the right about. – – 
Excuse the trouble which I give – and may continue to give you – you will 
 
1:2 
 
oblige me infinitely by keeping a tight hand over my ragamuffins.  – They are a d—d bad set as ever I 
sailed with. – – – – – – – 
Will you address your answer to me at Bologna – for which place I set out the day after tomorrow. 
 Believe me very truly 

                                                           
125: B intends Mu to publish his letters. 
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  yr. obliged 
   & very obedt. Sert. 
    Byron 
To –  
 Dorville Esqre / Venice. – – 
 
P.S. 
 How is my daughter –? I think of sending for or coming for her – has she the same Governante? – 
I hope another. – – – – – – 
 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, August 12th 1819: 
(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 4743; LJ IV 339-46; QII 479-82; BLJ VI 206-10) 
[To, John Murray Esqre / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 
 

Bologna. August 12th. 1819. 
Dear Sir – 
 I do not know how far I may be able to reply to your letter – for I am not very well today. – Last 
night I went to the representation of Alfieri’s Mirra – the two last acts of which threw me into 
convulsions. – I do not mean by that word – a lady’s hysterics – but the agony of reluctant tears – and 
the choaking shudder which I do not often <feel> {undergo} for fiction. – This is but the second time 
{for anything under reality,} the first was on seeing Kean’s Sir Giles Overreach. – The worst was that 
the “dama” in whose box I was – went off in the same way – I really believe more from fright – than 
any other sympathy – at least with the players – but she has been ill – and I have been ill – and we are 
all languid & pathetic this morning – with great expenditure of Sal Volatile. – But to return to your 
 
1:2 
 
letter of the 23d. of July. – You are right – Gifford is right – Crabbe is right – Hobhouse is right – you 
are all right – and I am all wrong – but do pray let me have that pleasure. – – 
Cut me up root and branch; quarter me in the Quarterly – send round my “disjecti membra poetae” like 
those of the Levite’s Concubine126 – make me – if you will – a spectacle to men and angels – but don’t 
ask me to alter for I can’t – I am obstinate and lazy – and there’s the truth. – – – 
But nevertheless – I will answer your friend C.V. who objects to the quick succession of fun and 
gravity – as if in that case the gravity did not (in intention at least) heighten the fun. – His metaphor is 
that “we are never scorched and drenched at the same time?” – 
 
1:3 
 
Blessings on his experience! – Ask him these questions about “scorching and drenching.” – Did he 
never play at Cricket or walk a mile in hot weather? – Did he never spill a dish of tea over his testicles 
in handing the cup to his charmer to the great shame of his nankeen breeches? – Did he never swim in 
the sea at Noonday with the Sun in his eyes and on his head – which all the foam of Ocean could not 
cool? did he never draw his foot out of a tub of too hot water damning his eyes and his valet’s? did he 
never inject for a Gonorrhea? – or make water through an ulcerated Urethra? – Was he ever in a 
Turkish bath – that marble paradise of sherbet and sodomy? – was he ever in a cauldron of boiling oil 
like St John? – or 
 
1:4 
 
in the sulphureous waves of hell? (where he ought to be for <asking> his “scorching and drenching at 
the same time”) did he never tumble into a river or lake fishing – and sit in his wet cloathes in the boat 
– or on the bank afterwards “scorched and drenched” like a true sportsman? – – – – “Oh for breath to 
utter!” – – – but <give> {make} him my compliments – he is a clever fellow for all that – a very clever 
fellow. – – 
You ask me for the plan of Donny Johnny – I have no plan – I had no plan – but I had or have 
materials – <But if> {though if} like Tony Lumpkin – I am “to be snubbed so when I am in spirits” the 
poem will be naught – and the poet turn serious again. – If it don’t take I will leave it off where it is 
with all due respect to the Public – but if continued it must be in my own way – you might as well 
                                                           
126: See Judges 19:29, in which the Levite sends one piece of the body of his violated concubine to each of the 
twelve tribes of Israel, urging them to vengeance. 
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2:1 
 
2.) make Hamlet (or Diggory) “act mad” in a strait waistcoat – as trammel my buffoonery – if I am to 
be a buffoon – their gestures and my thoughts would only be pitiably absurd – and ludicrously 
constrained. – Why Man the Soul of such writing is it’s licence? – at least the liberty of that licence if 
one likes – not that one should abuse it – it is like trial by Jury and Peerage and {the} Habeas Corpus – 
a very fine thing – but chiefly in the reversion – because no one wishes to be tried for the mere 
pleasure of proving his possession of the privilege. – – – – 
But a truce with these reflections; – you are too earnest and eager about a work never intended to be 
serious; – do you suppose that I could have any intention but to giggle and make giggle? – a playful 
satire 
 
2:2 
 
with as little poetry as could be helped – – was what I meant – and as to the indecency – do pray read 
in Boswell what Johnson, the sullen moralist – says of Prior and Paulo Purgante. – – – 
Will you get a favour done for me? – you can by your Government friends – Croker – Canning – 
or my old Schoolfellow Peel – and I can’t. – Here it is – will you ask them to appoint (without 
salary or emolument) a {noble} Italian (whom I will name afterwards) Consul or Vice Consul for 
Ravenna. – He is a man of very large property – noble too – but he wishes to have a British 
<protent> protection in case of changes – – Ravenna is near the Sea – he wants no emolument 
whatever; – that his office might be useful – I know – as 
 
2:3 
 
I lately sent off from Ravenna to Trieste – a poor devil of an English Sailor – who had remained 
there sick sorry and penniless (having been set ashore in 1814) from the want of any accredited 
agent able or willing to help him homewards. – Will you get this done? – it will be the greatest 
favour to me? – if you do – I will then send his name and condition – subject of course to 
rejection if not approved – when known. – – – 
I know that in the Levant – you make consuls – and Vice Consuls perpetually – – of foreigners – 
this man is a Patrician and has twelve thousand a year. – – 
His motive is a British protection in case of new Invasions. – – Don’t you think Croker would do 
it for us? to be sure my interest is rare!! but perhaps a brother=wit in the “Tory line 
 
2:4 
 
might do a good turn at the request of so harmless and long absent a Whig – particularly as there 
is no salary nor burthen of any sort to be annexed to the office. – – 
I can assure you I should look upon it as a great obligation – but Alas! that very circumstance may 
very probably operate to the contrary – indeed it ought. – But I have at least been an honest and 
an open enemy. – – – – – 
Amongst your many splendid Government Connections – could not you think you? get our 
Bibulus made a Consul? – Or make me {one} that I may make him my Vice. – You may be 
assured that in case of accidents in Italy – he would be no feeble adjunct – as you would think if 
you knew his property. – – – – 
 
3:1 
 
3.) What is all this about Tom Moore? but – why do I ask? – since the state of my own affairs 
would not permit me to be of use to him – although {they are} greatly improved since 1816, – and 
may be – with some more luck – and a little prudence become quite Clear. – – It seems his 
Claimants are American merchants. – There goes Nemesis. – Moore abused America. – – It is 
always thus in the long run. – – Time the Avenger. – – You have seen every trampler down in turn 
from Buonaparte to the simplest individuals. – – You saw how <they> {some} were avenged even 
upon my insignificance, and how in turn Romilly paid for his atrocity. – It is an odd World – but 
the Watch 
 
3:2 
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has its mainspring after all. – – So the Prince has been repealing {Lord Ed.} Fitzgerald’s 
forfeiture – “Ecco <xxx Xxxxxxttx> un’ Sonnetto!” 
 
 To be the father of the fatherless 
 To stretch the hand from the throne’s height and raise 
 His offspring, who expired in other days 
 To make thy Sire’s Sway by a kingdom less, 
 This is to be a Monarch, and repress 
 Envy into unutterable praise, 
 Dismiss thy Guard, and trust thee to such traits, 
 For who would lift a hand except to bless? – 
 Were it not easy, Sir, and is’t not sweet 
 To make thyself beloved? and to be 
 Omnipotent by Mercy’s means? <and> {for} thus 
 Thy Sovereignty would grow but more complete, 
 A Despot thou, and yet thy people free, 
 And by the Heart not Hand enslaving Us. 
—————————————————————————————————— 
There you dogs – there’s a Sonnet for you – you won’t have such as that in a hurry from Mr. 
Fitzgerald. – – 
 
3:3 
 
You may publish it with my name – an’ ye wool – He deserves all praise bad & good – it was a 
very noble piece of principality. – – Would you like an Epigram? <upon a female> – a translation. 
– – – 
 
 If for silver or for gold 
 You could melt ten thousand pimples 
 Into half a dozen dimples 
 Then your face we might behold 
 Looking doubtless much more smugly 
 Yet even then ’twould be damned Ugly. 

 
This was written on some French=woman, by Rulhieres – I believe. – –  
“And so good morrow {t’ye} – good Master lieutenant.” – – – 

yrs. [scrawl] 
Alexander Scott to Byron, August 13th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 I) 
[Al Nobilissimo Signore /  L’Onorevolmo Lord Byron / Presso i Sigr Insam / Bologna] 
 

Venise 13 Augt 1819 
My Dear Lord 
 I did receive yr last letter,127 & I have committed no mistake. All is on the same footing 
as when you went away. The only step I took was, telling Edg-d (according to yr instructions) that 
possibly you might not return & causing an indirect application to be made to the Moncenigo. The 
Benzoni sounded her, & as I suspected, she is too happy in having yr Lp for a tenant, even nominally. I 
think of giving up her contract. Your daughter is quite well in a family of the name of Gehlini,128 
where there are four girls all very fond of her. I have not seen her myself; not being acquainted with 
the people, but the Benzon who could take that liberty has been to see her, & bids me tell you that she 
could not be in better hands. – Ahimé! You may be surprised – I myself do not perfectly comprehend 
how the matter was brought about – I felt lonely – too lazy for enterprize – in need of some one that 
would at least feign gladness at seeing me – I wished to deceive myself. “Non sum qualis eram”129 
 
1:2 

                                                           
127: BLJ VI 204 (August 9th). 
128: B. asks, as an afterthought, “How is my daughter Allegra?” (BLJ VI 204). 
129: “I am not as I once was”. Hor. Od. IV 1, 3. 
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I am getting old of mind, if not body – I will call her Zulietta provided she does not bid me study 
Mathematics. The day after writing you last I decided upon planting130 her, & did not go to see her till 
to-day “di medes’mo, meco mi vergogno,”131 Yet, may I be f—o132 if I do not soon plant her for 
good133 Among others Momoto Cicognara134 desires that his compliments may be presented – I cannot 
rejoice yet at the thoughts of soon seeing you – you have to pass Bologna – What is become of yr sea 
full of fish? – I suspect you have kissed la bas, and hope you will kiss in Bologna too & so return 
sooner to Venice 

ever sincerely yrs 
Alex Scott 
 

at 5 A. M. excuse bad spelling even of the word f — o 
 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
Alexander Scott to Byron, August 18th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 I) 
[To The Rt Hble Lord Byron / care of / Messrs Inson / Bologna] 

Venise 18 Augt 1819 
My Dear Byron 
 On Friday last I answered your letter of the 9th,135 so that by this time you 
know that no mistake has been committed. Your establishment is on the same footing as when 
you went away – I must have been guilty of some Scotticisms in a previous letter when I led 
you to suppose the contrary – for I had no intention to deceive. Edgecomb I am told has 
received an Order to proceed to Bologna immediately with your Daughter. Your writing to 
him implys that you wish the order to be executed without any observations from officious 
freinds. 
Benissimo! But Allegra has at present no Gouvernante,136 nor has had since H. Went away 
She was then consigned to the care of a family where there are a lot of Girls all very attentive 
to her & is as happy as childhood may be – 
 
1:2 
 
Mr Dorville I fancy will have explained to you how she comes not to be with Martens137 – 
A female Attendant however is necessary to accompany her to Bologna, & I now write at the 
request of your “impiegate” Dorville & Edgecomb to know your pleasure thereon 
The Wife of the latter occurred to me as a subject that sought answer, but the hypothesis is 
entirely mine – Observe – no embargo has been laid upon yr Daughter, though one studying 
her comfort might safely have had such embargo. The delay in her setting out is entirely 
owing to the want of a Governante – May I now be permitted to tell you what I think on the 
subject – Allegra once in the hands of your Dama (you will not keep her at a hotel) will be a 
hostage for your future conduct, and if she should be taken to Ravenna, & if she should be 
there put in a convent, it will be no easy matter to get her out again. Has the Count any male 
children? Has he asked you 
 
1:3 
 
what Dote138 you mean to give her? – you see I think myself a knowing man & your Lp will 
think I am a fool – but what I am sorry for is, that your sending for Allegra is a sign that you 
do not think of soon returning to Venise – 

                                                           
130: From piantare, “to abandon”. 
131: “Of this I am ashamed”. 
132: “fottuto” (“fucked”). 
133: B. responds, “So you keep a Cow!! you a keeper!!!” (BLJ VI 204). 
134: Leopoldo Cicognara was a Venetian antiquary. 
135: BLJ VI 204. 
136: B. reacts, “When I left Venice my daughter had a Governante – of course I supposed she had one still” (BLJ 
VI 212). He then demands that Allegra be sent to Ravenna. 
137: Martens was the Danish Consul. 
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Ever very truely yours 
Alexr Scott 

 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Bologna, August 20th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4123B; 1922 II 121-2; BLJ VI 211-2) 
[To, John Hobhouse Esqre. / care of J. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. – / Angleterre. 
Inghilterra.] 

Bologna. August 20th. 
1819. 

My dear Hobhouse – 
 I have not lately had of your news – and shall not reproach you because I think that if 
you had good to send me you would be the first. – I wrote to you twice or thrice from Ravenna – and 
now I am at Bologna – address to me however at Venice. – 
My time has been passed viciously and agreeably – at thirty – one so few years months <or> days 
hours or minutes remain that “Carpe diem” is not enough – I have been obliged to crop even the 
seconds – for who can trust to tomorrow? tomorrow quotha? to-hour – to=minute – – I can not repent 
me (I try very often) so much of any thing I have done – as of any thing I have left undone – alas! I 
have been but idle – and have the 
 
1:2 
 
prospect of early decay – without having <xxxx filled> seized every available instant of our 
pleasurable years. – This is a bitter thought – and it will be difficult for me ever to recover the 
despondency into which this idea naturally throws me. – Philosophy would be in vain – let us try 
action. – – 
In England I see & read of <xxxxx> {reform} “and there never were such troublesome times <part> 
especially for Constables” they have wafered Mr. Birch of Stockport. – There is much of Hunt and 
Harrison and Sir Charles (Linsey) Woolsey – but we hear nothing of you & Burdett? – The “Venerable 
Cartwright” too – why did you not shorten that fellow’s 
 
1:3 
 
longevity? I do assure you (though that lust for duelling of which you used to accuse {me} in the 
Stevens’s Coffeehouse <time> {days} has long subsided into a moderate desire of killing one’s more 
personal enemies) that I would have Mantoned139 old Cartwright most readily – I have no notion of an 
old fool like that drivelling defiance and coughing a challenge at his youngers and his betters – “solder 
him up” as Francis said of his defunct wife. – And now what do you think of doing? I have two notions 
– one to visit England in the Spring – the other to go to South America. – – – 
Europe is grown decrepit – besides it is all the same thing over again – 
 
1:4 
 
those fellow’s are fresh as their world – and fierce as their earthquakes. – – 
Besides I am enamoured of General Paer – who has proved that my Grandfather spoke truth about the 
Patagonians – with his Gigantic Cavalry.140 – Would that the Dougal of Bishop’s Castle would find a 
purchaser for Rochdale – – 
I would embark (with Fletcher as a breeding beast of burthen) and possess myself of the pinnacle of 
the Andes – or a spacious plain of unbounded extent in an elegible earthquake situation. – Will my 
wife always live? will her mother never die? is her father immortal? what are you about? married and 
settled in the country I suppose by your silence? – yrs. [scrawl] 
 
2:1 
 
P.S. 
 I hear nothing of Don Juan but in two letters from Murray – the first very tremulous – the second 
in better spirits. – – 

                                                                                                                                                                      
138: “dowry”. B. has already left Allegra £5,000 in a codicil to his will – on condition that she does not marry 
anyone from Britain. 
139: “Shot” (after Joe Manton, the gunsmith). 
140: BLJ has “Country”. 
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Of the fate of the “pome” I am quite uncertain and [Ms. tear: “do”] not anticipate much brilliancy from 
your silence. – But I do not care – I am as sure as the Archbishop of Grenada141 – that I never wrote 
better – and I wish you all better taste – but will not send you any pistoles. – – – – – – 
 
Police report: Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna,142 to the Director-General of 

Police at Rome, August 21st 1819: 
(Source: Archivio Stato di Roma; text from copy in Keats-Shelley House Rome Gay Papers Box 36A; 
tr. LJ IV 454-5, Origo 104 / 97) 
 
Eccza Rma       Bologna 21 Ag.to 1819. – 
 
 Persona di mia relazione di recente provenuto da Milano, ed ora dimorante in Firenze m’avverte 
d’alcune notizie di qualche interesse, che alquanto ci riguardano, e che mi pongono nella necessità di 
farne parte all’E.V.R. onde mi suggerisca il contegno che dovrò tenere in tale emergenza. 
 Abbiamo una nuova segreta adunanza, che annunciasi col nome di Società Romantica. Io non 
posso rassegnare all’E.V.A. minutamente i diversi Articoli che professano i membri di questa unione 
della quale fan parte benanche le Donne. Gli dirò soltanto in succinto lo scopo di questa moralissima 
istituzione. Essa insinua ed abilita i suoi seguaci a non punto asseggetarsi a qualunque siasi principio di 
ragione o di morale: ma soltanto di reguire i dettami di natura. In pochissimi Anni cosi vivendo 
riduremmo la Società ad una orda d’Animali. Egli è certo che con questo canone progredendo chi mai 
potrebbe prevendere che costoro non giungessero a sostenere di poter debitamente privar qualche’ uno 
di vita se loro il natural istituto gliel suggerisce? 
 Scorgerà l’E.V.R. colla savia sua avvedutezza, che tali principj potrebbero avere una stretta e 
contigua relazione con quegli emanati dagl’Illuminati Individui che sotto il velo delle Scienze 
minavano non ha guai nella Germania alla pubblica tranquillità. 
 E se per buona sorte la nostra Italia non ha risentita attualmente niuna consentanea scosa, da quel 
turbine che ora agota il Governo Prussiano, e l’Alemagna intera, non saprei però garantirine il gradito 
proseguimento se bene di mira non si prenderanno coloro i quali tentano di prepagare questo 
romanticismo le cui mire sebbene a primo aspetto appariscono di niun tristo fine non è percio, che non 
lascino travederme une certa tale predisposizione. 
 A Milano intanto vi è il centro e principal sede di questa Società alla quale sono annoverati già 
varij Signori di quello Capitale. Vi figura molto il celebre Avv.to Pellegrino Rossi forse a V.E.R. ben 
conosciuto. Questo Rossi si carteggia col notissimo Lord Byron il quale a seconda di quel che mi si 
avvate da Firenze dovrà eriggere una simile riunione in Bologna. Quel ch’è fatto si è ch’egli ha locato 
un Appartamento per un Anno in questo Palazzo Merendoni che stà per suo conto ammobigliandosi di 
tutto punto. Milord giunse son già 4 giorni, ed andò ad alleggiare nell’Albergo del Pellegrino ov’è 
tuttavia e dove rimarrà forse a mio credere sintantocchè la Casa Merendoni non sia pronta. Varie 
Signore cominciano a frequentarlo, la prima delle quai è stata la M[arche]sa Guiccioli. 
 Si attende benanche per lo stesso agetto Lady Morgan siccome mi vien avvertito da Firenze, ed il 
conosciuto Lord Kinnaird quello precisamente che tirò il colpo di Pistola al Duca di Weligton, [sic] 
forse per ubbidare a ciò che gli prescrisse la propria capricciosa natura sua. 
 È cosa in verità rimarcabile che ne l’Austria ne il Toscano Governo siansi per niente ne avveduti 
ne adombrati di tale Segreti Società sempre per loro stesse pericolose. 
 Non celo a V.E.R. che questa novità mi produce rincrescimento ed imbarazzo insieme. Byron è un 
Letterato; il suo Letterario merito richiamerà in Società i scientifici più valorosi di Bologna. Questa 
classe non è quella che ama il Governo; Vegga ella dunque quanto mi si rende malagevole il far 
penetrar nelle mura di Milord la mia indispensabile vigilanza. Sia certa V.E. che io non istarò cheto; 
ma cella non mi defraudi ne men mi ritardi gli utilissimi suoi consigli, che per me indicano la monna la 
più sicura ed utile che possa mai regliere. 
 
Translation: 1819, 21st August (No 12). / Milan, at the present time, is the centre and principal seat of 
this Society [the supposed Società Roma Antica] to which have been already admitted various 

                                                           
141: See Le Sage, Gil Blas, VII 4. 
142: Bologna was under the Pope until it was occupied by the French in 1796, and became part of the Napoleonic 
Regno d’Italia; “liberated” by the Austrians in 1815, it was given back to the Pope’s Governo Pontificio.  It 
became part of the Kingdom of Sardinia in 1860, then “of Italy” in 1861 after the Unità. Iris Origo identifies the 
writer not as Colonna Sciarra, but as Giuseppe Valtancoli of Montepulciano, an ex-freemason who had the trust of 
both the Romagna liberals and of the Austrians. 
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gentlemen of that capital. The celebrated Pellegrino Rossi,143 perhaps well known to your Excellency, 
is a prominent member. This Rossi is in correspondence with the well-known Lord Byron, who, 
according to information which you have already received from me at Florence, is endeavouring to 
establish a similar society at Bologna. What he has done is, to hire a suite of rooms for a year in the 
Merendoni Palace, which are being furnished by him throughout. My Lord arrived four days ago, and 
went to stay at Pellegrino’s Hotel, where he still is, and where he will remain, I expect, until the Casa 
Merendoni is ready. Many ladies already begin to visit him, the first of whom is the Marchesa 
Guiccioli. 
 As I am advised from Florence, Lady Morgan

144 is visited with the same object, and also the well-
known Lord Kinnaird, who fired a pistol at the Duke of Wellington,145 obeying, I suppose, the impulse 
of his capricious nature. 
 It is indeed remarkable that neither the Austrian nor the Tuscan Governments have ever (to their 
own peril) foreseen or suspected in any way the existence of such secret societies. 

 I do not conceal from your Excellency that this news both perplexes and embarrasses me. Byron is 
a man of letters, and his literary merit will attract to him the most distinguished men of learning in 
Bologna. This class of men has no love for the Government. Your Excellency sees, therefore, how 
difficult it becomes for me to exercise the necessary supervision over my Lord’s private affairs. Your 
Excellency may be certain that I shall not remain inactive; but you will neither refuse, nor even delay, 
to give me your most kind advice, which will point out to me the safest and most useful course for me 
to adopt. 
 I must take this opportunity of assuring you of the esteem and respect with which I invariably, 
etc., etc. 
 
Police report to Colonna Sciarra, Director of Police at Bologna, August 22nd 1819:146 

(Source: translated text at LJ IV 455.) 
 
Your Excellency, – The Countess Guiccioli, and not Vissoli, is said to be the innamorata of Lord 
Byron. She is the wife of our Cavaliere Guiccioli of Ravenna,147 and lives in the Contrada Gallieri, 
number 567, adjoining the Palazzo Meredoni. I have been assured that an old servant of this lady has 
been ordered by her to get certain articles of furniture, and that he has bought some from various 
second-hand shops, and particularly from Agostino Montanari, who lives at Carrobio. It seems that 
these purchases have been made with the knowledge of Lord Byron, and that the furniture has been 
moved to an apartment on the ground floor of the above-mentioned house, number 567. It would seem, 
moreover, that the aforesaid Lord has paid for these articles. […] It appears that Lord Byron intends to 
go the day after tomorrow to his new house, which has already been prepared for him. So a house-
porter states; also Professor Cardinali,148 who has certain relations with this nobleman, from whom, as 
I understand, Cardinali expects to receive a considerable sum in reward for the dedication made, or 
about to be made, to him of one of his works. […] After dinner today, Lord Byron sent a messenger to 
demand a passport for a servant of his, saying that he had to send him to Venice with a very pressing 
letter. The official in charge of the passport department told him that it would be necessary to bring his 
request before your Excellency, this being laid down by police regulations. It is to be noted that Lord 
Byron has not yet deposited his passport, nor demanded his permit to remain. 
 I have the honour to sign myself, etc., etc. 
 For the Sub-directory of Police, 22nd August, 1819, in the evening. 

                                                           
143: Count Pellegrino Rossi (1787-1848) Italian statesman and economist, was in 1816 exiled from Italy, where 
he had been secretary to Joachim Murat, and occupied a chair in law at Geneva University. In 1818 he was 
responsible for translating The Giaour – the first translation of a Byron poem into Italian. It was published in Paris 
in 1817 and in Milan in 1818, with an introduction by Lodovico di Breme. Rossi was assassinated by a pro-Papal 
mob when French ambassador to Rome. 
144: Sydney Owenson, Lady Morgan (1780-1859), Irish novelist. B. had perhaps been influenced by her novel 
Ida of Athens. It was dangerous for Italian liberals to have been named in her survey Italy (1821). 
145: Douglas Kinnaird’s elder brother never fired a pistol at Wellington. But he was a Bonapartist sympathiser, 
and had been implicated in Marinet’s affair in 1818 (see Don Juan IX 2, 1-2) which involved one such possible 
assassination attempt. 
146: B. was in Bologna from August 9th to September 12th 1819. 
147: Alessandro Guiccioli, Teresa’s husband, was disliked by the Papal authorities because he had, in Napoleonic 
times, bought up huge swathes of church land. However, this did not prevent his cuckolder from coming under 
establishment suspicion as well. 
148: Francesco Cardinali; otherwise unidentified. A Clemente Cardinali published several books at about this 
time. 
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Byron to Alexander Scott, from Bologna, August 22nd, 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #12; BLJ VI 212) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
 
[To / Alexander Scott Esqre. / Gentilissimo Inglese / Venezia / Venezia] 
Bologna. August 22d. 1819. 
My dear Scott – 
                         When I left Venice my daughter had a Governante – of course I supposed that she had 
one still. – Let one be obtained (but not [that?] foolish mad woman Mrs. Edgecombe on any account) 
and let Allegra be sent accompanied by Edgecombe the moment this is received. – You need not be 
alarmed about the “Dama” – I wish to see my child – & have her with me – now that Hoppner is no 
longer in Venice and her being with me will not prevent my return (sooner or later according to 
circumstances) for {to} return to Venice is of course my intention & indeed obligation, to take my 
effects and settle about my books &c. – – – 
  
1:2 
 
I have received the enclosed letter from the Advocate Castelli – I desired Edgecombe long ago to make 
him take possession of Merryweather’s effects149  – and I desire him again to proceed in the proper 
legal manner. – The Scoundrel has had full time and deserves no compassion for his infamous 
ingratitude. – – – – 
I send this by express – that Allegra may set out without loss of time – you can surely find a proper 
woman to accompany her. – And Edgecombe must come to[o] – Messrs Siri will advance the sum 
Requisite – Mr. Dorville will receive also & pay Castelli – tell Siri I  
 
1:3 
 
desired Imsom to remit by last post the receipt of the Circular note. – I write in great haste – we may 
probably meet again soon – do not be alarmed about the G’s – there is no peril of them.– – – – If there 
is any thing to send – it can be sent at the same time – anything from Missiaglia. – [four lines crossed 

out]  
                                        yrs. ever  
                                          most truly  
                                                  Byron  
 
P.S. – I hope all the drawers were re=locked – as I have papers and Cloathes &c. in them. – – Will you 
send a large bottle of Magnesia which Fletcher says is on the table – (that is if it be on the table) – I 
have not sent the key not wishing the drawers to be reopened.  
 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, August 23rd 1819: 
(Source: NLS Ms.434890; LJ IV 346; BLJ VI 215) 
[To; Jno. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre / Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet. 
 
P.S. – If I had had time and been {quieter} 
& nearer – I would have cut him 
to hash – but as it is – you can judge for yourselves. – – – 

Bologna. August 23d. 1819. 
Dear Sir – 
 I send you a letter to Roberts signed “Wortley Clutterbuck” – which you may publish in 
what form you please in answer to his article. – I have had many proofs of man’s absurdity but he 
beats all, in folly. – Why the Wolf in sheep’s cloathing has tumbled into the very trap. – We’ll strip 
him. – – The letter is written in great haste and amidst a thousand vexations. – [Ms. tear: “Your”] 
letter only came yesterday – so that [Ms. tear: “ther”]e is no time to polish – the post [Ms. tear: 

“goes”] out tomorrow. – The date is “Little Pidlington” – Let Hobhouse correct the proofs – he knows 

                                                           
149: Francis Merryweather, an Englishman with a produce shop in Venice, had served B. in various ways (he had 
brought Allegra and her nurse from Milan to Venice in May, 1818). B. had been generous with him and loaned 
him 600 lire when he was in trouble. But some unexplained “ingratitude” caused him to sue the tradesman and 
charge him with some criminal offence. 
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& can read <my/>the handwriting. – – Continue to keep the anonymous about “Juan” – it helps us to 
fight against overwhelming numbers. – – – 
I have a thousand distractions – at present – so excuse haste – and wonder I can act or write at all – 
answer by post as usual yrs[scrawl] 
 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Bologna, August 23rd 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4123B; 1922 II 122; BLJ VI 213-15) 
[<To, J. Hobhouse Esqre / Care of John Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London / Angleterre. / 
Inghilterra.> Turn over. / J. Hobhouse Esqre – / 2. Camden Terrace / Worthing. / Sussex.150] 

Bologna. August 23d. – 
1819 

My Dear Hobhouse – 
 I have received a letter from Murray containing the “British Review”s’ eleventh 
article. – Had you any conception of a man’s tumbling into such a trap as Roberts has done? – why it is 
precisely what he was wished to do. – I have enclosed an epistle for publication with a queer signature 
(to Murray, {who should keep the anonymous still about D Juan}) in answer to Roberts – which pray 
approve if you can – it is written in an evening & morning in haste – <in> {with} ill health and worse 
nerves. – I am so bilious – that I nearly lose my head – and so nervous that I cry for nothing – at least 
to day I burst into tears all alone by myself over a cistern of Gold fishes – <without xxxxx x xxxxx> 
{which are not pathetic animals}. – I can assure you it is not Mr. Roberts or any of his crew that can 
affect me; – but I have been excited – and agitated and exhausted mentally and bodily all this summer 
– till I really sometimes begin to think 
 
1:2 
 
not only “that I shall die at top first” – but that the moment is not very remote. – I have had no 
particular cause of grief – except the usual accompaniments of all unlawful passions; – I have to do 
with a woman rendered perfectly disinterested by her situation in life – and young and amiable and 
pretty – in short as good and at least as attractive as anything of <that> {the} sex can be with all the 
advantages and disadvantages of being scarcely twenty years old – and only two out of her 
Romagnuolo Convent at Faenza. – – – But I feel – & I feel it bitterly – that a man should not consume 
his life at the side and on the bosom – <xx> <xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx>151 of a woman – and a stranger – 
that even the recompense and it is much – is not enough – and that this Cicisbean existence is <here> 
to be condemned. – But I have neither 
 
1:3 
 
the strength of mind to break my chain, nor the insensibility which would deaden it’s weight. – I 
cannot tell what will become of me – to leave or to be left would at present drive me quite out of my 
senses – and yet to what have I conducted myself? – I have <unluckily or u l> luckily or unluckily no 
ambition left – it would be better if I had – it would at least awake me – whereas at present I merely 
start in my sleep. – – – – 
I think I wrote to you last week – but really (like Lord Grizzle)152 cannot positively tell. – Why don’t 
you write, pray do – never mind “Don Juan” – let him tumble – and let me too – like Jack and Gill. – – 
– 
Write – and believe me – as long as I can keep my sanity ever yrs. most 
  truly & affectly 
   [swirl signature] 
 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, August 24th 1819: 
(Source: NLS Ms.434890; LJ IV 348; Q II 485-6; BLJ VI 216-17) 
[No address.] 

Bologna. August 24th. 
1819. 

Dear Sir – 

                                                           
150: H. rides to Worthing on August 18th. On the 19th he hears for the first time about Peterloo. 
151: A very heavy erasure. Indecency may be suspected. 
152: Fielding, Tom Thumb the Great: Queen: How! have you seen no giants? Are there not / Now, in the yard, ten 
thousand proper giants? Grizzle: Indeed I cannot positively tell, / But firmly do believe there is not one. 
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 I wrote to you by last post – enclosing a buffooning letter for publication addressed to the 
buffoon Roberts – who has thought proper to tie a cannister to his own tail. – It was written off hand – 
and in the midst of circumstances not very favourable to facetiousness – so that there may perhaps be 
more bitterness than enough for that sort of small acid punch. – You will tell me. – Keep the 
anonymous in every case – it helps what fun there may be – but if the matter grows serious about Don 
Juan and you feel yourself in a scrape – or me either – own that {I am the author.} I will never shrink – 
and if you do – I can always answer you in the question of Guatimozin to his minister – each being on 
his own coals. 
 
1:2 
 
I wish that I had been in better spirits, but I am out of sorts – out of nerves – and now and then – (I 
begin to fear) out of my senses. – – All this Italy has done for me – and not England – I defy all of you 
& your climate to boot to make me mad. – – But if ever I do really become a Bedlamite – and wear a 
strait waistcoat – let me be brought back among you – your {people} will then be proper compagny. – 
– – – ——— -  
I assure you what I here say and feel has nothing to do with England – {either} in a literary or personal 
point of view. – All my present pleasures or plagues are as Italian as the Opera. – And after all they are 
but trifles – for all this arises from my “dama’s” being in the country for three days (at Capo=fiume) 
but as I 
 
1:3 
 
could never live for but one human being at a time (and I assure {you} that one has never yet been 
myself – as you may know by the consequences, {for} the Selfish are successful in life) I feel alone 
and unhappy. – – I have sent for my daughter from Venice, – and I ride daily; – and walk in a Garden 
<with> under a purple canopy of grapes – and sit by a fountain – and talk with the Gardener of his 
<grievous> toils which seem greater than Adam’s – and with his wife – and with his Son’s wife – who 
is the youngest of the party and I think – talks best of the three. – Then I revisit the Campo Santo – and 
my old friend the Sexton has {two but one} the prettiest daughter imaginable – and I amuse myself 
with contrasting her beautiful and innocent face of fifteen – with the 
 
1:4 
 
skulls with which he has peopled several cells – and particularly with that of one skull dated 1766. – 
which was {once} covered (the tradition goes) by the most lovely features of Bologna – noble – and 
rich. – When I look at these – and at this girl – when I think of what they were – and what she must be 
– why then my dear Murray – I won’t shock you by saying what I think. – – It is little matter what 
becomes of us “bearded men” but I don’t like the notion of a beautiful woman’s lasting less than a 
beautiful tree – than her own picture – her own shadow – which won’t change {so} to the Sun – as her 
face to the mirror. – – I must leave off – for my head aches consumedly – I have never been quite well 
since the night of the representation of Alfieri’s Mirra – – a fortnight ago. – 
 yrs. ever [scrawl] 
 
Isabelle Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, August 25th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 
 [A My Lord / My Lord Byron] 

Venise le 25 Ct 1819 
My Lord 
 Ayant décidé depuis peu de jours de faire un petit voyage en Suisse, où nous nous arretons pour le 
plus longtems 2 mois: Je dois vous prévenir que je ne puis prendre avec moi la petite Allegra, malgré 
que je le [sic] servis avec plaisir, mais si vous n’aviez pas d’objections, je la laisserai aux soins de la 
femme de notre vieux Antoine, des bonnes manières et de l’honetté de laquelle je puis vous répondre 
My Lord de plus Mr D’Orville qui reste ici a eu la bonté de me promettre de surveiller que votre enfant 
soit aussi bien 
 
1:2 
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tenue que si j’y étois moimême; cependant si vous etiez contraire a cet arrangement ayez la 
complaisance de me faire savoir vos intentions avant le 16 du mois prochain, jour que nous avons fixé 
pour notre départ. 
 Desque Belgrave sera de retour de Bellune, il répondra a vos deux lettres que j’ai reçues pour lui 
hier matin. En attendant je puis vous assurer, que si Ravenne se trouve dans l’arrondisement où il est 
autorisé de nommer des Vice-C: il acquiescera avec plaisir à votre requête mais je crains qu’il faudra 
vous adresser à Mr Park à Rome. 
 Je vous prie, d’éxcuser ce bavardage pour les motifs qui l’ont dicté; car je n’ignore point que tous 
vos instants sont trop précieux pour que je veuille vous en distraire indiscrètement. Si vous 
 
1:3 
 
avez quelqu’ordres pour Vevay ou Genève nous les executerons avec plaisir, et pour moi je vous 
promet de dire à tous vos ami[s] de Genève, que vous faites maintenant l’hermite à Ravenne. 
   J’ai l’honneur d’être 
 My Lord de votre Sainteté 
   La très humble Servante 
    Isabelle Hoppner 
 
Translation: My Lord / Having decided a few days ago to make a short journey into Switzerland, 
where we shall be staying for two months at the longest, I must warn you that I shall not be able to take 
little Allegra with me, even though I serve her with pleasure, but if you have no objections, I shall 
leave her in the care of the wife of our old Antonio, for whose good manners and honesty I can 
vouchsafe.153 Moreover, my Lord, Mr Dorville,154 who will be staying here, has had the goodness to 
promise me to make sure that your child will be as well taken care of as if I were here myself; 
however, if you dislike this arrangement, please let me know your intentions before the sixteenth of 
next month, the day we have fixed for our departure. / Once Belgrave has returned from Belluno, he 
will answer your two letters which I received for him yesterday morning. Meanwhile I can assure you 
that if Ravenna is located in the territories where he has the authority to nominate Vice-Consuls, he 
will agree to your request with pleasure; but I fear you will have to make your request to Mr Park in 
Rome.155 / I beg you to forgive this chatter from the motives which caused it; for I do understand that 
your time is too precious for me to distract you from it indiscreetly. If there is anything you want from 
Vevey or Geneva we shall take your orders with pleasure; and for my part I promise to tell all your 
friends at Geneva that you are now playing the hermit at Ravenna. / I have the honour to be, my Lord / 
the most humble servant of your Sanctity / Isabelle Hoppner. 
 
Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Bologna, August 25th 1819:156 

(Source: LJ IV 350; QII 486-7; BLJ VI 215-16) 
Bologna, August 25, 1819 

My dearest Teresa – I have read this book in your garden; – my Love – you were absent – or I could 
not have read it. – It is a favourite book of yours – and the writer was a friend of mine. – – You will 
not understand these English words – and others will not understand them – which is the reason I have 
not scribbled them in Italian. – but you will recognise the hand-writing of him who passionately loved 
you – and you will <be> divine that <in/>over a book which was yours <&> – he could only <speak> 
think of love. In that word beautiful in all languages – but most so in yours – Amor mio – is comprized 
my existence here and hereafter. – – I feel that I exist here – and I feel that I shall exist hereafter – to 
what purpose – you will decide – my destiny rests with you – & you are a woman 17/seventeen years 
of age – and two years out of a Convent. – I wish that you had staid there with all my heart – or at least 
that I had never met you in your married state – but all this is too late – I love you – and you love me – 
at least you say so – and act as if you d<o/>id so – which last is a great consolation in all events. But I 

                                                           
153: Allegra was given first to Antonio’s family, then to the wife of the Danish consul. 
154: Henry Dorville (perhaps “D’Orville”) was English Vice-Consul in Venice. 
155: Mrs Hoppner’s hint – that Ravenna lies outside her husband’s territory – is confirmed by him. 
156: Written in a copy of the Italian translation of de Staël’s Corinne (Corinna). Checked against the original in 
the Biblioteca Classense, Ravenna. The figure giving T.G.’s age actually looks like “77,” the first digit having 
been lightly scratched out. T.G. was in fact twenty-one in 1819. The date at the end really does read “188 …” B.’s 
phrase “when the Alps and the Ocean divide us” refers to Corinne’s epigraph from Petrarch, “ …udrallo il bel 
paese / Che Apennin parte, e il mar circonda, e l’Alpe” (“it will be heard in the beautiful country [that is, Italy] 
which is divided by the Apennines, and encircled by the sea, and by the Alps” [udrallo—lo udirà] Petrarch, Rime, 
146, 13-14). 
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more than love you – and cannot cease to love you. – Think of me sometimes when the Alps and the 
Ocean divide us – but they never will – unless you wish it. Bn. August 23d. Bologna 188 {paper torn} 
 
Police report to Signor Pietro Bravosi, Agent of Police, August 26th 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 456-7) 
 
This morning, while walking with Professor Francesco Cardinali, who, as Your Excellency knows, is a 
friend of mine, we began to discuss the position of the employés of the late Government,157 who are 
still without employment. On this point he said to me: “Keep up your courage, for, at the most, you 
will only have to wait two years, since there must be a change of Government,” adding that he had 
heard this from persons of great weight. 
 Having asked him whether such a change were credible, he answered that Lord Byron was one of 
those who had told him. 
 Then I asked him what nation, in such conditions, ought to hold predominant power, suggesting 
that, if the change took place, the influence of the French nation must necessarily prevail. He replied 
that the influence ought to be more stable than the French nation had been in the past, and declined to 
explain himself further. 
 I flatter myself that in a little time I could get more information, since I am considered to be one of 
their party, and often go to the booksellers’ shop of Masi brothers, as I was advised by Your 
Excellency to frequent places where he and many others of the same opinions are in the habit of 
meeting. 
 But I would ask you, for the present, not to make any open use of these conversations, and to treat 
them only as hints, for if anything of the matter became publicly known, I should be suspected, and to 
a certain extent compromised, and then I should no longer be of use to you as a confidential agent. 
 I have the pleasure to salute you, etc., etc. 
 Bologna, 26th August, 1819. 
 
Alexander Scott to Byron, August 26th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 I) 
[To The Right Hble Lord Byron / Bologna] 
 
My Dear Lord 
 My Cow has broke in upon me at an early {hour}, here is Edgd for my Letter – 
 Any thing relating to your concerns, he the bearer will give you full information as will explain he 
can why he did not set out sooner – Do not be alarmed about the drawers – only 3 I think were opened 
& immediately relocked, and in them there were no papers – My having broke all to pieces was a 
figure of Speech158 – 
 
1:2 
 
From Venise you can hardly expect news. For Venise, the best news will be, your Lps’ return. 
 Is it true that the society in Bologna is as charming as report would have it159 
 ever mo: aff: yours 
  Alexr Scott 
 
Venice 26 Augt 1819 
 
Byron to Henry Dorville, from Bologna, August 28th 1819: 
(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ VI 218) 
[All’Onorabile / Signor D’Orville / Vice Console Inglese / Venezia. / Venezia.] 

Bologna. August 28th. 
1819 

Dear Sir, 
 I sent an express last week to hasten the arrival of Allegra – who is not yet come. – If 
Edgecombe does not bring her directly – with or without a Governante – for I can have no further 
delays – you will have the goodness to dismiss him from my service. – – – 
I wish her here instantly – as I now return to Ravenna – shortly. – – – 
                                                           
157: That is, the government of Eugene de Beauharnais, Napoleon’s stepson. 
158: See the P.S. to B’s letter of August 22nd (BLJ VI 213). 
159: Scott expects B. to have lived promiscuously in Bologna. 
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Pray excuse haste and believe me 
 very truly yr. obliged 
  & very obedt. Sert. 
   Byron 
P.S. – I really must have the 
Child sent instantly – it 
is now more than a fortnight 
since I transmitted the order. – – – – 
 
Police report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the Director-General of 

Police at Rome, August 28th 1819 (probably enclosing the previous item): 
(Source: Bologna State Archives; text from copy in Keats-Shelley House Rome Gay Papers Box 36a; 
tr. LJ IV 456) 
         1819, 28th August (No. 16). 
As a fitting continuation of the report which I had the honour to send to Your Excellency with regard 
to the well-known Lord Byron, I ought to tell you that, during this last week, there have been great 
changes in his projects. 
 The day after the last post, the noble Lord sent me to provide a passport for a certain native of 
Trieste, whom he wished to send at once to Venice as courier. It was 8 o’clock in the evening. We had 
a little interchange of messages, for I was unwilling to furnish the Triestine with a passport without the 
guarantee of two people of substance. He maintained that the guarantee of an English Peer like himself 
was enough. After various letters, which did not succeed any better than the messages, the Noble Lord 
was at last persuaded that the courier could not start without the guarantee of two substantial men 
personally known to me. The proper guarantees having been given, the man set out. Two days 
afterwards the domicile, which had been prepared in Casa Meredoni, was changed. My Lord has gone 
to live in the Casa Guiccioli. Yesterday evening I discovered that he is going to leave for Venice in a 
few days. 
 I have not failed to make use of indirect means of obtaining information concerning him; but 
nothing of consequence has come to my knowledge. This morning, for instance, the paper which I 
have the honour of enclosing to Your Excellency was given to me by a special agent of mine, 
employed upon business altogether different to that of Lord Byron. The document further confirms me 
in the opinion which I had formed from the information received from Florence about this Englishman. 
 If the Guiccioli remain after the departure of my Lord, I intend to intercept their letters, and, in 
case of any news, I shall make a point of informing Your Excellency of everything, etc., etc. 
 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from Bologna, August 28th 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #13; BLJ VI 218) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
 
[To Alexander Scott Esqre. / aux soins du / Messrs Siri & Willhalm / Banquiers / Venezia / Venezia] 
  

Bologna. August 28th. 1819. 
My dear Scott – 
                         I sent an express last Sunday – to hasten my daughter’s departure. Did he arrive? – I 
must have {her} sent immediately with or without a Governante or Edgecombe shall instantly quit my 
Service.   –   Do not let him delay one moment more – as I may leave Bologna in ten days or twelve at 
furthest – I return to Ravenna – for the present. – –Send anything from Missiaglia that may be arrived 
for me – 
                   yrs ever  
                            & truly  
                                   in haste  
                                       Byron. 
 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, August 29th 1819: 
(Source: NLS Ms.434890; LJ IV 350; BLJ VI 218-20) 
[To, / John Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

Bologna. August 29th. 1819. 
Dear Sir – 
 I have been in a rage {these two days} and am still bilious therefrom. – You shall hear. A 
Captain of Dragoons – Ostheid – Hanoverian by birth – in the Papal troops at present – whom I had 
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obliged by a loan when nobody would lend him a Paul – recommended a horse to me on sale by a 
Lieutenant Rossi – an officer who unites the sale of cattle to the purchase of men. – – – 
I bought it. – The next day on shoeing the horse – we discovered the thrush – the animal being 
warranted sound. – I sent to reclaim the contract, and the money – The Lieutenant desired to speak 
with me in person. – I consented. – He came. – It was his own particular request. – – – 
He began a story. – I asked him if he would return the money. – He said no – but he would exchange. – 
He asked an exorbitant price for his other horses. – I told him that 
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he was a thief. – He said he was an officer – {&} a man of honour – and pulled out a Parmesan 
passport signed by General Count Neipperg.160 – I answered that as he was an officer I would treat him 
as such – and that as to his being a Gentleman – he might prove it by returning the money – as for his 
{Parmesan} passport – I should have valued it more if it had been a Parmesan Cheese. – He answered 
in high terms – and said that if it were {in} the morning (it was about eight o Clock in the evening) he 
would have satisfaction. – I then lost my temper. – As for that I replied you shall have it directly – it 
will be mutual satisfaction I can assure you – you are a thief and as you say an officer – my pistols are 
in the next room loaded – take <the> {one of the} candles 
 
1:3 
 
{examine & make} your choice of {weapons}. – He replied that pistols were English weapons – he 
always fought with the Sword. – I told him that I was able to accommodate {him}, having three 
regimental swords in a drawer near us – and he might take the longest and put himself on guard. – – – 
All this passed in <prevents of> {presence} of a third person. – He then said No but tomorrow morning 
he would give me the meeting at any time or place. – I answered that it was not usual to appoint 
meetings in the presence of witnesses – and that we had best speak man to man – & fix time and 
instruments. – But as the Man present was leaving the room – the Lieutenant Rossi – before he could 
shut the door after him – ran out 
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roaring “help and murder” most lustily and fell into a sort of hysteric in the arms of about fifty people, 
who all saw that I had no weapon of any sort or kind {about me} and followed him asking what the 
devil was the matter {with him}. – Nothing would do – he ran away without his hat, & went to bed ill 
of the fright. – He then tried his complaint at the police – which dismissed it as frivolous. – – – – He is 
I believe gone away or going, – the horse was warranted – but I believe so worded that the villain will 
not be obliged to refund according to law. – – – 
He endeavoured to raise up an indictment of assault and battery – but as it was in a public inn – in a 
frequented street – there were too many witnesses to the contrary – and as a military man – he has not 
cut 
 
2:1 
 
2.) a martial figure even in the opinion of the Priests. – He ran off in such a hurry that he left his hat 
and never missed it till he got to his hostel or inn. – The facts are as I tell you – I can assure you he 
began by “coming Captain Grand over me” – or I should never have thought of trying his “cunning in 
fence”161 – but what could I do? – he talked of “honour and satisfaction – and his commission” – he 
produced a military passport – there are severe punishments for regular duels on the continent, and 
trifling ones for rencontres – so that it is best to fight it out directly – he had robbed – and then wanted 
to insult me – what could I do? – my patience was gone – and the weapons at hand – fair and equal – 
besides it was 
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just after dinner when my digestion is bad – & I don’t like to be disturbed. – His friend Ostheid – is at 
Forli – – we shall meet on my way {back} to Ravenna – – the Hanoverian seems the greater rogue of 

                                                           
160: One-eyed Austrian lover of the former Empress Marie Louise, Napoleon’s wife. 
161: Shakespeare, Twelfth Night III iv 271 (B. gets the preposition right this time). 
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the two – and if my valour does not ooze away like Acres’s – “Odds flints and triggers”162 if it should 
be a rainy morning and my stomach in disorder – there may be something for the obituary. – – – 
Now pray “Sir Lucius do not you look upon me as a very ill used Gentleman?163 – – – – 
I send my Lieutenant to match Hobhouse’s Major Cartwright – “and so good morrow to you good 
Master Lieutenant”.164 – With regard 
 
2:3 
 
to other things I will write soon but I have been f ― g – incessantly for the last three months and 
Quarrelling – and fooling – till I can scribble no more. 

yr[long, heavy scrawl] 
 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, early September 1819: 
(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.294-5; BLJ VI 222-3) 
 

Second sheet of a letter (the first sheet165 of which is 
destroyed―towards Sept. 10 1819.) 

 
Pray tell Waite to take a post-chaise; for if our Dentist follows our Barber, there will be ne’er a tooth or 
hair left which people can depend upon for a half year’s engagement. 
 I am truly sorry for Blake, but as you observe with great truth and novelty “we are none of us 
immortal.” It were to be wished however that Coachmen did not help people over the Styx―that used 
to be watermen’s work and fare. 
 You say nothing in favour of my return to England.―Very well―I will stay where I am―and you 
will never see me more. 
 [A portion of the paper on which the next passage is written is here cut out by Mrs. Leigh.―ED.] 

Yrs ever 
B 

P. S. 
 I sent Lady Byron the other day a letter―enclosing some letters from Germany to me 
concerning her chiefly, and which the writers wished her to have. Ask her by letter if she has received 
that letter. I want no answer but a mere acknowledgment to you or to Mr Murray of the arrival of my 
letter. 
 I want also a picture of Ada―and my miniature (by Holmes) of you. Address to Venice as usual. 
Allegra is here with me, in good health & very amiable & pretty, at least thought so. She is English, 
but speaks nothing but Venetian. “Bon di, papa” &c &c she is very droll, and has a good deal of the 
Byron―can’t articulate the letter r at all―frowns and pouts quite in our way―blue eyes―light hair 
growing darker daily―and a dimple in her chin―a scowl on the brow―white skin―sweet voice― 
and a particular liking of Music―and of her own way in every thing―is not that B. all over? 
 

part of Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, September 1819 (second version of previous item): 
(Source: this text from BLJ VI 222-3) 
 

[about Sept. 10, 1819;p.m. Sept. 23] 
[Second sheet of letter—first sheet missing in MS.] 
... and worse of Blake.166—Who would have thought it? a Stage Coach?—was it a long Coach?—was 
he inside or out?—and is ... [section cut out of letter] ... get re-married—what ... he left? Pray tell 
Waite167 to take a post-chaise—for if our Dentist follows our barber—there will be ne’er a tooth or hair 
left which people can depend upon for a half year’s engagement.—I am truly sorry for Blake—but as 
you observe with great truth and novelty “we are none of us immortal.”—It were to be wished however 
that Coachmen did not help people over the Styx—that used to be waterman’s work and fare.—You 

                                                           
162: Sheridan, The Rivals, Act II (“triggers and flints”). 
163: Sheridan, The Rivals, III iv. 
164: Shakespeare, Henry V, II i 2 (“Good morrow, Lieutenant Bardolph”). 
165: BLJ reconstructs the following from the first sheet: “… and worse of Blake.―Who would have thought 
it?―was it a long Coach?―was he inside or out?―and is … [section cut out of  letter] … get re-married―what? 
… he left? (BLJ VII 222-3). 
166: Blake, the famous men’s hairdresser, had died. 
167: Waite was London’s premier dentist. 
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say nothing in favour of my return to England.—Very well—I will stay where I am—and you will 
never see me more. [section cut out of letter] 

yrs. ever 
B 

 
P.S.—I sent Lady Byron the other day a letter168—enclosing some letters from Germany to me 
concerning her chiefly—& which the writer wished her to have.——Ask her by letter if she has 
received that letter—I want no answer but a mere acknowledgement to you or to Mr. Murray of the 
arrival of my letter.—I want also a picture of Ada—and my miniature (by Holmes) of you.——
Address to Venice as usual.—Allegra is here with me—in good health—& very amiable and pretty at 
least thought so.—She is English—but speaks nothing but Venetian—”Bon di papa” &c. &c. she is 
very droll—and has a good deal of the Byron—can’t articulate the letter r at all—frowns and pouts 
quite in our way—blue eyes—light hair growing darker daily—and a dimple in the chin—a scowl on 
the brow—white skin—sweet voice—and a particular liking of Music—and of her own way in every 
thing—is not that B. all over?— 
 
Police report: Copy of a private note from Cardinal Consalvi,169 Secretary of State to Pius VII, 

contained in a letter from Minister Corsini to the President of the Buon Governo, early 

September 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 461) 
 
This Imperial and Royal Government herewith transmits to your Excellency the enclosed report, sent 
to this department by the Austrian Legation in Rome. 
 Although the Government itself is convinced that the chief points mentioned in the report are 
unfortunately not applicable to Tuscany, it will nevertheless be obliged if your Excellency will 
undertake to exercise the most unremitting and careful vigilance, etc., etc. 
 The Governor of Rome, in his capacity of Director-General of Police, has sent the following: 
 

[Consalvi’s note, dated 1st September 1819]: A private report, made by a person of authority, 
which has reached him from Bologna, informs him that notice has been sent from Florence to the 
person indicated, of a new secret Society, in which even women take part, under the name of 
Società Romantica; that this Society is formed for the purpose of educating its readers in the belief 
that man is subject to no religious or moral principle, but ought only to obey his natural instincts; 
that the centre and principal seat of this Society is in Milan; that in this Society are enrolled many 
gentlemen of that capital, and among them the celebrated advocate, Pellegrino Rossi; that Rossi 
corresponds with the well-known Lord Byron, and that, in order to found a branch of this Society 
at Bologna, Rossi wished to induce Lord Byron to visit Bologna; that Lord Byron has, in fact, 
come to Bologna, where he has rented the Palazzo Merendani (?) for a year, and meanwhile is 
lodging at the Hotel Pellegrino until, as is understood, the decoration and furnishing of the Casa 
Merendani has been completed; that numbers of ladies begin to visit Lord Byron, and amongst 
others the Marchesa Guiccioli; that, as he hears from Florence, Lady Morgan is expected in 
Bologna for the same object, and also Lord Kinnaird, who shot at the Duke of Wellington; and 
that, finally, neither the Austrian Government nor that of Tuscany have ever been informed of the 
existence of such a Society. 

 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, September 3rd 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.434896; LJM 284-5) 
[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Venise / Italie // stamped: VENEZIA 16 SEP] 

London Septr. 3. 1819 
My Lord 
 I have been this moment favoured with your most obliging Letters – Ravenna Aug 9 – Bologna 
Aug. 12 – & last week I had the gratification of getting another entertaining Letter with the history of 
my portrait – I should have acknoweldged this much sooner but it arrived at a time when I was in 

                                                           
168: B. to Annabella, July 20th. 
169: Cardinal Consalvi (he’d only taken minor orders) was the Pope’s Secretary of State, and the lover of 
Elizabeth Foster, the Duchess of Devonshire, lover in turn of her predecessor, the celebrated Georgiana. B. had 
rented his Piccadilly Terrace apartment from her, and not paid or it. In July 1821, when things get really bad, B. 
writes the Duchess a letter asking (without mentioning Consalvi) if she can get the Gambas off the hook (BLJ VIII 
154-5 and 161). She is unable to (LJ V 238-9). Whether Consalvi was dumb enough to believe what his spies told 
him about the Romantici, we may doubt. 
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misery at the almost certain prospect of losing my wife – which with five young children would have 
been irreparable – She is now thank God out of danger. 
 I will apply instantly for the appointment which you desire for your noble friend. 
 Upon my word I can not help acknowledging again your extensive patience of me in all that I have 
ventured to say & suffer to be done about Don Juan – I now inclose the leaves which have the 
Asterisks & beg you to fill them up as you list – all I petition for is the removal of allusions to a certain 
disease170 – Send me any preface or any thing else and the second edition which shall wait for your 
commands shall be published as you wish – but I wish you would revise for some parts are really 
heavy – Mr G. was speaking of this again yesterday & it requires only a few of your promethean 
touches to brighten all into flame again – there is a great outcry – but every body reads – I have 300 
left out of 1,500 printed – it was published late in the season – pray set to work and let me have too 
more Cantos – to publish about February – 
 However much you may <be> regret the occasion yet I know that you will rejoice in the news that 
Moore sets out on his way to Venice tomorrow – he has just been here & entreats you to give him the 
meeting or he shall lose the greatest Lion in Italy – respecting his 
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case it is this – He forgot that he was in office171 – & allowed a cursed deputy to play the rogue – there 
is a defalcation of 6,000£ & he is obliged to fly – his friends think however that when the Creditors 
find that they are likely to get nothing otherwise they will be glad to compromise & will take a Third 
of that sum – which his friends will with ease advance – he travels with Lord John Russell whom he is 
to leave at Paris – but whom he thinks will easily be persuaded to accompany him to Venice 
 I am sending Gun Powder & sundries172 by Mr Knowles who will start for Italy next week – I sent 
you a Snuff-box by a friend of mine Mr Allan who deposited it with Mr Hopp<en>ner – Did you ever 
receive a parcel of Books & Magnesia &c &c &c wch I sent out by some Ship about 2 months ago to 
the care of Missiaglia? 
 Do me the favour to make every improvement that you can upon the two first Cantos of Don Juan 
& let me bring out the new Edition in great force in the winter – In the opinion of the best Critics the 
larger portion of them surpass all that you have written & the rest is deserving therefore of re-casting 
or at least of re-consideration – Pray tell me if you see any Newspaper published in England – for I 
would occasionally send them to you – Take care of your health 
 I remain My Lord 
  your faithful & attached friend  
   & Servant 
    John Murray 
[1:3 blank] 
 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge to Byron, September 4th, 1819: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Stephen Coleridge, Quiet Hours in Poets’ Corner, Mills & Boon 
[sic], 1925, pp.53-4; Griggs IV 948) 
Coleridge was the only one of Byron’s targets in Don Juan with the wit and inclination to reply. 
 

4
th

 September, 1819. 
To the LORD BYRON 
 c/o John Murray Esq., 
  Albemarle Street, London. 
 My Lord, 
 That I should be selected by you to share such immortality as Time may confer upon your Don 
Juan demands my acknowledgement, the quality of which is enlarged by the charge of inebriety that 
you prefer against me.173 
 Had you adorned me with indolence and irresolution the commendation had been just, but the 
more elegant acquirement of intemperance it were flattery to attribute to me. 

                                                           
170: DJ I sts.129-131. 
171: Mo. held a financial post in the West Indies which he had farmed out. He was now being prosecuted for the 
malfeasance of his deputy. 
172: This gunpowder ends up in the Grand Canal. 
173: Coleridge has been reading Don Juan I, 205, 1-4: Thou shalt believe in Milton, Dryden, Pope, / Thou shalt 

not set up Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey; Because the first is crazed beyond all hope, / The second drunk … 
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 This example of your Lordship’s taste and knowledge would embolden me to esteem you as 
among the first of our great writers if you would condescend first to avoid a too servile flattery of 
your contemporaries, and next to obtain correct information on the habits of those you celebrate. 
 The sobriety of this letter is the unhappy proof of the extravagance of your praise. 
    I am 
           your Lordship’s obedient sober servant, 
           S.T.Coleridge. 
 
Police report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the Director-General of 

Police at Rome, September 8th 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 457) 

1819, 8th September (No.22) 
I shall at once obtain the required information about the Triestine sent by Lord Byron, according to 
your honoured command of folio No.4484. 
 This week the erratic Lord has again changed his plans. Instead of leaving for Venice, he has sent 
for his illegitimate infant daughter,174 whom he maintained there, and now he talks of going with the 
Guiccioli to Ravenna. This change in his domestic arrangements has been made, although, during the 
last week, he had moved into the Casa Guiccioli, as I had the honour to inform Your Excellency. But 
no sooner had the child come, than he returned to Pellegrino’s Hotel, where he merely sleeps and 
dines. The rest of the day he spends with the Guiccioli. I continue to keep him under the strictest 
surveillance. At the present time, no one but Count Ranconi of Ferrara175 visits him, and he comes at 3 
o’clock every morning (alle 3 ogni mattina). 
 With most respectful esteem and obedience, etc., etc. 
 
Police report from an unnamed Tuscan spy, from Forlì, September 10th 1819: 
(Source: text from copy in Keats Shelley House Rome, Gay Papers Box 36A.) 
 
E lungo tempo che si parla dei Romantici, e si sa bene che Byron e Kinnaird lo sono, perchè il primo 
scrisse e scrive tuttora delle poesie in questo nuovo genere, e compose certi regolamenti intitolati: 
“Statuti della gioiosa truppa.” Il secondo lasciò tempo fa a Faenza un manoscritto che può sapersi da 
Gennati che cosa contegna, ma che io non gli ho mai dimandato, per non averci intima relazione. 
Byron poi sta in campagna con una signora, giovine moglie di quel Guiccioli (1) che ora è in Bologna, 
ma egli non si domestica con alcuno. Vi dirò che in passato il Cardinale di Ravenna invitò una 
brillantissima conversazione per corteggiare il nobile Lord, alla quale però il Cardinale stesso non 
intervenne per non servire, disse, di zimbello alle signore radunate. 
 
(1) Il conte Guiccioli di Ravenna, il più ricco possidente della Romagna, uomo cupo, intrigante, 
fierissimo, generoso, che si credè colpevole dell’assassino del Manzoni. (Nota della Spia) 
 
Translation (from LJ IV 452): The Romantici have been talked about for some time, and it is well 
known that Byron and Kinnaird belong to the Society, for the former has written, and continues to 
write, poetry of this new school, and has composed certain rules, entitled Statutes of the Joyous 

Company.176 The latter left behind him, some time ago at Faenza, a manuscript, and it would be 
possible to discover its contents from Gennati, but I have never asked him, not being on intimate terms 
with him. Byron is staying in the country with a lady, the young wife of that Guiccioli * who is now in 
Bologna, but he does not make his permanent abode with anyone. I must tell you that some time ago 
the Cardinal of Ravenna gave a most brilliant conversazione in honour of the noble Lord, at which, 
however, the Cardinal himself did not appear, lest he should act, said he, as a decoy to the assembled 
ladies … 
 
[* Note by the spy: Count Guiccioli of Ravenna, the richest proprietor in the Romagna, a crafty, 
intriguing man, very proud and of high birth, is believed to be guilty of the assassination of 
Manzoni.177] 
 
Police report to Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, undated: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 458.) 

                                                           
174: Allegra is by now two-and-a-half years old. 
175: Ranconi otherwise unidentified. 
176: Statutes of the Joyous Company otherwise unidentified. 
177: Domenico Manzoni was a banker of Forlì whom Guiccioli was indeed suspected of having murdered. 
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Sub-Direction of Police (No. 7044). 
YOUR EXCELLENCY, – Following the instructions given me to discover if the Triestine courier of 
Lord Byron will be in Bologna before the arrival of his master, I have been assured that this 
distinguished nobleman had formerly a Venetian in his service as courier, whom he dismissed some 
days ago, and that he then took as courier the aforesaid Triestine, who formerly served him as a groom. 
This man is a son of the Jew Finzi of Trieste,178 and they will both come to Bologna on the arrival of 
their master, and not before. 
 I have received Your Excellency’s esteemed letter, dated yesterday, No. 8951, and I have the 
honour to sign myself with profound respect, etc., etc. 
 
Report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the Director-General of 

Police at Rome, September 15th 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 458) 

1819, 15th September (No. 27). 
In discharge of the duty imposed upon me by your respected folio No. 4484, concerning the 
information with regard to the Triestine courier in the service of, and despatched by, Lord Byron, I 
have the honour to assure you that this person was formerly in my Lord’s service as groom, and that he 
arrived in Bologna at the same time as his master. His padrone is a Triestine Jew named Finzi. 
 In connection with this matter, I must announce to you that, to my greatest astonishment, Lord 
Byron left Bologna on the 12th for Venice, in company with the Marchesa Guiccioli. 
 Three days before, the Marquis, her husband, left for Ravenna. I have not failed to ask the Director 
of the Post to send me all letters coming from Venice addressed to Count Ranconi, who with unfailing 
regularity used to visit my Lord at 3 o’clock every afternoon (alle 3 pomeridiana in ogni dì). 
 Full of profound obedience and humble, respectful esteem, etc., etc. 
 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, September 14th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434896; LJM 288-9) 
[Milord / Milord Byron / Poste restante / a Venise / en Italie // stamped: VENEZIA 27 SEP] 
 

London Sepr. 14 – 1820 
My dear friend 
 your Letters of the 24 & 29th Aug. received this moment have excited in me an alarm & 
uneasiness which I would I were within a moderate distance <so/>that I might fly to you for their 
explanation – But you have just sufferered some vexation which your <as> warm blood has occasioned 
you to feel with too great exasperation and I hope you will just take care of yourself for a few days and 
it will subside – Do consider that your mode of life requires occasional pauses and you should submit 
now & then to diet & medicine yourself, & if this were done rather in periodical anticipation of 
indisposition than when its accumulation renders it necessary, you would keep in very fair trim – Mr 
Hobhouse <which> has received Letters from you last week, wch have made him very apprehensive 
that you are seriously ill & unless he has his doubts relieved he will I fancy set out for Italy – I wish if 
he did that you would think of returning to England with him, where your Lordships arrival would give 
a pleasure of an extent to will not allow yourself to believe – for your name is in the mouth of every 
School Boy – My eldest Son was lately at a Great School Dr Pearsons East Sheen – & now at the 
Charterhouse & at both the first enquiry was if his father was publisher to Lord Byron & he footed up 
to the first rank of estimation immediately – I declare upon 
 
The Lord Byron 
 
1:2 
 
my honour that your Lordship is the subject of conversation & your works also of admiration in every 
party that I am present at or hear of and if you would only condescend to keep in the line – every one 
will gladly yield to you the head of it – come I pray you & tantum patiatur amari179 – come & visit us – 
merely to have the means of taking your of leaving your Proxy – I have written to an Official friend, 
now out of town, in favour of your Italian one & if it is to be done I have no doubt but that it will be 
done – & on friday I shall be able to tell you – I received the Epistle180 and think it very good farce – as 
there is not a Soul in town at this time I propose to send it for your revision – in case Mr Hobhouse 
                                                           
178: Finzi unidentified. 
179: “bear being loved so much”. 
180: Letter to the Editor of the British Review. 
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thinks it worth while – but at any rate I will send you a Copy of the Proof – if possible this night – too 
be sure it was the very thing one could have desired the Editor to fall into “If any <pers> one has 
personated the Editor of this Review”? An Ass – & then for his principles – why the <R> Losses of 
<the> his Review are paid by the Saints – Every One continues in the Same Mind as to the lavish 
display of talent in Don Juan – & its sale would been universal if some 20 Stanzas had been altered & 
wch by preventing the book from being shewn at a Ladys work table – have cut up my Sale – As to 
any fears for myself – I have neverer had the slightest – I did not want unnecessarily to give my name 
to a publication that I knew would be 
 
1:3 
 
liable to such an outcry – but it does not follow but that I should have done so had you given yours & 
had your Lordship desired it – but it was not necessary – – I have just received the Letter wch I inclose 
observe Roberts is {not a x Clergyman but} a Barrister – without business – a Commissioner of 
Bankrupts – nephew of Dr Roberts of St Pauls School – a very respectable Man – but having too great 
an estimation nation of <p> the powers of his own talents – He was the writer of the Looker-on – {x 
Perhaps you can notice this error in some drole way, in the postscript} 
 I entreat you to let me hear from you by return of post – if you are ill [Ms. tear: “I”] will instantly 
set out & give you [Ms. tear: “all”] the personal care that I can – if [Ms. tear: “there”] is an English 
Physician pray induce him to remain with you night & day & administer & see the effect of his 
prescriptions – I owe my wifes life entirely to attention of this kind – I will write again on friday – In 
the mean time I will hope for an early letter in better Spirits – pray rely upon my utmost attention to all 
your wishes & of my remaining ever My Lord 
Kind Comps to Your grateful & faithful friend 
Mr Moore if he  John Murray 
has arrived 
 

John Wilson Croker to John Murray, September 15th 1819: 
(Source: text from The Croker Papers, ed. Louis J. Jennings, John Murray 1885, Vol. I pp.144-5) 

 
September 15th, 1819. 

  DEAR MURRAY, 
 My illness is neither serious nor painful, and it is quite a waste of pity to throw it away on me at 
present. I am in bed, but it is only because my apothecary has given me a sudorific. 
 In spite of my confinement, however, I have had an opportunity of inquiring how Lord Byron’s 
wishes about the Vice-Consulship can be effected. Consul is out of the question, for we have a Consul-
General at Venice; but the Vice-Consular alternative may be achieved without much difficulty. Vice-
Consuls are not appointed at home; if they were, I should not have the least hesitation in asking Lord 
Castlereagh, even though you had published ‘Don Juan’ without an erasure. Tories are placable people; 
and of all Tories, Castlereagh the most so; but as I said, he has nothing to do with the appointments of 
Vice-Consuls; they are named by the Consuls, and only approved (generally as a matter of course) at 
the Foreign Office. Now our Venetian Consul is none other than Gifford’s protégé Hoppner, and a line 
from the former to the latter will insure the nomination, and a line from you to me, when the said 
nomination is sent home for approval will insure, I should hope, its final success. 
 Thank you for the perusal of the letter;181 it is not very good, but it will vex those old women of 
British critics, which perhaps is what the author intended. I told you from the first moment I had read 
‘Don Juan’, that your fears had exaggerated its danger. I say nothing about what may have been 
suppressed; but if you had published ‘Don Juan’ without hesitation, or asterisks, nobody would ever 
have thought worse of it than as a larger Beppo, gay and lively and a little loose. Some persons would 
have seen a strain of satire running beneath the gay surface, and might have been vexed or pleased 
according to their temper; but there would have been no outcry either against the publisher or author. 
   Yours &c., 
    J.W.C. 
 
John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Worthing,182 September 16th 1819: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 
 

[1819 Sep / 16 Hobhouse, J] 
                                                           
181: B.’s Letter to the Editor of My Grandmother’s Review. 
182: H. is in Worthing from September 8th to October 4th. 
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My dear Sir – 
I return to you the letter to Roberts183 and also the three letters to you.184 As to the last, I agree with 
you that they contain a most painful confirmation of my apprehensions – One comfort however there 
is in the fact that the merry letter185 is the last which he wrote – I wait in great anxiety for further news 
which I pray you to be kind enough to send me – 
 The printed letter is very amusing – It will, however, raise my grandmothers Review I have 
transposed a word or two in page 22 – to make the meaning a little more clear – I presume Lord B 
knows that Roberts is not a parson but a lawyer186 – I am exceedingly glad you have written in the 
view which you allude to – could we but bring him home it would be a great matter – I am most 
anxious that he should not be known to be in the state he describes – and trust he does not write to any 
but you in that style – It would be such a triumph for his enemies and the pity of indifferent people 
would be to him still more intolerable – 
 You may be sure the case is purely physical – he has given the cause in his last letter187 – He will 
assuredly kill himself if he goes on – or what is worse, drive himself mad – If I thought I could bring 
him home I would go to morrow – 
 Very truly yours 
  – John Hobhouse –   – Worthing Thursday Sept. 16 
 
Byron to John Murray, from Bologna, September 17th 1819: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ IV 353-4; BLJ VI 223) 

Bologna, Sept. 17, 1819 
Dear Sir, – I have received a small box consigned by you to a Mr. Allan with three portraits in it. 
Whom am I to thank for this? You never alluded to it in any of your letters. I enclose you an 
advertisement of Cognac brandy from Galignani’s Messenger; it runs – “in order to facilitate the 
consumption of that truly wholesome and agreeable article.” Is not this delightful? The gravity of the 
author; and the truly wholesome! 

Yours ever truly, 
B 

September 17th 1819: Byron starts Don Juan Cantos III and IV. 
 
Censor’s report from Count Karl von Inzaghi, Governor of Venice, to Count Sedlnitzky, Head of 
Police in Vienna, September 18th 1819: 
(Source: text from Brunner p.29) 
 
Hochgeborener Graf! 
In der Anlage hat mir das hierortige Central Censur Amt eine von dem hiesigen Mauthause demselben 
zugekommene Broschure betitelt: ‘L’Italia. Canto IV del Pellegrinaggio di Childe Harold, scritto da 
Lord Byron, tradotto da Michele Leoni, Italia 1819’ samt dem diesfälligen Censurbogen vorgelegt, in 
welchem der Antrag gemacht wird, daß der Verkauf dieses Werkes höchstens nur erga Schedam zu 
gestatten wäre. 
 Ich ermangle nicht, dasselbe Eurer Excellenz weiser Prüfung zu unterziehen, und bin der 
unmaßgeblichen Meinung, daß – da der Inhalt dieses Werkes gegen die gegenwärtigen Regierungen 
Italiens gerichtet ist – solches von dem Verkaufe gänzlich auszuschließen wäre. 
 Genehmigen Eure Excellenz den wiederholten Ausdruck der ausgezeichneten Hochachtung, 
womit ich die Ehre habe zu verharren, 
   Eurer Excellenz gehorsamster Diener, 
      Inzaghi (e.h.) 
 
Translation (by Shona Allan): Honourable Count! / The central censorship office here has presented 
me with one of the pamphlets the local toll house has been sent. It is called ‘Italy. Canto IV of Childe 

                                                           
183: B.’s letter To the Editor of the British Review (CMP 78-85) signed “Wortley Clutterbuck” of “Little 
Piddlington” was sent to Mu. on 12 Aug 1819 (BLJ VI 216-217) and published in the first number of The Liberal 
(Oct 1822). It is a joke at the expense of William Roberts (1767-1849) a legal writer and assiduous reviewer of 
B.’s poetry. See Don Juan I Stanzas 209-10. 
184: Mu. has sent H. B.’s letters of 1, 9, and 12 Aug 1819 (BLJ VI 192-8 and 205-10). 
185: That of August 12, enclosing “Clutterbuck”’s letter to Roberts, and including his response to Francis Cohen’s 
criticism of Don Juan, that “we are never scorched and drenched at the same time.” 
186: B. refers to “... your reputation as a Clergyman ...” (CMP 78). 
187: The “cause” of B.’s depression to which H. refers is the “choaking shudder” he reports himself as having 
experienced during a performance of Alfieri’s Mirra (BLJ VI 206). 
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Harold’s Pilgrimage, written by Lord Byron, translated by Michele Leoni, Italy 1819’188 and was 
presented together with the due censorship papers in which the application was made that this work 
should only be sold erga schedam at best. I shall not fail to allow Your Excellency to subject this text 
to prudent examination himself and am of the humble opinion that – since the content of the work is 
directed against the present Italian government – such a thing should be completely banned. Please 
accept, Your Excellency, the repeated expression of deep respect with which I have the honour to 
remain Your Excellency’s obedient servant, Inzaghi (honoris causa). 
 
Police report from the unnamed spy, September 19th 1819: 
(Source: text from copy in Keats-Shelley House Rome Gay Papers Box 36A; tr. LJ IV 462.) 
 
Notizie sopra lord Byron. – Questo signore si trova attualmento in Bologna in compagnia della moglie 
del Conte Guiccioli. Egli hà seco un giovane Segretario peritissimo in molte lingue, e che scrive 
ugualmente bene l’Inglese, il Francese, I’Italiano, [e] il Tedesco. Egli non esce mai di casa, e scrive 
sempre. Sorvegliato ostatissimamente, si è potuto sapere che per lo più s’occupa in varie Ciffre. 
Frattanto non si conosce l’esito di queste scritture, perchè infallibilmente non sono messe alla posta. 
Convien credere che di tali dispacci sieno incaricati i Viaggiatori Inglesi, dei quali molti si rassengnano 
al Lord. Pochissime lettere sono alla Posta, e questo non contengono che interessi particolari. 
 Da Forlì si scrive che il detto Lord si è contento di formarsi una sola relazione di persona di 
condizione di ogni Città: a Bologna ha Ercolani, A Ferrara Graziadei, A Faenza Gennati, A Forlì 
Orselli, A Cesena Roverella. Questi assolutamente non parlano, e fanno credere che tale relazione sia 
letteraria. Dopo molti raziocinii, e combinazioni di fatti, si è dato luogo a credere, che molti opuscoli, 
libelli, e scritti d’allarme, venuti alla luce, sieno della Fabrica di lord Byron. Anche in questi giorni ò 
comparso con profusione l’accluso Indirizzo pubblicato in più copie, tutte di scrittura differente, e 
incognita, abilità che si attribuisco al Segretario del Nobile Lord. [      ] Il carattere che non è ignoto nè 
a me, nè a voi, ne indica la provenienza, e mi conferma nelle dette idee. 
 
Translation (from LJ IV 462): Notices concerning Lord Byron. This gentleman is at present in 
Bologna, in company with the wife of Count Guiccioli. He has with him a young secretary very expert 
in different languages, who corresponds in English, French, Italian and German with equal facility.189 
He never leaves the house, but is always writing. By most careful supervision it has been discovered 
that his time is chiefly occupied in writing in various cyphers. But it is not known in what way these 
writing are despatched, for they are certainly not sent to the post. There is reason to believe that 
English travellers, many of whom have introductions to my Lord, are charged with these despatches. 
Very few letters pass through the post, and these contain only matters of private interest. 
 From Forlì I hear that the said Lord is anxious to form a Society among persons of position in 
each city. At Bologna he has the Ercolani; at Ferrara, the Graziadei; at Faenza, the Gennati; at Forlì, 
the Orselli; at Cesena, Roverella.190 Such names as these certainly do not suggest that the character of 
the Society is merely literary. After much consideration and piecing together of facts, I have come to 
the conclusion that many works, pamphlets, and dangerous writings which are in circulation have 
issued from the workshop of Lord Byron. Even within the last few days the enclosed191 has appeared in 
a profusion of copies, each in a different and unknown handwriting – a multiplication of copies which 
is attributed to the dexterity of the secretary of the noble Lord. I send a copy. The character of the 
work, which is not unknown either to me or to you, shows its source, and confirms me in the views I 
have expressed. 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, September 27th 1819: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ IV 354-5; BLJ VI 224) 

Venice, Sept. 27th, 1819 
Dear Sir, – I enclose Roberts. You will be glad to hear that I am well. I never knew that I had written to 
say I was ill in health. I had a bad head, and nerves, owing to heat, and exhaustion, and plague with the 
illness of another person, and other vexations at Bologna, but am right again now – at least for the 

                                                           
188: CHP IV had been published in London on April 28th 1818. It is in implication a major statement of 
aspiration for free Italian statehood. Michele Leoni was a friend of Ugo Foscolo and of Silvio Pellico, and had 
translated its Spenserian stanzas into blank verse, re-titling it Italia. Canto IV. / del pellegrinaggio / di Childe 

Harold. See BLJ VII 97. The book was banned. 
189: B. had no such secretary. 
190: The names, which are probably not imaginary, all suggest groups with revolutionary potential. 
191: The “enclosed” unidentified. 
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present. These fits are the penalties of the life I have always led, and must be paid. I am not the less 
obliged by your and everybody’s good-nature. Thank Hobhouse, and say I shall write soon at full. 
 I write now merely to return Roberts. You must not mind me when I say I am ill; it merely means 
low spirits – and folly. 

Yours ever truly, 
BYRON 

 
Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 28th 1820 (a): 
(Source: NLS Ms.434890; LJ V 80; BLJ VII 181) 
[To, Jno. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street. / London / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 
A single sheet. 

Septr. 28th. 1820. 
Mr. J. Murray – 
 Can you keep a Secret? Not you – you would rather keep a w — e I believe of the two – 
although a moral man – and “all that – Egad –” – as Bayes says. – 
However I request and recommend to you to keep the enclosed one192 – viz – to give no copies – to 
permit no publication – [Ms. tear: “else”] you and I will <fall out> {be two.} – It was written nearly 
three years ago – upon the double[Ms. tear: “faced”] fellow – it’s argument – in consequence of a 
letter <from Italy> exposing some of his usual practices. – You may show it – to Gifford – Hobhouse – 
D. Kinnaird and any two or three of your own Admiralty favourites – but don’t betray it, or me, else 
you are the worst of men. – – – 
Is it like? – if not – it has no merit. – 
Does he193 deserve it? – if not – burn it. – 
He wrote to M. (so M. says) the other day saying on some occasion – “what a fortunate fellow you are! 
surely you were born with a rose in your lips, and a Nightingale singing on the 
 
1:2 [above address:] bed=top” – M. sent me this extract as in instance of the old Serpent’s sentimental 
twaddle. – I replied – that I believed that “he (the twaddler) was born with [below address:] a Nettle in 
his a — e and a Carrion Crow croaking on the bolster”, a parody somewhat undelicate – but such trash 
puts one stupid – besides the Cant of it – in a fellow who hates every body. [scrawl] 
Is this good? tell me and I will send you one still better of that blackguard [text turns up right-hand 

side of page:] Brougham;194 – there is a batch of them. – 
 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Ravenna, September 28th 1820 (b): 
(Source: NLS Ms.434890; LJ V 81; BLJ VII 182-4) 
[No address.] 
Byron writes Murray a letter – then adds a poem – then adds another letter. 

Ravenna. Septr. 28th. 
1820. 

Dr. My 
 I thought that I had told you long ago – that it never was intended nor written with any view to 
the Stage. – I have said so in the preface too. – It is too long – and too regular for your stage. – The 
persons too few – and the unity too much observed. – It is more like a play of Alfieri’s than of your 
stage – (I say this humbly in speaking of that great Man –) but there is poetry – and it is equal to 
Manfred – though I know not what esteem is held of Manfred. – – 
I have now been nearly as long out of England – – as I was there – during the time when I saw you 
frequently – I came home July 14th. 1811 – and left again April 25th. 1816. – – So that Septr. 28th. 1820 
– brings me within a very few months of the same duration of time of my stay – and my absence. 
 
1:2 
 
In course I can know nothing of the public taste and feelings but from what I glean from letters &c. – 
Both seem to be as bad as possible. – – 
I thought Anastasius excellent – did I not say so?195 – Matthews’s Diary most excellent – it and 
Forsyth and parts of Hobhouse – are all we have of truth or sense upon Italy. – 

                                                           
192: Question and Answer. 
193: Rogers. 
194: In Genoa on October 3rd 1826 H. is shown by Charles Barry “A character of Brougham in prose – 
unpublished – very savage – partly just”. It has never been seen since. 
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{Ye letter to Julia196 very good indeed. –} 
I do not despise Mrs. Heman – but if ye knit {blue} stockings instead of <spinning xxxx>197 {wearing 
them} it would be better. – You are taken in by that false stilted trashy style <that> {which} is a 
mixture of all the styles of the day – – which are all bombastic (I don’t except my own – no one has 
done more through negligence to corrupt the language) but it is neither English nor poetry. – – Time 
will show. – 
I am sorry Gifford has made no further remarks 
 
1:3 
 
beyond the first act – does he think all the English equally sterling – as he thought the first? – You did 
right to send me the proofs – I was a fool – but I do really detest the sight of proofs – it is an absurdity 
– but comes from laziness. – – 
You can steal the two Juans into the world quietly – tagged to the others. – – 
The play as you will – the Dante too – but the Pulci I am proud of – it is superb – you have no such 
translation – It is the best thing I ever did in my life. – I wrote the play – from beginning to end – and 
not a single scene without interruption & being obliged to break off in the middle – for I had my hands 
full – and my head too just then, – so it can be no great shakes – I mean the play – and the head too if 
you like. – —— 
 [scrawl] 
 
P.S. – Send me proofs of “the Hints” get them from Hobhouse. 
 
P.S. Politics here still savage and uncertain – however we are all in “our bandaliers” to join the 
“Highlanders if they cross the Forth” i.e. to crush the Austrians if they pass the Po. – 
The rascals! – and that Dog Liverpool to say that their subjects were happy – what a liar! – if ever I 
come back I’ll <xxx> work some of these [Ms. tear: “ministers”]. –  
1:4 

Dear Murray – 
  You ask for a “volume of Nonsense” 
 Have all your authors exhausted their store? 
I thought you had published a good deal not long since 
 And doubtless the <press must be> {Squadron are} ready with more – 
But on looking again – I perceive that the Species 
Of “Nonsense” you want must be purely “facetious” 
And as that is the case you had best put to press 
Mr. Sotheby’s tragedies now in M.S.S. – 
 Some Syrian Sally 
 From common=place Gally – 
Or if you prefer the bookmaking of women 
Take a spick and Span “Sketch” of your feminine He=Man. 

[scrawl] 
 
Why do you ask me for opinions of your ragamuffins – you see what you get by it – but recollect I 
never give opinions till required. – – ———— 
 
2:1 
 
Septr. 29th. 
I open my letter to say – that on reading more of the 4 volumes on Italy – where the Author says 
“declined an introduction” I perceive <and> (horresco referens) that it is written by a Woman!!! 
In that case you must suppress my note and answer – and all I have said about the book and the writer. 
– I never dreamed of it till now – in extreme wrath at that precious note – – – I can only say that I am 
sorry that a Lady should say anything of the kind. – What I would have said to a person with testicles – 
you know already. – – 
Her book too (as a She book) is not a bad one – but she evidently 
 
                                                                                                                                                                      
195: There are echoes of Hope’s Anastasius throughout DJ from Canto IV onwards. 
196: By Henry Luttrell. 
197: The second erased word looks like “remes”. 
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2:2 
 
[at top:] don’t know the Italians – or rather don’t like them – and forgets the causes of their misery and 
profligacy (Matthews and Forsyth are your men of truth and tact) and has gone over Italy in company 
always a bad plan. – You must be alone with people to know them well. – – Ask her – who was the – 
“descendant of Lady M. W. Montague” and by whom? by Algarotti? – – 
 
————————————————————————————————————————— 
 
[at bottom, inverted:] I suspect that in Marino Faliero you and yours won’t like the politics which are 
perilous to you in these times. – – but recollect that it is not a political play. – {& }that I was obliged to 
put into the mouths of the Characters the sentiments upon which they acted. – I hate all things written 
like Pizarro198 to represent france England & so forth – all I have done is meant to be purely Venetian 
– even to the very prophecy of it’s present state. 
 
3:1 
 
2.) Your Angles in general know little of the Italians – who detest them for their numbers and their 
Genoa treachery. – – – 
Besides the English travellers have not been composed of the best Company – how could they? – out 
of 100000  how many gentlemen were there or honest men? – – – – 
Mitchell’s Aristophanes is excellent – send me the rest of it. – I think very small beer of Mr. Galiffe – 
and his dull book. – Here and there some good things though – which might have been better. – – –  
These fools will force me to write a book about Italy myself to give them “the loud lie.” – 
 
3:2 
 
They prate about assassination – what is it but the origin of duelling – and “a wild Justice” as Lord 
Bacon calls it – it is the fount of the modern point of honour – in what the laws can’t or wont reach. – 
Every man is liable to it more or less – according to circumstances, or place. – For instance I am living 
here, exposed to it daily – for I have happened to make a powerful and unprincipled man199 my enemy; 
– and I never sleep the worse for it – or ride in less solitary places, – because – precaution is useless – 
and one thinks of it as a disease which may or may not strike; <a> it is true – that there are those here 
who if he did – would “live to think on’t” but that would not <xxxxxx/>awake my bones; – – I should 
be sorry if it would – were they once at rest. – 
 

Police report from the unnamed spy, 29th September 1819. Words in square brackets are a 
Police Chief’s interpolations: 
(Source: Archives of the Buon Governo; text from copy in Keats-Shelley House Rome Gay Papers 
36A) 
 
Una prova autentica di qanto è già stato da me narrato a V.S.Illma. rapporto alla Società Romantica, 
ritrovo nelle lettere pervenutemi ieri. Un mio corrispondente di Bologna, incaricato da me di consocere 
le diramazioni della medesima, ne chiese informazioni a una dei capi della Massoneria Italiana 
residento in Milano. Trascivo letteralmente la replica che ne hà ottenuto. 
 

“Conosco i Romantici. Costoro compongono una Sètta, che hà per scopo di rovinare la nostra 
letteratura, la nostra politica, la nostra Patria. Lord Byron ne è certamente un campione e t’inganni 
pensando, ch’egli si occupi solamente a fare li corni a Guiccioli. Egli è libidinoso e immorale 
all’ecesso, ma presto si scorda nell’oggetto idolatrato, e lo sacrifica al disprezzo. Non è per altro 
così isconstante in politica, nella quale egli è Inglese in tutta l’estensione del termine. Egli è 
energumeno per rovesciare tutto ciò che non gli appartiene, per paralizzare ogni tendenza che 
spiegassere le Società Nostre per la patria indipendenza, [sic!] per avvolgerci in ruine e sangue, 
[sic! sic!] per distribuire infini dei Stati deserti ed ancor fumanti ai suoi avidi e demoralizzati 
cospiratori. [Oh che fandonie!] 

 

                                                           
198: Sheridan’s Pizarro. 
199: Alessandro Guiccioli. 
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 Il corrispondente nell’inviarmi questo squarcio di lettera mi rammenta due versi inseriti da 
Michele Leoni, di Parma, nella sua traduzione dall’Inglese dall’opera di Lord Byron sull’Italia, che 
sono i seguenti: 
 
   “E con voi la dottrina che si asconde 
   “Sotto il velame de’novelli carmi.” 
 
 Specialmente m’invita a leggere e ponderare il Canto IV di quest’Opera intitolo: Il viaggio di 
Childe Harold. 
 
Translation (LJ IV 462-3 and Origo 106 / 100): I find an undoubted confirmation of the matter of my 
previous report on the Società Romantica in letters which reached me yesterday. One of my 
correspondents in Bologna, charged by me to discover the branches of the said Society, sought 
information from one of the heads of the Italian Masonic Lodge in Milan. I transcribe literally the reply 
that I have obtained. 
 

 ‘I know the Romantici. They form a band that aims at the destruction of our literature, our 
politics, our country. Lord Byron is certainly its champion, and you deceive yourself if you 
believe that he is occupied only in making a cuckold of Guiccioli. He is libidinous and immoral to 
excess; but he soon tires of the object of his worship, and offers it as a sacrifice on the altar of his 
contemptuous pride. But, at the same time, in politics he is not so inconstant. Here he is an 
Englishman in the fullest meaning of the term. He is like a madman in his desire to ruin everything 
that does not belong to him, to paralyze every tendency that our Societies display towards national 
independence, [sic!] to involve us in ruin and bloodshed, [sic! sic!] in order that at last the deserted 
and still-smouldering States may be divided amongst his greedy and demoralized conspirators. 
[Oh what nonsense!]’ 

 
 My correspondent, in sending me this scrap of a letter, reminds me of two verses inserted by 
Michele Leoni of Parma, in his translation from the English of Lord Byron’s work on Italy. The lines 
run thus – 
    “And with you the teaching that is hidden 
    Under the veil of the new songs.”200 
 
 He especially invites me to read and reflect upon Canto IV, of the work, entitled Childe Harold’s 

Pilgrimage. 
 
Police report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the Director-General of 
Police at Rome, September 29th 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 459-60.) 

1819, 29th September (No. 35). 
I will do all Your Excellency prescribes in your most esteemed folio marked 4530, writing at once to 
the Director of Police at Venice to keep a watch upon the behaviour and surroundings of Lord Byron. 
 In connection with this, I ought to inform you that, according to the tenour of the information I 
gave to Your Excellency in my despatch marked 12, Lady Morgan has finally come here with her 
husband. I have not failed to keep an eye on their movements and conduct. Up to the present I cannot 
say more than that both show themselves to be most determined constitutionalists and reformers. They 
read one evening at a meeting the address that the Cortes of Spain made to Ferdinand VII, when, after 
his liberation from France, he arrived at the frontiers of his kingdom; the address is full of suggestion. 
Such is my duty in this emergency, and full of profound esteem, etc., etc. 
 
John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Ramsbury, Wiltshire, September 1819: 
(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 
 
[September 1819??] 

Ramsbury201 – (I leave it to day) 
My dear Sir – 

                                                           
200: See CHP IV, B.’s prose preface. 
201: Sir Francis Burdett’s country estate in Wiltshire. H. is there from October 13th to November 2nd. 
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I own my delay – but I have been absent from Ramsbury some days, and immersed in the miserable 
provincial politics of my brother-moonrakers202 of this county. I have to thank you for your former 
communication, and for this of to day. To be sure, it is impossible that Lord B should seriously 
contemplate, – or, if he does, he must not expect us to encourage, – this mad scheme.203 – I do not 
know what in the world to say, – but presume some one has been talking nonsense to him. – Let Jim 
Perry204 go to Venezuela if he will – he may edit his independant gazette amongst the independants 
themselves, and reproduce his stale puns and politics without lett or hindrance. But our poet is too 
good for a planter – too good to sit down before a fire made of mare’s legs to a dinner of beef without 
salt and bread. – It is the wildest of all his meditations – pray tell him. – The plague and yellow 
fellow,205 and famine, and free quarter, besides a thousand other ills will stare him in the face, <n/>No 
tooth brushes, no corn rubbers, no quarterly Reviews in short plenty of all he abominates and nothing 
of all he loves – I shall write, but you can tell [him] facts which will [be] better than my arguments –  
  very truly yours – 
   John Hobhouse 
John Murray Esq 
 
Byron to Alexander Scott, from La Mira, October 2nd, 1819: 
(Source: text from Morgan Library MA 0051, MA 51, 81465, Item #15; BLJ VI 224) 
Transcription by Paul Curtis, modified 
 
[Il. Nole. Signore / Alessandro Scott / Venezia.] 

Mira. Octr. 2d. 1819. 
My dear Scott – 
                        I regret truly to hear what you say of M’s affairs – as he is the one <xxxxx> whom I 
esteem most of the few of his countrymen whom I esteem at all. – But to assist him is not in my 
present power. – Within the present year since the month of January I have had to pay in England 
twenty <five> {eight} thousand pounds sterling – including a lawyer’s bill of eight thousand pounds – 
five thousand of which I have paid and demurred upon the <remainder> {other three}but expect <by> 
daily to be called upon the [to?] liquidate the remainder. – You may suppose that this has not left me 
any superfluous bullion in my sinking fund – and that [I have nothing?] except my income to answer 
all the necessary {family} expences – which are considerable. – –I am not in a situation to supply  
 
1:2 
 
M. on this occasion – the more so as my ignorance of his affairs – and my absence from Venice since 
{last} Spring rendered the communication equally unexpected and unpleasant to {me as} his well 
wisher. –After so disagreeable a thing as being obliged to say No – what can I add? – regrets are 
useless – and words{might} seem insulting –The expression of feelings without the proof <are> {is} a 
deplorable cant – which I would not accept myself – nor will offer to others – when it is the only thing 
that I can offer. Believe me ever & truly  
                                   yrs. 
                                           Byron  
P.S. 
    I do not leave these parts immediately – and am not sure that I shall leave them before Spring – 
being as undecided as when 
 
1:3 
 
I saw you at Venice. – Perhaps I may come up soon for a day – and will let you know – At any rate 
after Guiccioli’s return (at the end of 8bre) we shall meet – I can’t make <that> {him} <man> out – 
conjectures are useless – we shall see. – He ought to have been here last week, but delays a month 
longer.  
 

                                                           
202: A moonraker is a Wiltshire dreamer, after some rustics who once attempted to rake the moon’s reflection 
from a pond. 
203: B. had expressed a desire to emigrate with Allegra to South America (see BLJ VI 123n, 225, 228 and 236, 
and IX 173). Part of his motive was an admiration for Simon Bolivar. He was dissuaded by, among others, 
Edward Ellice; but never abandoned the idea until going to Greece. 
204: Editor of the Morning Chronicle. 
205: Yellow fever. 
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Police report from the Papal Police to the Austrian Police, October 2nd 1819: 
(Source: LBLI p.218) 
 
 On the twelfth of this month a peer of England, a certain Byron, will depart from Ravenna.206 He 
has a name as a poet in his native country, and he is suspected of being linked to the secret society 
Roma Antica; at least his style of writing has been described to me as belonging to the “Romantic 

school”, which I presume means “Carbonaro”.207 2nd October 1819. 
 
Police report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the General Directory 

of Police at Venice, October 2nd 1819: 
(Source: Bologna State Archives; text from copy in Keats-Shelley House Rome Gay Papers Box 36A) 
 
Alla Direzione generale di Polizia in Venezia 
 
Ieri del giorno 12 scorso mese parti da questa Città alla volta di Venezia il nobile Inglese Lord Byron. 
Codest’uomo appartiene alla società segreta intitolata Romantica. E’egli non medioremente versato 
nelle belle lettere, ed ha fama di buon Poeta nella sua Patria. Le opinioni libertine predominano 
oltremodo nel sua anima sicchè passa, ed in Inghilterra, ed in molte città d’Italia, ov’egli è conosciuto 
per uno de’ più entusiasti protettori delle adunanze di riforma di Manchester e di Salford. I suoi messi 
di fortuna lo rendono opportunamente atto a secondare le proprie inclinazioni. 
 Tutte le esposte circonstanze furono sufficienti a determinare questa Direzionne di Polizia volgere 
un occhio vigile su codesto individuo, tanto più pericoloso, in quanto che col mezzo delle scienze e 
con quello più abbondante dell’oro richiama in sua casa la classe delle persone colle. 
 E’perciò, che saputori dal mio Governo l’attuale dimora di Lord Byron in sodesta città, e il 
probabile suo ritorno in Bologna fra qualche mese, m’impone di rivolgermi riservatamente a V.S.Illmo 
interessandola a famigliarlo indessamente durante tale permanenza per quindi favorimene delle 
informazioni, allorgrandor si rimuovera da Venezia. 
 Nulla e lusinga di conseguire questo cortese favore da V.S.Illmo io mi offro pronto a 
contiaccamliarmele in qualunque altra simile futura circonstanza. Prendo quest’ occasione ecc. ecc. 
 
Translation (LJ IV 460; Rodocanachi 386-7): 1819, 2nd October (No. 37). / On the 12th ultimo the 
English nobleman, Lord Byron, left this city for Venice.208 This person is a member of the Secret 

Society entitled Romantici. He is not unknown as a man of letters, and in his own country has the 
reputation of being a fine poet. Liberal opinions so entirely govern his mind that he passes, both in 
England and in many Italian cities where he is known, as one of the enthusiastic supporters of the 
reform party of Manchester and Salford.209 His large fortune gives him exceptional opportunities of 
carrying out his inclinations. 
 All the above circumstances were sufficient to determine this Directory of Police to keep a careful 
eye on this gentleman, who is especially dangerous because his abilities and abundant wealth enable 
him to assemble at his house persons of the most cultured class. 
 Therefore, my Government, having noted the actual residence of Lord Byron in your city, and his 
probable return to Bologna within the next few months, requires me to make a private application to 
Your Excellency, asking you to take steps to have him constantly watched during his stay, and to 
favour me with information until he removes from Venice. 
 In the assurance of obtaining this favour from Your Excellency, I hold myself ready to do the 
same in return for you in any other similar circumstances in the future. 
 I take this opportunity, etc., etc. 
 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, October 3rd 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4123B; LJ IV 355-9; QII 488-90; BLJ VI 225-7) 
[To, Jno. Hobhouse Esqre. To the care of Jno. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street / London / 
Angleterre / Inghilterra.] 

Venice. Oct. 3d. 1819. 
Dear Hobhouse – 

                                                           
206: There is an error over the date here, for B. was in Venice, not Ravenna, on October 12th 1819. 
207: The Carbonari, or Charcoal-burners, were indeed a quasi-masonic secret sciety based at Ravenna and 
elsewhere. They achieved nothing. It is unlikely that B. was associated with them yet. 
208: B. actually left for Venice on September 12th. 
209: Sciarra has heard about the Peterloo Massacre (August 16th 1819), and assumes Manchester and Salford to 
be hotbeds of English revolutionary activity. 
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 I wrote to Murray last week and begged him to reassure you of my health and sanity 
– as far as I know at present. – At Bologna I was out of sorts – in health and spirits. – Here – I have 
health at least. – My South American project of which I believe I spoke to you (as you mention it) – 
was this. – – I perceived by the inclosed paragraphs that advantageous offers were – or are to be held 
out to settlers in the Venezuelan territory. – My affairs in England are nearly settled – or in prospect of 
settlement – in Italy I have no debts – and could leave it when I chose. – The Anglo=Americans are a 
little too coarse for me – and their climate too cold – and I should prefer the others. – I could soon 
<master> {grapple with} the Spanish language. – – Ellice or others could get me letters to Bolivar and 
his government – and if men of little or of no property are encouraged there – surely with {present} 
income – and if I could sell Rochdale 
 
1:2 
 
{with} some capital – I might be suffered as a landholder there – or at least a tenant – and if possible 
and legal – a Citizen. – – 
I wish you would speak to Perry of the M. C. who is their Gazetteer – about this – and ask like Jeremy 
Diddler – not for eighteen pence – but information on the subject. – – I assure you that I am very 
serious in the idea – and that the notion has been about me for a long time as you will see by the worn 
state of the advertisement.210 – – I should go there with my {natural} daughter, Allegra, – now nearly 
three years old – and with me here – and pitch my tent for good and all. – I am not tired of Italy – but a 
man must be a Cicisbeo and a singer in duets – and a Connoisseur of operas – or nothing – {here} I 
have made some progress in all these accomplishments – but can’t say that I don’t 
 
1:3 
 
feel the degradation. – Better be a unskilful planter – an awkward settler – better be a hunter – or 
anything, than a flatterer of fiddlers – – and fan=carrier of a woman. – I like women – God he knows – 
but the more their system here developes upon me – the worse it seems – after Turkey too – here the 
polygamy is all on the female side. – – I have been an <whoremonger> {intriguer, a husband, <a 
whoremonger>,}211 and now I am a Cavalier Servente – by the holy! it is a strange sensation. – After 
having belonged <to> in my own and other countries – to the intriguing – the married – {and} the 
keeping – <and the> parts of the town – to be sure an honest arrangement is the best – and I have had 
that too – and have – but they expect it to be for life – thereby I presume – excluding longevity. – But 
let us be serious – if possible. – – – – 
You must not talk to me of England – that is out of the question. – I had a house – and lands – 
 
1:4 
 
and a wife and child – and a name there – once – but all these things are transmuted or sequestered. – 
Of the last {& best} ten years of my life – <more> <I> nearly six have been passed out of it. – I feel no 
love for the soil after the treatment I received before leaving it for the last time – but I do not hate it 
enough to wish to <share> {take a part} in it’s calamities – {as on either side harm must be done 
before good can accrue – revolutions are not to be made with rose water. – – –} My taste for revolution 
is abated – with my other passions. – – – – 
Yet I want a country – and a home – and – if possible – a free one. – I am not yet thirty two years 
<old> {of age} – I might still be a decent citizen and found a house and a family, – as good – or better 
than the former. – – I could at all events occupy myself rationally – my hopes are not high – nor my 
ambition extensive – and when tens of thousands of our Countrymen are colonizing (like the Greeks of 
old in Sicily and Italy) from so many causes – does my 
 
2:1 
 
2.) notion seem visionary or irrational? – – – 
There is no freedom in Europe – that’s certain – it is besides a worn out portion of the globe. – What I 
should be glad of is information as to the encouragement – the means required – and what is 
<regarded> {accorded} & what would be my probable reception – Perry – or Ellice – or many 
merchants would be able to tell you this for me. – I won’t go there to travel but to settle. – – Do not 
laugh at me – you will – but I assure you I am quite in earnest if this thing be practicable. I do not want 
                                                           
210: It’s even more worn now (P.C., 18/12/08). 
211: LJ has the erased “a whoremonger” in its text. BLJ does not. 
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to have anything to do with the <military> {war} projects – but to go there as a set[Ms. tear: “tler –”] 
and if as a Citizen – all the better – my own government would not I think refuse me permission – if 
they know their own interest – such fellows as I am – are no desideratum for Sidmouth at present – I 
think. – Address to me at Venice. – – – I should of course come to Liverpool – or some town on your 
coast – to take <shi> my passage – and receive my credentials – believe me 

ever yrs. most truly 
Byron 

 
In Prothero’s time, the following were the newspaper cuttings enclosed in the letter (only a scrap 
remains): 
 
“[Torn] … reached town from Angostura dated 5th … June. They chiefly relate to the acceptance 
and ratification of a colonizing plan submitted to the Government of Venezuela by a few patriotic 
Gentlemen. The proposals were transmitted by an engineer of distinguished merit, who was also 
instructed to report on the fitness of the soil and salubrity of the climate. His reports are extremely 
satisfactory. His reception by the patriotic and benevolent men who stand at the head of the 
Venezuelan Government was beyond his most sanguine expectations. A preliminary treaty was 
formed for the conveyance to trustees of an immense tract of choice lands for the purpose of being 
afterwards allotted out to families: and two members of the Congress, Don Juan German Roscio 
and Don Fernando Penalver, were to leave Angostura in a fortnight for London, with full powers to 
make a definitive arrangement and regulate other affairs of the Government. The terms for the 
colonists will be extremely favourable. Fathers of families are to become citizens the moment they 
land; others at the time prescribed by the Constitution. Export duties free for five years. We 
understand it is the intention of the parties to form a company to carry the project into execution; 
and that when the whole is arranged due notice will be given to the public. 
 ISLAND OF GRENADA, July 25. Yesterday Don Ferdinand de Pensalver and Col. Begara 
embarked. They are going to England as commissioners from Venezuela and New Granada with 
ample powers. The first is a civil character: the other is a military man (LJ IV 356). 

 
Police report from the unnamed spy, October 4th 1819: 
(Source: Keats-Shelley House Rome, Gay Papers; translated text from LJ IV 463-4.) 

Bologna, 4th October, 1819. 
The constant watch kept by the police upon Lord Byron has led to two discoveries. The first is that his 
Lordship wears at his watch-chain a triangular (or rather pyramidical) seal, on the faces of which are 
engraved three small stars; on the seal are cut the letters F. S. Y. This is the new sign which was 
adopted some months ago by the Guelph Society when they gave up the use of a ring with four faces. 
There can be no doubt that Lord Byron has by means of intrigues obtained admission into Societies 
whose objects seem foreign to his own purposes.212 
 The other is derived from a letter in the handwriting of his secretary, which has been stopped at 
the post. It is directed to Alexis Gartner,213 at Milan. It appears from this letter that news has reached 
Bologna of the approaching establishment of the Jesuits in that city, and the secretary sends Gartner, in 
order to satisfy his friend’s curiosity, a copy of an extract from a curious and very rare work of Captain 
George Smith, on Jesuitical Masonry.214 
 
Police report from Carlo Lancetti, Head of the fourth (passport) police division at Venice, to 

Colonna Sciarra, October 5th 1819: 
(Source: text from Rodocanachi 387.) 

Venice, 5th October 1819 
The moral and political principles of the noble English lord Byron are well-known to the General 
Directory; his conduct has not escaped police vigilance, but, in so far as one can tell, he has shown 
himself as reserved in expressing his political opinions as he has shown himself licentious in his 
private life; he has not hidden his liking for pleasure and the fair sex. Incessantly about the 
composition of some literary or poetic work, he is known often to have let fall in it some unpatriotic 
expressions, but as he writes in English and as his doctrines are enveloped in a romantic idiom, they 
have not come through to us and have given no occasion to us to communicate with him about them. 
His last journey into Romagna had no aim other than gallantry, and he has up to now shown no desire 
to visit Lombardy. If at any time his intentions alter, I shall not fail to inform Your Excellency … 
 

                                                           
212: The spy is trying to prove that B. has joined the Freemasons. 
213: Gartner unidentified. 
214: Jesuitical Masonry otherwise not known. 
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Censor’s report from Count Karl von Inzaghi, Governor of Venice, to Count Sedlnitzky, Head of 

Police in Vienna, 5th October 1819: 
(Source: text from Brunner p.29.) 
 
Indem ich die Beilagen der verehrlichen Zuschrift vom 18. v. M., 3639, Ew. Exc. mit dem 
verbindlichen Danke zurückstelle, genehmige ich vollkommen Hochdero gegründten Antrag, daß die 
mir gefälligst mitgeteilte anstößige Broschure ‘L’Italia, Canto IV del Pellegrinaggio di Childe Harold, 
scritto da Lord Byron, tradotto da Michele Leoni, Italia 1819’ mit dem unbedingten Verbote zu 
belegen ist. 
 
Translation (by Shona Allan): In returning the enclosures of Your Excellency’s honourable 
communication, 3639, of the 18th of last month with grateful thanks, I am in complete agreement with 
your Excellency’s well-founded application that an unconditional ban should be imposed upon the 
offensive pamphlet ‘Italy, Canto IV of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage, written by Lord Byron, translated 
by Michele Leoni, Italy 1819’ you kindly informed me of. 
 

Censor’s report from Count Sedlnitzky, Head of Police in Vienna, to “das k.k. 

Bücherrevisionist” in Vienna, 5th October 1819: 
(Source: text from Brunner 29.) 
 
Die vom dem k.k. Venediger Landerpräsidium unter dem 18. v. M. zur Censur Entscheidung anher 
vorgelegte Broschure ‘L’Italia, etc. (wie oben)’ ist wegen ihres gegen die österr. Regierung in Italien 
gerichteten Inhaltes mit dem unbedingten Verbote belegt worden. 
 Hievon wird das k.k. Bücherrevisionsamt zu seinem Amtsgebrauch in die Kenntnis gesetzt. 
 
Translation (by Shona Allan): An unconditional ban has been imposed on the pamphlet ‘Italy’ etc 
(see above), submitted by the imperial and royal Venetian regional headquarters for the purpose of a 
decision regarding censorship, because of its content which is against the Austrian government in Italy. 
The imperial and royal audit office will be informed of this so that it can carry out its duties. 
 

Police report from Colonna Sciarra, the Director of Police at Bologna, to the General Directory 
of Police at Venice, October 6th 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 460.) 

Rome, Direction-General of Police, 
Assistant Department (No. 4530). 

Number of answer, 35. 
In re espionage over Lady Morgan and her husband. 
 YOUR EXCELLENCY, – The nature of the political views, which Your Excellency agrees with me 
have been expressed by the Morgans (husband and wife), who have recently arrived in this city, 
demands the most rigorous and careful supervision over them personally. I doubt not that Your 
Excellency will have already directed that this should be done, and therefore I await the expected 
results. 
 I sign myself, with marked esteem, etc., etc. 
 6th October, 1819. 
 
from Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, October 7th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43455) 
[à Milord / Milord Byron / aux Soins de M.M. Siri & Wilhalm / Banquiers / à Venise / Italie –] 
At the end of this letter, Kinnaird asks Byron to give something for the victims of Peterloo. See 

Byron’s letter of October 26th for his refusal. 
 
I know not how the Don sells – But it is reputed by many as your very best – Blackwood has been 
feed, I am sure, by Murray to outherod Herod, & thus force curiosity to break the Eleventh 
Commandment imposed upon the female part of our Island – your next canto would be improved by a 
regular advertisement cautioning all ladies by yourself not to read it – By the bye if I may judge by the 
Seed you have been expending, you have been exceeding voluptuous in your practice of late … Your 
radicalism shall be written down – you shall not only find a welcome but any change of House or other 
you may aspire to – Your jibes and you jokes shall be forgotten – but do not write to the rest [or 

“earls”] of the world in our prareology, applied to less sacred topics – for aught I can see, a few 
months may attach much importance to words which now pass flippantly – To predict is idle at best – 
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If you are informed by English Newspapers of the late occurrences you will know more than I can give 
you an idea of by any opinion, of our present state and prospects – Hobhouse has acted nobly – & has 
written the very best Pamphlet (a thick one you will guess) that has appeared these thirty years – It is 
entitled a Defence of the People in reply to Lord Erskine’s two defences of the People – We have 
battered the Whigs to a mummy – Their features are disfigur’d into one mass of deformity – The 
People will the more speedily get at the Government – The <Roy/>Crown Screen is knock’d down – 
for the [  ] has lately usurped the Syren mask of that deceitful arrogant Party – Believe me 

My dear Byron 
Your’s most radically 

Douglas Kinnaird 
P.S. Do let me subscribe your mite to the Manchester Sufferers – 
 

Police report from the unnamed spy, October 11th 1819: 
(Source: translated text from LJ IV 464.) 
 
From Bologna, 11th October [1819]. Lord Byron left unexpectedly with Madame Guiccioli,215 who is 
therefore said either to have been carried off by him, or sold to him by her husband. But it has since 
been discovered that she has gone by herself to Venice, while Lord Byron has set out for Northern 
Italy … 
 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, October 15th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434896; LJM 292) 
[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / Venise / Italie // stamped: VENEZIA 28 OCT] 

London Octr. 15 – 1819 
My Lord 
 I have been very greatly relieved by the Letter dated Sep 27 – Venice wch I have just had the 
satisfaction of receiving – your former ones had left me in alarm & suspense – I am truly happy that 
your Lordship has recovered – and I hope you have determined to take some little care of yourself for 
the future – I wish I had found in this Letter the further pleasure of a hint even that your Lordship 
<pro> meditated a visit to England at the beginning of the year & I will yet hope that the notice of such 
an intention was rather an omission than a total want of <such> it – I have received Roberts wch is 
very good & will annoy the 
 
1:2 
 
party sufficiently – I hope b<y>efore you receive this that have been cheered by a visit from Mr Moore 
& wish he may assist in seducing you home – 
 May I expect something from you to open the Ball with? 
  With Compliments I remain My Lord 
   your faithful Servant 
    John Murray 
 
No less than two – Third Cantos of Don Juan have been advertised216 
 

Police report from the Director-General of Police at Rome to Metternich, October 20th 1819: 
(Source: text from Brunner p.30.) 
 
Il conte Guiccioli di Ravenna conosciuto per uno dei più feroci perturbatori della pubblica tranquillità 
e strettamente legato con il detto Milord Byron … ora trovasi … a Venezia, anche il Byron e sospetto 
per cercar di formar una setta sotto l’apparenza delle scienze. 
 
Translation: Count Guiccioli of Ravenna, known as one of the most ferocious disturbers of public 
order,217 and closely linked to the aforesaid Byron, … is now … at Venice, and Byron is suspected of 
wishing to form a political club, under the appearance of a scientific group. 

                                                           
215: B. and Teresa in fact left Bologna on September 12th. 
216: The versions published by William Hone (“Canto the Third”) and by William Wright (“Don Juan: with a 
Biographical Account of Lord Byron”) 
217: In the 1790s, Alessandro Guiccioli had written in his diary, Ormai non rimane ad un gentiluomo altra 

alternativa che di lasciarsi tagliar la testa dalla canaglia o di mettersene a capo. Preferisco il secondo partito. 
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Sharon Turner to John Murray, October 21st 1819: 
(Source: text from Smiles I 405-6) 

October 21st, 1819. 
 DEAR MURRAY, 
 … On ‘Don Juan’ I have much apprehension. I had from the beginning, and therefore adsvised the 
separate assignment. The counsel who is settling the bill also doubts if the Chancellor will sustain the 
injunction. I think, when Mr. Bell comes to town, it will be best to have a consultation with him on the 
subject. The counsel, Mr. Loraine, shall state to him his view on the subject, and you shall hear what 
Mr. Bell feels upon it. Shall I appoint the consultation? The evil if not stopped, will be great. It will 
circulate in a cheap form very extensively, injuring society wherever it spreads. Yet one consideration 
strikes me. You could wish Lord Byron to write less objectionably. You may also wish him to return 
him part of the £1625. If the Chancellor should dissolve the injunction on this ground, that will show 
Lord B. that he must expect no more copyright money for such things, and that they are too bad for law 
to uphold. Will this not affect his mind and purify his pen? It is true that to get this good result you 
must encounter the risk and expense of the injunction and of the argument upon it. Will you do this? If 
I laid the case separately before three of our ablest counsel, and they concurred in as many opinions 
that it could not be supported, would this equally affect his Lordship’s mind, and also induce him to 
return you an adequate portion of the purchase money? Perhaps nothing but the court treating him as it 
treated Southey may sufficinently impress Lord B. After the consultation with Bell you shall better 
judge. Shall I get it appointed as soon as he comes to town? 
      Ever yours most faithfully, 
       SHARON TURNER. 
 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, October 22nd 1819: 
(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; LJ IV 360; BLJ VI 229) 

Octr. 22d.1819 
My dear Hoppner – 
 I am glad to hear of your return, but I do not know how to congratulate you – 
unless you think differently of Venice from what I think now, and you thought always. – I am besides 
about to renew your troubles by requesting you to be Judge between Mr. Edgecombe and myself in a 
small matter of imputed peculation and irregular accounts on the part of that Phœnix of secretaries. – 
As I knew that you had not parted friends – at the same time that I refused for my own part any 
judgment but yours – I offered him his choice [blot: “of any”] person the least Scoundrel native to be 
found in Venice – as his own umpire – but he expressed himself so convinced of your impartiality – 
that he declined any but you. – This is in his favour. – The paper within will explain to you the default 
in his accounts – You will hear his explanation, and decide if it so please you – I shall not 
 
1:2 
 
appeal from the decision. – – – – 
As he complained that his salary was insufficient – I determined to have his accounts examined – and 
the enclosed was the result – It is all in black and white with documents, and – I have despatched 
Fletcher to explain – (or rather to perplex) the matter. – – – – 
I have had much civility and kindness from Mr. Dorville during your journey – and I thank him 
accordingly. – Your letter reached me at <Xxxxx xx> {your departure} and displeased me <vey> 
{very} much – not that it might not be true in its’ statement and kind in its intention – but you have 
lived long enough to know how useless all such representations ever are and must be in cases where 
the passions are concerned; – to reason <at> with men in such a situation is like reasoning with a 
 
1:3 
 
drunkard {in his cups} – the only answer you will get from him is that he is sober – and you are drunk. 
– – – – – – – – – 
Upon that subject we will (if you like) be silent – you might only say what would distress me without 
answering any purpose whatever – and I have too many obligations to you to answer you in the same 

                                                                                                                                                                      
(The only alternatives now left to a nobleman are either to have his head cut off by the rabble, or to put himself at 
their head. I prefer the second alternative.) Guiccioli 3, tr. Origo, 25–26 / 6. 
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style – so that you should recollect that you have also that advantage over me. – – – I hope to see you 
soon. – I suppose you know that they said at Venice – that I was arrested at Bologna as a Carbonaro – 
a story about as true as their usual conversation. – – Moore has been here – I lodged him in my house 
at Venice – and went to see him daily – but I could not at that time quit la Mira entirely. – – – – – 
 
1:4 
 
You and I were not very far from meeting in Switzerland. –  –  –  – 
With my best respects to Mrs. Hoppner believe me ever and truly yrs. 
 Byron 
P.S. 
 Allegra is here in good health – and spirits – I shall keep her with me till I go to England – which 
will perhaps be in the Spring. – – – – 
It has just occurred to me that you may not perhaps like to undertake the office of Judge between Mr. 
E. and your humble servant. – Of course as Mr. Liston ({the Comedian} not the Ambassador) says “it 
is all hoptional”218 but I have no other resource. – I do not wish to find him a rascal if it can be avoided 
– and would rather think him guilty of carelessness than cheating. – The case is this – can I or not give 
him a character for honesty? – It is not my intention to continue him in my service. – – – – – – 
 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 23rd 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 
[The Right Honble Lord Byron &c &c &c] 
 
My dear Lord 
 I have this moment received your letter with a large packet of accounts and as your servant waits 
for an answer I must content myself with merely saying that I have received them. I certainly have no 
great reason to be satisfied with Mr Edgecombe’s honesty, having had sufficient proof that he did not 
deal fairly by me; and perhaps am not an impartial judge on that account: but I will do my best in the 
examination of these papers from a wish to prove my devotion to your service. 
 It grieves me heartily that my last letter made so sore an impression on you. I had no intention to 
give you pain nor never had though you often say I take 
 
1:2 
 
pleasure in saying ill natured things to you. However I will now say no more but in blundering out an 
excuse I chance to make what is already bad worse. You must therefore be satisfied with my simple 
excuse for the past and my promise to be more circumspect in future. Venice does not appear to me to 
have been improved during my absence consequently my opinion of it is the same, but my return here 
is the more painful as the impression is still fresh of the simple kind hearted people I have just left to 
return among these hollow hearted miscreants – to say nothing of the happy condition of the 
inhabitants of that land of liberty compared with the wretched plight of these unfortunate slaves. – 
Besides I am not very well, and my little boy219 who had improved wonderfully from 
 
1:3 
 
the journey is likewise unwell since our return. – 
 As I am unwilling to detain your Messenger I conclude with the hopes that we may soon see you 
here and am 
     My dear Lord 
      Yours faithfully 
       R.B.Hoppner 
I saw Scott for a moment at Milan who begged me to tell you if we met that anything you might have 
to communicate to him would find him there 
      à la Poste restante 
Venice 23 Oct 1819 
 

Police report from the unnamed spy, from Forlì, October 25th 1819: 

                                                           
218: A standard joke of the comic actor John Liston when giving a tip on stage was to explain that it was 
“hoptional”. 
219: Rizzo Hoppner was one year younger than B.’s daughter Allegra. 
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(Source: translated text from LJ IV 464.) 
 
Forlì, 25th October. It is understood that Lord Byron is at present at the Borromean Islands, in a 
pleasant rural retreat, enjoying the country house of his august friend, the Princess of Wales.220 
 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 25th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 
[The Right Honble Lord Byron &c &c &c] 

Venice 25 Oct 1819 
My dear Lord 
 I am glad that you are satisfied that I had no intention of offending you. I repeat that though I may 
sometimes have done so, I never had any, and in the particular instance alluded to, a moments 
reflection {will prove to you} that I could have none as I maintain that the best of characters is always 
influenced by some personal feeling, and I would have none {other} but that of gratitude to you for 
innumerable kindnesses received & the friendship with which you have honored me. 
 Edgecombe is at the moment in my office and Dorville & I are trying to get some explanation from 
him of his accounts which certainly are not satisfactory: I will not say that he is dishonest. I really hope 
he is not; but already when he was with me, he kept my accounts in so irregular a way that I have been 
a sufferer by his want of method. What I find him to blame for was in having any further concern in 
these accounts than merely to look over them as kept by others, & see that you were not 
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defrauded. This was his engagement with you, and had he confined himself to this, no suspicion could 
have fallen upon him. He says that for all that he expended himself he has no receipts, but he has a 
note in his own private books made at the moment of his expenditure. I have desired him to produce it: 
as if he really has such notes perhaps you will consider them as sufficient justification. I know not 
what further I can do in this business, because I would not willingly it should go abroad on any 
decision that the man is a rogue, as I can only be guided in my judgement by appearances, and 
however much there may be against him, it must be for your Lordship to decide whether his 
justification be sufficient to cover them. When I have seen his notes I shall be able to say more on the 
subject. 
 I read your Mazeppa & Dn Juan221 in Switzerland the latter I have with me, & it is a source of 
constant amusement & in many parts of [ ] delight to me though you must forgive me if I do not like 
your shipwreck, it is too serious a subject to {be} treated lightly. I hope I am not running into another 
error by saying so, but after all this mere matter of opinion, & people are not obliged 
 
1:3 
 
to think alike. – I hope you will give us <xx/>a sequel of this story, for nothing can be more beautiful 
than the latter half of the second Canto. 
 Many thanks for your kind enquiries after the little boy. I don’t know whether owing to the bad 
weather we had in the three last days of our journey or that his native air does not agree with him but 
he has not been so well since his return as he was on the other side of the alps. Neither have I, but we 
are both improving. – Mrs Hoppner thanks you for your remembrance of her & hopes when you come 
to Venice to have the pleasure of seeing you. – Have you the last tales of my landlord or anything 
new? I read Rou’s letters {at Milan} which aren’t thought much of: I liked them however for the abuse 
the contain of the Austrians. 
 When you send again to Venice if you will desire your man to call here, you shall have my 
ultima222 opinion of Mr Edgecombe I have now only to add that Mr Dorville has money in hand & that 
I remain 
  My dear Lord 
   Your faithful Servt 
    R.B.Hoppner 
 

                                                           
220: B. had passed through the Borromean Islands on his way to Milan three years before, in October 1816. He 
was never on close terms with the Princess of Wales (Queen Caroline). 
221: Published June 28th 1819 and (Cantos I and II) July 15th 1819. 
222: “My final” opinion. 
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I was glad to hear that Allegra is doing well. The Shelleys are in great distress from the loss of their 
eldest & only remaining child Mrs S. by this time must have produced another223 
 

Teresa Guiccioli to  Byron, November 1st–19th 1819: 
(Source: Carl H. Pforzheimer Collection, quoted by permission of the Carl and Lily Pforzheimer 
Foundation, Inc: text and translation, slightly modified, from SC VII, 539-43.] 
On laid paper, 10.1 x 7.9 inches. No watermark. The letter is a draft – T.G.’s clean copy has not 

been found. This rare example of T.G. making a serious, conventional moral analysis of her 
affair with B. makes clear how much would have been sacrificed in the unlikely event of their 

eloping (the specific point she is discussing here). The fact that they have already been lovers for 

over six months, if the presumed date is accurate, makes parts of the draft strange reading. It is 

not clear that T.G. sent a neat version to B.: none of his letters can be read as a response to it. 
 
[Material in angle brackets is struck through in the original; material in curling brackets is interlineated 
in the original; editorial additions are in square brackets. The underlined “ps” represent “per” (for; in 
order to).] 
 
Caro B – non bisogna che io mi abbandoni all’inclinazione che Voi potreste inspirarmi: le mie passioni 
sono violenti – mi conosco, e se non faccio forza sul principio non vi sarà poi più rimedio. Sò che non 
ho alcun dovere verso un marito che mi tratta così ha perduto ogni diritto sopra di me: ma ho dei 
doveri verso me medesima: e non opponendomi con tutti i miei sforzi all’inclinazione che Voi 
m’inspirate mancherei a me stessa; <dive> a tutti i miei proponimenti; mi disprezzerei <e sarei 
anche><avrei dei rimorsi,> {e} <sa> sarei anche doppiamente infelice; perchè i rimorsi mi 
toglierebbero <quel>la pace <che mi> e la tranquillità dell’animo. Forse <sono> direte anche Voi 
come molti altri che questa mia maniera di sentire è una follia; un sogno poichè il disprezzo di me 
medesima, ed il rimorso non potrebbero essere ragionevoli se non nel caso di avere mancato ai miei 
doveri; ma infine io sento così {ed} ho bisogno p {le mie abitudine me ne hanno fatto un bisogno} non 
perdere la pace dell’anima di <seguitare> p {ubbidire / non disprezzare ed odiare me stessa} a questa 
voce della mia coscienza. – 
Se io potessi <es> anche <essere sempre> sperare di essere un giorno v[ost]ra moglie, di vivere sempre 
con Voi <di>, mi tranquillizzerei sul presente colla lusinga che un giorno potrei poi così giustificare il 
passato. Ma tutto tutto <contribui> rende questa idea un sogno. La n[ost]ra {posizione} <età, la> – i 
n[ost]ri rapporti di Parentele; le circonstanze che mi obbligano a dividermi da Voi frà pochi giorni, p 
non vedervi forse p anni e sopratutto i n[ost]ri rapporti di Parentela, rendono questa idea un sogno. La 
n[ost]ra relazione non potrebbe dunque essere che una soddisfazione momentenea, <fisica>; {<della 
quale <<xx>> avendovi} <o> <essendovi> <parte> <il cuore> <non potrebbe> <la quale> indegna di 
tutti e due <della> e che sono certa formerebbe la mia infelicità: poichè mi toglierebbe l’interna 
soddisfazione di me medesima a <la> <V[ost]ra> la mia propria stima e la V[ost]ra. Se giammai io 
mancherò ai miei principj e ai miei proponimenti non sarà che <in> <vi> con uno che potrà un giorno 
essere mio marito. 

 
Translation (excluding deletions): Dear B – I must not abandon myself to the inclination that you 
might inspire in me. My passions are violent – I know  myself, and if I do not resist at the beginning, 
there will be no  remedy later. I know that I have no duty towards a husband who treats me in this way 
[and] has lost all rights over me, but I do have duties to myself, and in not opposing with all my power 
the inclination you inspire in me, I would fail myself and all my resolutions; I would despise myself 
and I would also be doubly unhappy because remorse would take from me my tranquillity and peace of 
mind. Perhaps you will say, like many others, that this way of thinking is madness, a dream, since self-
contempt and remorse could not be reasonable except in the case of having failed in my duties; but 
after all this is how I feel and in order not to lose my peace of mind, I must obey the voice of my 
conscience.— 
If I could even hope to be your wife one day, to live with you always, I would be satisfied for the 
present with the hope that thus one day I would be able after all to justify the past. But absolutely 
everything makes this idea a dream. Our position, our family relations, the circumstances that compel 
me to part from you in a few days, perhaps not to see you again for years, and above all our family 
relations, make this idea a dream. Our relationship, therefore, could only be a momentary pleasure, 
unworthy of us both and [one] that would, I am certain, cause me unhappiness, since it would take 
from me my own good opinion of myself, my self-respect and your esteem. If ever I fail in my 
                                                           
223: The Shelley’s son William had died in Rome on June 7th. Their son Percy Florence was born on November 
12th 1819, nearly three weeks after Hoppner writes this. 
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principles and in my resolutions it will only be for someone who will be able one day to be my 
husband. 
 
Police report from Lancetti to Goetz, Governor of Venice, 19th or 25th November 1819. 
(Source: Italian text from Guiccioli, 38-9; Rodocanachi 388-90.) 
 
Nelle ultime communicazioni [24 above] fatte dall’I.I. Ambasciata di Roma nell’arresto di Gaetano 
Illuminati, delle quali piacque all’E.V. di rendermi consapevole, ho veduto che sta unita alla medesima 
una confidenziale riferita sopra il noto lord Byron ch’io mi credo in dovere di rettificare con la scorta 
delle particolari non infondate mie cognizioni. 
 In essa riferita si dice che il conte Guiccioli di Ravenna, ardente perturbatore della pubblica 
tranquillità, è strettamente legato al Byron che fu ultimamente a visitare a Venezia. Che il conte 
Guiccioli possa essere nel numero di queste teste esaltate che mirano segretamente all’italica 
indipendenza, ciò sembra che si possa credere, e per i principi manifestati in passato, e per la poca 
persuasione con cui è solito parlare dell’attuale politico sistema in Italia e dei vari suoi governi. Ma che 
egli si trovi al presente in intima relazione col Byron, ciò non pare sussistente. Eccone i motivi: 
 Byron conobbe un anno fa il Guiccioli nella conversazione serale della dama Benzon, nella 
circonstanza che questi venne in Venezia all’oggetto di sottoporre la propria moglie, affetta di 
scorbuto, ad un’operazione chirurgica. Inclinato Byron, come è ben notarlo, alla galanteria, egli si è 
avvisato di corteggiare la moglie del Guiccioli, e, vedendosi da essa corrisposto, la seguì perfino in 
Romagna. Dopo qualche tempo di soggiorno colà, Byron rientrò in Venezia, e con esso, a stupore di 
tutti, vi giunse la moglie del Guiccioli, tutta sola, accompagnata soltanto da qualche domestico, con cui 
Byron si trattenne per vari giorni al casino sulle rive del Brenta. 
 Informato però il marito Guiccioli che la di lui moglie non era altrimenti qui venuta per ristabilirsi 
la sconcerta salute, come sembra abbia ella protestato, ma unicamente per darsi più agevolmente 
all’amorosa corrispondenza incontrata col Byron, egli venne espressamente da Ravenna il giorno 6 
novembre cadente, per trar seco la traviata moglie, e con essa si restituì alla patria il giorno 10 cadente. 
 Byron, che attualmente si trova al suo palazzo in Venezia, per calmare in qualche modo i trasporti 
della signora Guiccioli, che non voleva lasciarlo, promise a lei di ritornare a vederla in Ravenna; ma 
infatti egli non ha ora altra intenzione che quella di restituirsi in Inghilterra, e per quanto si è potuto 
travedere, egli, esaltato dalle riforme politiche che si tentano d’introdurre alla sua patria, pare che abbia 
in animo di sostenere con tutto il vigore il partito dei radicali. La sua partenza viene però ritardata 
dall’indisposizione fisica sopraggiunta ad una figlia naturale che ha procreata in Isvizzera ed alla sua 
governante. 
 La qualità e natura delle varie produzioni letterarie e politiche del Byron non lasciano dubbio che 
egli non sia uno de’ maggiori fautori del romanticismo, nome con cui è ora conosciuta quella nuova 
forma di stile introdotta da alcuni spiriti novatori; ma questa setta sembra, almeno finora, che sia una 
cosa disgiunta dall’altra moderna società intitolata Roma antica che di recente si vuole eretta in Italia, 
ed a cui si attribuisce delle segrete antipolitiche tendenze, ecc. 
 
Translation: Venice, 25th November 1819. / Among the notes from the illustrious Ambassador in 
Rome, relative to the arrest of Gaetano Illuminati, there is one touching Lord Byron which I feel duty 
compels me to correct. It is said that Count Guiccioli of Ravenna, the ardent disturber of public order, 
is intimately linked with Byron, whom he recently visited at Venice. / It is quite possible, from the 
principles he has shown in the past and from the way he now speaks about the different governments 
of Italy, that Count Guiccioli is one of those exalted ones who work secretly for Italian independence. 
But it is not conceivable that he has close links with Byron, and here is the reason. / Byron met 
Guiccioli a year ago, in the evening gatherings of Countess Benzoni; Guiccioli had come to Venice to 
allow his wife, who was suffering from scurvy, to undergo an operation. Byron’s penchant for 
gallantry caused him to pay attention to Guiccioli’s wife, and, his advances being reciprocated, he 
followed her in Romagna. Having stayed there for a time, Byron returned to Venice; and, to the 
amazement of everyone, Guiccioli’s wife, alone and accompanied by some servant, rejoined him there; 
Byron passed some days with her there in his house on the banks of the Brenta. Her husband, informed 
that she had in no way come to regain her health, as it seems she had pretended, but to give herself 
over to her love-affair with Byron, arrived at Venice from Ravenna on November the 6th to bring away 
his erring wife, and departed with her to his home on the 10th.224 Byron, who is now to be found in his 
Venetian palace promised, to calm down in some sort the passion of Madame Guiccioli, who did not 
want to leave him, that he would quickly rejoin her; although really his intention was to go back to 

                                                           
224: These dates are accurate. 
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England. Enthusiastic about the political reforms which were being put forward in his native land, it 
seems he was determined to support the radicals with all his power. His departure was delayed by the 
illness of a natural child whom he had fathered in Switzerland, and by her governess. / The quality of 
Byron’s literary and political productions leave no doubt that he is one of the main creators of 
Romanticism, the name by which the new style is known, introduced by certain innovative spirits; but 
this group has nothing to do with the Society entitled Roma Antica which has developed in Italy, and to 
which secret unpatriotic vices are attributed. 
 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, October 25th 1819: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 276-7; LJ IV 362-4; BLJ V 230) 

October 25. 1819. 
You need not have made any excuses about the letter: I never said but that you might, could, should, or 
would have reason. I merely described my own state of inaptitude to listen to it at that time, and in 
those circumstances. Besides, you did not speak from your own authority—but from what you said you 
had heard. Now my blood boils to hear an Italian speaking ill of another Italian, because, though they 
lie in particular, they speak truth in general by speaking ill at all;—and although they know that they 
are trying and wishing to lie, they do not succeed, merely because they can say nothing so bad of each 
other, that it may not, and must not be true, from the atrocity of their long debased national character. 
 With regard to E[dgecombe]., you will perceive a most irregular, extravagant account, without 
proper documents to support it. He demanded an increase of salary, which made me suspect him; he 
supported an outrageous extravagance of expenditure, and did not like the dismission of the cook; he 
never complained of him—as in duty bound—at the time of his robberies. I can only say, that the 
house expense is now under one half of what it then was, as he himself admits. He charged for a comb 
eighteen francs,—the real price was eight. He charged a passage from Fusina for a person named 
Iambelli, who paid it herself, as she will prove if necessary. He fancies, or asserts himself, the victim 
of a domestic complot against him;—accounts are accounts—prices are prices;—let him make out a 
fair detail. I am not prejudiced against him—on the contrary, I supported him against the complaints of 
his wife, and of his former master, at a time when I could have crushed him like an earwig; and if he is 
a scoundrel, he is the greatest of scoundrels, an ungrateful one. The truth is, probably, that he thought I 
was leaving Venice, and determined to make the most of it. At present he keeps bringing in account 

after account, though he had always money in hand—as I believe you know my system was never to 
allow longer than a week’s bills to run. Pray read him this letter—I desire nothing to be concealed 
against which he may defend himself. 
 Pray how is your little boy? and how are you?—I shall be up in Venice very soon, and we will 
be bilious together. I hate the place and all that it inherits. 

Yours, &c. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, October 26th 1819: 
(Source: text, apart from P.S., from B.L.Add.Mss 42093 ff.118-19; 1922 II 124-6; QII 490-4; BLJ VI 
231-3) 
Byron defends Don Juan in a famous passage; but he is not inclined to donate money for the 

Peterloo victims. 
Venice. Octr. 26th. 1818 [for “1819”] 

My dear Douglas – 
 My late expenditure has arisen from living at a distance from Venice and being obliged to 
keep up two establishments, from frequent journeys – and buying some furniture and books as 
well as a horse or two – and not from any renewal of the Epicurean {system} as you suspect. – 
I have been faithful to my honest liaison with Countess Guiccioli – and I can assure {you} that 
She has never cost me directly or indirectly a sixpence – indeed the circumstances of herself and 
family render this no merit. – I never offered her but one present – a broach of brilliants – and she 
sent it back to me with her own hair in it (I shall not say of what part but that is an Italian custom) 
and a note to say that she was not in the habit of receiving presents of that value – but hoped that 
I would not consider her sending it back as an affront – nor the value diminished by the 
enclosure. – I have not had a whore this half-year – <reserving> {confining} myself to the 
strictest adultery. – – – – – 
 
1:2 
 
Why should you prevent Hanson from making a peer if he likes it – I think the “Garretting” 
would be by far the best parliamentary privilege – I know of. – – – 
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Damn your delicacy. – It is a low commercial quality – and very unworthy a man who 
prefixes “honourable” to his nomenclature. If you say that I must sign the bonds – I suppose 
that I must – but it is very iniquitous to make me pay my debts – you have no idea of the pain 
it gives one. – Pray do three things – get my property out of the funds – get Rochdale sold – 
get me some information from Perry about South America – and 4thly. ask Lady Noel <to> not 
to live so very long. – – 
As to Subscribing to Manchester – if I do that – I will write a letter to Burdett – for 
publication – to accompany <to> the Subscription – which shall be more radical than <the> 
anything yet rooted – but I feel lazy. – I have thought of this for some time – but alas! the air 
of this cursed Italy enervates – and dis<en>franchises the thoughts of a man after nearly four 
years 
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of respiration – to say nothing of emission. – – 
As to “Don Juan” – confess – confess – you dog – and <f> <xxx> be candid – that it is the sublime of 
that there sort of writing – it may be bawdy – but is it not good English? – It may be profligate but is it 
not life, is it not the thing? – Could any man have written it – who has not lived in the world? – and 
tooled in a post=chaise? – in – a hackney coach? – in a Gondola? against a wall? in a court carriage? – 
in a vis a vis? – on a table? – and under it? – I have written about a hundred stanzas of a third Canto – 
but it is a damned modest – the outcry has frightened me. – I have such projects for the Don – but the 
Cant is so much stronger than <the> Cunt – <that> now a days: – that the benefit of experience in a 
man <who> who had well weighed the worth of both <those> monosyllables – must be lost to 
despairing posterity. – After all what stuff this outcry is – Lalla Rookh and Little – are more dangerous 
than my burlesque poem can be. – Moore has been here, we got tipsy together and were very amicable 
– he is gone to Rome – I put my life (in M.S.) into his 
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hands (not for publication) you – or anybody else may see it – at his return. – It only comes up to 1816. 
– – – 
He is a noble fellow – and looks quite fresh and poetical – nine years (the age of <set education> of a 
poem’s education) my Senior – he looks younger – this comes from marriage <of> and being settled in 
the Country. I want to go to South America – I have written to Hobhouse all about it. – I wrote to my 
wife – three months ago – under care to Murray – has she got the letter – or is the letter got into 
Blackwood’s magazine? – – – – – 
You ask after my Christmas pye – Remit it any how – Circulars is the best – you are right about 
income – I must have it all – how the devil do I know that I may live a year or a month? – I wish I 
knew that I might regulate my spending in more ways than one. – As it is one always thinks that there 
is but a span. – A man may as well break or be damned for a large sum as a small {one} – I should be 
loth to pay the devil or any other creditor more than sixpence in the pound. – [scrawl] 
 
[This P.S. is not in the B.L.Ms.:] P.S. – I recollect nothing of “Davies’s landlord” – but what ever 
Davies says – I will swear to – and that’s more than he would. – So pray pay – has he a landlady too? – 
perhaps I may owe her something. – With regard to the bonds I will sign them but – it goes against the 
grain. – – As to the rest – you can’t err – so long as you don’t pay. – – Paying is executor’s or 
executioner’s work. – – You may write somewhat oftener – Mr. Galignani’s messenger gives the 
outline of your public affairs – but I see no results – you have no man yet (always excepting Burdett – 
& you & H and the Gentlemanly leaven of your two – penny loaf of rebellion) don’t forget however 
my charge of horse – and commission for the Midland Counties and by the holies! – You shall have 
your account in decimals. – Love to Hobby – but why leave the Whigs? – 
 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 27th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

Venice, 27 Octr 1819 
My dear Lord 
 As Edgecombe is about to carry his sweet person to the Mira, I avail myself of the opportunity to 
send you back his accounts, together with the enclosed letter which he has addressed to me 
Explanatory of those circumstances in it to which you objected. I know not what to say on the subject, 
but as he appeals to all the servants in your house in proof of his having made purchases independent 
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of those accounted for by the cooks bills, and as it is very certain and as it is very certain that not any 
one of these would say a syllable that was not true in his favour, perhaps you will allow him the benefit 
of their testimony. The notes to which I mentioned in my last that he had appealed and which he 
produce<s/>d here, contained a detailed account of many of the sums which he had charged to you en 
masse: but I confess I am not much persuaded from the appearances of them, that these are actually the 
daily notes kept by him: you may be disposed to think more favorably of them. One thing is very 
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certain that he has shown his usual carelessness in keeping these accounts: but it is equally certain that 
his carelessness does never appear to have been detrimental to his own interests. 
 You must find it extremely dull this bad weather at the Mira. I fear however that in point of 
amusement there is little to attract you hither. Time hangs here dreadfully heavy on hand, and but that 
the nights are long, and one has little inducement to get up early these dreary mornings I don’t know 
how I should get through the day. – There is no one here, either, of our acquaintance so that we cannot 
participate even in the little amusements which Venice affords, and which as far as I can see is not 
much increased by the Viceroy’s presence, or by our new Governor’s. – You perhaps know that the 
Albrizzi225 has been so ill that her life was despaired of. This has made so gloomy an impression upon 
poor Saranzo, that I understand he is now in one of his melancholy fits at Padua, and will see no one. – 
– 
 Since my return I have heard the report of your Lordship’s arrest at Bologna, not as a Carbonaro 
but for having attempted to carry off a girl from a convent at Ferrara, a story I take to be about as true 
as the first: but as Rizzo226 is about and I have not yet seen Zanetti,227 I have hitherto heard very little 
of what is, or supposed 
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to be passing here and elsewhere. The only other circumstance I have heard, and with which you are of 
course acquainted, is the imprisonment of Buratti228 for his poem on the Elephant, for which I am told 
he has revenged himself by a letter addressed to the person to whom he had confided this production, 
& who, very much to his satisfaction & when he did not foresee such a result, made it public. 
 I suppose you will not remain after Martinmas in the country. If I can be of any service in getting 
your house ready pray let me know, as likewise if you think I can say or do anything in the business of 
Edgecombe: being my dear Lord 
    Ever your faithful servt 
     R.B.Hoppner 
 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, October 28th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; LJ IV 364-7; BLJ VI 233-5) 
[To, / R.B.Hoppner Esqre. / Consul General &c. &c. / Venezia.] 

Octr. 28th. 1819. 
My dear Hoppner – 
 I do not request you to decide upon Mr. Edgeworth’s229 character – but his accounts – 
which as I <do> {can} not understand them – I shall be glad to find any body who can. – You are 
taking a great deal of trouble on my account – and I shall not add {the difficult} responsibility of 
pronouncing upon this person’s honesty – being resolved to do that myself according to the result of 
the examination – and of other circumstances. – I expect from Mr. Edgecombe – lstly all receipts of 
bills paid &c. lists of furniture &c. – since his entrance into my service. 2dly. – that no bills of long 
standing should appear – he having had money always – and orders to pay weekly without fail or 
                                                           
225: Contessa Isabella Teotochi Albrizzi (1761-1836) was, wrote B., “the de Staël of Venice” (BLJ V 148) to 
which H. added “a very poor copy indeed” (BL.Ad.Mss. 56538 f.14r, diary entry for November 16th 1816). 
226: Count Francesco Rizzo-Patarol, a witty friend of Hoppner. 
227: Unidentified. 
228: Stendhal insisted that several ideas in Don Juan were borrowed by B. from Pietro Buratti (1772-1832), who 
wrote satires and lyrics in the Venetian dialect, and was amusing at the expense of, among others, Ippolito 
Pindemonte and Madame Albrizzi. Stendhal (quoted at LJ III 444-5) asserts that Silvio Pellico introduced B. to 
Buratti’s work, and that it laid the foundations for the ottava rima poems. See LLB 390 for H.’s denial. Buratti 
was unpublishable under the Austrians, and his poems circulated in manuscript. Hoppner refers here to his satire, 
L’Elefanteide (1819), on the misadventures of the elephant described by B. to H., on April 6th 1819, for which 
Governor Inzaghi jailed him for a month. 
229: B is confused. He means “Edgecombe”. 
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excuse – and 3dly. some sort of order in his arrangement of the bills. – For instance – there is a bill of 
twenty francs brought in by a Chymist here of May last – which Mr. Edgecombe in his way to Venice 
last 
 
1:2 
 
week – called to say he would pay. – Why was this not paid before? – the money has been in his hands 
since the Spring. – I should be glad of an explanation from him why Merryweather has not been 
arrested – the cause having been decided six months ago. I suspect Collusion between Mr. E. and 
Merryweather – and Castelli the Advocate. – When the whore Margarita was dismissed from my house 
– several unpaid bills were brought in – for all of which I had advanced money before to Mr. 
Edgecombe, – was it or was it not his duty to have seen them paid? – – – I expect that he will go over 
the list of the Mocenigo furniture – as also that of this Casino – (to say nothing of the other) <b> and 
give me a list of articles wanting – and the expence of those to be replaced – before I pay him off – or 
give him a character – this he had the order to do monthly – and I do not find that it has been done. – 
 
1:3 
 
There is the price of the {bay} mare sold – and the rent of the lodgers to whom he let part of the 
Casino230 to be accounted for – and above all – all receipts and proofs of the non=existence of any 
<present> bills of more than a fortnight’s date. – I shall cause an advertisement in Italian to be inserted 
in the public gazettes – – calling upon all persons for their accounts (in case of any demur or doubt on 
his part) with my reasons for so doing at length – so tell him – that he may get his honesty brushed a 
little cleaner than it appears at present. – There is nothing in which I have {been} all along more 
particular at Venice than to settle weekly – and to furnish the funds for so doing – I <r> beg you to ask 
him this – and dare him to deny it. – – – – – – – – 
[ I have to thank you for yr. letter – and your compliment to Don Juan. – – – 
 
1:4 
 
I said nothing to you about it – understanding that it is a sore subject with the moral reader – and has 
been the cause of a great row. – But I am glad you like it. – I will say nothing about the Shipwreck – 
except that I hope you think it is as nautical and technical as Verse could admit in the Octave measure. 
– – – 
The poem has not sold well – so Murray says – “but the best Judges &c. say &c.” so says that worthy 
man. – I have never seen it in print. – The third Canto is in advance about 100 Stanzas – but the failure 
of the two first has weakened my <“> estro, and it will neither be so good as the two former – nor 
completed unless I get a little more riscaldato in its behalf – I understand the outcry was beyond 
everything – pretty Cant for people who read Tom Jones – and Roderick Random – and the Bath Guide 
– and Ariosto – and Dryden – and Pope – to say nothing of Little’s poems. – Of course I refer to the 
morality of these works and not to any pretension of mine to compete with them in any thing but 
decency. – – – – – 
 
2:1 
 
I hope yours is the Paris Edition – and that you did not pay the London price. – – <I> 
I have seen neither except in the newspapers, – nor Mazeppa – nor the Ode to that {now empty} 
Oyster Shell – the city of Venice. – – – 
Pray make my respects to Mrs. H. and take care of your little boy – all my household have the fever and 
Ague – except Fletcher – Allegra – and Mysen (as we used to say in Nottinghamshire) and the 
<horses> {horses} and Mutz – and Moretto. – In the beginning of Novr. – perhaps sooner – I expect to 
have the pleasure of seeing you. – To day I got drenched by a thunder storm and my horse and Groom 
{too} and his horse all bemired up to the middle in a cross=road – it was summer at Noon – and at five 
we were be=wintered – but the lightning was sent perhaps to let us know that the summer was not yet 
over. – It is queer weather for the 27th Octr. – 

yrs. ever most truly 
Byron 

 

                                                           
230: Perhaps the casino in which B. entertained his nine muses of the night. 
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2:2 [below address:] I have no books nor parcels from England since your expedition – but my library 
is at your service. – Edgecombe has the key – there are some additions {to it} since you saw it last. – – 
– –  
 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 28th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

Venice 28th Octr 1819 
My dear Lord 
 I wrote to you yesterday by Edgecombe who came here & said he was going instantly to the Mira 
& by him sent you back his accounts: it does not appear that you have seen either him, his accounts, or 
my Epistle. = What shall I say about Mr Edgecombe’s accounts? I frankly own I do not understand 
them, that they appear to me anything but satisfactory. – At the time you discharged Margarita231 some 
tradesmen came to my house, I knew not 
 
1:2 
 
why, & complained they were not paid. He was not then in my service, but I spoke to his Compare & 
great friend on the subject & begged he would urge E[dgecombe]. to satisfy them, and as I afterwards 
heard he pretended to have paid the money to her. I recommended him immediately to acquaint you 
with the circumstances, that no future charge might be brought against him[.] If he did not do so he has 
been guilty of worse than neglect. – I cannot nor do I pretend to justify him: this he must do if he can 
himself: but for your own satisfaction you should give him the benefit of the testimony of the other 
servants to whom he appeals. – I presume he is now with you: & that you will state to him your wishes 
respecting the furniture of your houses: but I understand from Mr 
 
1:3 
 
Dorville that the effects which were in your Casino232 were returned to the proprietor some time back 
as it was a useless expense keeping them. 
 I am sorry for what you say about Dn Juan.233 The Edition I have is the Paris one, price 6 francs, 
and I can say that I met with several persons in Switzerland who thought very highly of it, among 
whom a clergyman of our established church, so that you can see that there are still persons free from 
methodistical cant. Your shipwreck is certainly nautical & technical: the fault I find with it is that it is 
too correct for a burlesque poem. I have neither seen nor heard any of the English criticisms. 
 My affairs go on so dully here that I have written to govt to request permission to shift my 
residence to Milan, the Consulship here being a perfect sinecure. This change if I am allowed to effect 
it 
 
1:4 
 
will not add to my emolument, but it will be a pleasanter residence & I shall be much nearer my 
friends on the other side of the Alps, & could the more easily cross over to them. Perhaps you would 
not have amused yourself among them as well as I did, but tis long since I have passed two months so 
happily. 
 I do not know whether I ought to express any sorrow for the state of your household as none of the 
individuals with whom I have any acquaintance appear to be sufferers by the ague, if I am sorry tis 
more on your account than theirs, as I know no greater nuisance than having ones house converted into 
a hospital. 
 Adieu my dear Lord I wait impatiently for your return and am ever 
     Your faithful servt 
      R.B.Hoppner  
 

October 29th 1819: Byron starts translating Canto I of Pulci’s Morgante Maggiore; he finishes it 

on February 20th 1820. 

                                                           
231: Margarita Cogni, B.’s most famous Venetian mistress, who threw herself into the Grand Canal on his 
account. 
232: B.’s Venetian casino, or summer-house, was at Santa Maria Zobenigo. He had, according to Angelo 
Mengaldo, once kept nine prostitutes there. 
233: “… it [Don Juan] is a sore subject with the moral reader – and has been the cause of a great row” (BLJ VI 
234). 
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Byron to John Murray, from Venice, October 29th 1819: 
(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 4752; LJ IV 367-70; BLJ VI 353) 

Venice. Octr. 29th. 1819. 
Dear Murray – 
 Yours of the 15th. came yesterday. I am sorry that you do not mention a large letter <recieved> 
addressed to your care for Lady Byron – from me at Bologna – two months ago. Pray tell me was this 
letter received and forwarded? – – – 
You say nothing of the Vice Consulate for the Ravenna patrician – from which it is to be inferred that 
the thing will not be done. – – – – – – – – – – – 
I had written about a hundred stanzas of a third Canto to Don Juan – but the reception of the two first is 
no encouragement to you nor me to proceed. – – 
I had also written about 600 lines of a poem – the Vision (or Prophecy) of Dante – the subject a view 
of Italy in the ages down to the present – supposing Dante to speak in his own person – previous to his 
death – and embracing all topics in the way of prophecy – like Lycophron’s Cassandra. 
 
1:2 
 
But this and the other are both at a standstill – for the present. – – – – – I gave Moore who is gone to 
Rome – my life in M.S. in 78 folio sheets brought down to 1816. – – But this I put into his hands for 
his care – as he has some other M.S.S. of mine – a journal kept in 1814 – &c. – Neither are for 
publication during my life – but when I am cold – you may do what you please. – – In the mean time – 
if you like to read them – you may – and show them to any body you like – I care not. – – – 
The life is Memoranda – and not Confessions – I have left out all my loves (except in a general way) 
and many other of the most important things – (because I must not compromise other people) so that it 
is like the play of Hamlet – “the part of Hamlet omitted by particular desire”. – – But you will find 
many opinions – and some 
 
1:3 
 
fun – with a detailed account of my marriage and it’s consequences – as true as a party concerned can 
make such accounts – for I suppose we are all prejudiced. – – – 
I have never read over this life since it was written – so that I know not {exactly} what it may repeat – 
or contain. – – – 
Moore and I passed some merry days together – but so far from “seducing me to England” as you 
suppose – the account he gave of me and mine – was of any thing but a nature to make me wish to 
return; – it is not <such things as> such opinions of the public that would weigh with me one way or 
the other – but I think they should weigh with others of my friends before they ask me to return to a 
place for which I have no great inclination. – – – – 
I probably must return for business – or in my way to America – pray – did you get a letter for 
Hobhouse – who will have told you the contents. – I understood that 
 
1:4 
 
the Venezuelan commissioners had orders to treat with emigrants – now I want to go there – I should 
not make a bad South=American planter, and – I should take my {natural} daughter <Allegra> Allegra 
with me and settle. – – – I wrote at length to Hobhouse to get information from Perry who I suppose is 
the best topographer and trumpeter of the new Republicans. Pray write – 
 yrs ever [scrawl] 
 
P.S. 
Moore and I did nothing but laugh – he will tell you of “my whereabouts”234 and all my proceedings at 
this present – they are as usual. – – – 
You should not let those fellows publish false “Don Juans”235 – but do not put my name because I 
mean to cut Roberts up like a gourd – in the <anonymous> preface – if I continue the poem. 
 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, October 29th 1819: 

                                                           
234: Shakespeare, Macbeth II i 58. 
235: The first two cantos of Don Juan were published together in a quarto on July 15, 1819. Four days later, says 
Marchand, William Hone’s Don Juan, Canto the Third appeared, which is impossible. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; LJ IV 370-3; BLJ VI 236-8) 
[To R.B.Hoppner Esqre. / Consul General &c. &c. &c. / Venice / Byron.] 

October 29th. 1819. 
My dear Hoppner – 
 The Ferrara Story is of a piece with all the rest of the Venetian manufacture – you 
may judge. – – I only changed horses there since I wrote to you after my visit in June last. – – 
“Convent” – and “carry off” quotha! – and “girl” – – I should like to know who has been carried off 
except poor dear me – I have been more ravished myself than anybody since the Trojan war – – but as 
to the arrest and it’s causes – one is as true as the other – and I can account for the invention of neither. 
– I suppose it is some confusion of the tale of the Forn236 – and of Me Guiccioli – and half a dozen 
more – but it is useless to unravel the web – when one has only to brush it away. – I shall settle with 
Master Edgecombe who looks very blue at your in=decision – and swears that he is the best 
arithmatician in Europe – and so I think also – for he makes out two and two to be five. – – – – – – – – 
 
 
1:2 
 
You may see me next week – I have a horse or two more (five in all) and I shall repossess myself of 
Lido – and I will rise earlier – and we will go and shake our livers over the beach as heretofore – if you 
like – and we will make the Adriatic roar again with our hatred of that <now> empty Oyster shell – 
{without it’s pearl} – the city of Venice. ――― 
Murray sent me a letter yesterday – <they> {the} impostors have published – two new third Cantos of 
Don Juan – the devil take the impudence of some blackguard bookseller or other therefor. – Perhaps I 
did not make myself understood – he told me the sale had not been great – 1200. out of 1500 quarto I 
believe (which is nothing after selling 13000 of the Corsair in one day) but that the “best Judges &c.” 
had said it was very fine and clever and particularly good English & poetry and 
 
1:3 
 
all those consolatory things which are not {however} worth a single copy to a bookseller; – and as to 
the author – of course I am in a damned passion at the bad taste of the times – and swear there is 
nothing like posterity – who of course must know more of the matter than their Grandfathers. There 
has been an eleventh commandment to the women not to read it – and what is still more extraordinary 
they seem not to have broken it. – – But that can be of little import to them poor things – for the 
reading or non=reading a book – will never keep down a single petticoat; but it is of import to Murray 
– who will be in scandal for his aiding as publisher. – – – – – 
He is bold – howsomedever – wanting two more cantos against the winter – I think that he had better 
not – for by the larkins! – it will only make a new row for him. – Edgecombe is gone to Venice today – 
to consign 
 
1:4 
 
my chattels to t’other fellow. – – – 
Count G. comes to Venice next week and I am requested to consign his wife to him, which shall be 
done – with all her linen. – 
What you say of the long evenings at the Mira – or Venice – reminds me of what Curran said to Moore 
– “so – I hear – you have married a pretty woman – and a very good creature too – an excellent 
creature – pray – {– um –} how do you pass your evenings? it is a devil of a question that – and 
perhaps <more> {as} easy to answer with a wife <than> {as} with a mistress – {but surely they are 
longer than the nights.} I am all for morality now – and shall confine myself henceforward to the 
strictest adultery – which you will please to recollect is all that that virtuous wife of mine has left me. – 
– – – – – 
If you go to Milan – pray leave at least a Vice=Consul – the only Vice that will ever be wanting in 
Venice. – Dorville is a good fellow. – – 
But you should go to England in the Spring with me – and plant Mrs. Hoppner at Berne with her 
relations for 
 
2:1 

                                                           
236: “The Fornarina” (Margarita Cogni). 
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a few months. – I wish you had been here (at Venice – I mean not the Mira) when Moore was here – 
we were very merry and tipsy – he hated Venice by the way – and swore it was a sad place. – – – – – 
So – Madame Albrizzi’s death is in danger – poor woman. – – Saranzo – is of course in the <doleful> 
{crazy} recollection of their rancid amours. – – – Moore told me that at Geneva they had made a devil 
of a story of the <M> Fornaretta – “young lady seduced – subsequent abandonment – {leap into the 
g[Ms. tear: “rand canal”] {her being in the} hospital of fous in consequence” – I should like to know 
who was nearest being made “fou” and be damned to them. – – 
Don’t you think me in the interesting character of a very ill used gentleman? – 
I hope your little boy is well – Allegrina is flourishing like a pome=granate blossom. – 

yrs. ever [scrawl] Byron 
 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, October 30th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 
 [The Right Honble / Lord Byron &c &c &c] 

Venice 30 Octr 1819237 
My dear Lord 
 I presume from the many epistles I have just received from you that you have settled your affairs 
with Edgecombe to your satisfaction. I hope that his successor whoever he is, may prove less 
troublesome to you than he has done, but until you can make up your mind to look a little after your 
own affairs, it will be difficult for you to find a steward who will not take advantage of you. 
 I shall be very glad to avail myself of your offer of a horse if you can contrive to accommodate 
yourself to our unfashionable hours: but notwithstanding your present kind intentions, I much fear you 
will find this of too difficult execution, indeed I have no right to expect you will get up & breakfast at 
the same hour as other folks merely for the pleasure of my company. – Has Murray sent you the 
spurious Canto?238 I do not consider you have much cause to be uneasy respecting its success: on the 
contrary it will only add to the curiosity of the public to see the true one, and is, at all events a certain 
proof that the poem is not without admirers. Remember that when some Impostor, whose name I 
forget, published a 
 
1:2 
 
second part of Dn Quixote, this only served as a stimulus to Cervantes to make his better, and who ever 
reads any other than his? I am not myself altogether surprised at it: our English readers do not 
understand wit that does not lie exactly on the surface & stare them full in the face: if they cannot be 
made to burst into loud & vulgar laughter, they seldom laugh inwardly. This is too refined a species of 
pleasure for their gross appetites. It is however for you to inspire them with better taste, and I therefore 
hope you will comply with Murray’s demand & let him have the two Cantos against the winter. 
 Count G is a most amiable man and will I hope be as complaisant to his wife as Menelaus was of 
old to his: as the lady no doubt will be as penitent as the fair Helen is described by Homer to have been 
when Paris was put out of the way & she had no longer an opportunity of sinning with him. It is an old 
saying that extremes do meet, and it is I presume for this reason that the Italians who were always 
represented as being so jealous, are now become so very kind & easy with regard to their better halves. 
 I too regret not to have seen little Moore,239 whom I formerly saw a good deal of at my father’s 
house. I am not surprised at his dislike of Venice, particularly the impression 
 
1:3 
 
the place must naturally have made on him was not likely to have been counteracted by any praises of 
yours of this empty oyster shell as you call it.240 
 I did not go to Geneva & therefore heard nothing of the stories Moore told you of the Fornaretta:241 
but I found every one very curious about you in Switzerland, and Mrs Hoppner & myself were 
frequently questioned about your manner of living &c. I do not remember that any thing particularly 

                                                           
237: This letter answers B.’s of October 29th 1819. 
238: Three continuations of Don Juan appeared in 1819: Don Juan Canto the Third, published by William Hone; 
Don Juan, with a Biographical Account of Lord Byron; and A New Canto, perhaps by Caroline Lamb. Hoppner 
probably refers to Hone’s version. 
239: Mo. had been in Venice between October 7th and 12th. 
240: BLJ VI 234, 237. 
241: Margarita Cogni (also known as the Fornarina). 
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extravagant was said. – In the hopes of preventing my countrymen from coming here I told them all 
you were gone to Ravenna, and have been I suppose often cursed by this time for sending them on a 
fool’s errand. This comes of your capriciousness, though I think you did very right in not staying there. 
[tear] the two swamps Venice I should think the least dreary. By the bye Aglietti I remember told me 
something of a Poem of which Dante was to be the Hero.242 As I have already announced it, this will 
be a fine opportunity for some other Dr Polidori to try his wings. – 
 Dorville has just received a letter from some Marchant or other at Leghorn243 stating that he has 
forwarded your boxes of books, and I hope they will soon be here. 
 
1:4 
 
I suppose from what you say of my leaving a Vice here244 you intend to return, and that your proposed 
trip to England will be but a short one. I should like much to accompany you there, but there are two 
reasons which render it difficult. I have no money, – and cannot get leave. – 
 Adieu my dear Lord. I am glad to hear so brilliant an account of Allegra – and am your faithful 
servt 
 R.B.Hoppner 
 
Scrope Berdmore Davies to John Cam Hobhouse, late 1819: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss. 47226 f.50) 
[John C. Hobhouse / Ramsbury / <Brookes’s Club> / Wilts / <St James’s St> 
 
         [B.L.note: + 25 Oct 1819] 
Dear Hobhouse 
 I have been disappointed of a sum of money, my promises are broken and I am [  ]ed – But I 
have taken measures to ensure a very early liquidation of your debt – no human foresight could 
anticipate <what> {the events which} have been the cause of my failing to observe punctuality towards 
you – and you will I hope forgive me – 
     yrs evr 
     Scrope Davies 
 
Such are my embarrassments in consequence of my disappointments, that I am obliged to be in 
London incog: A few days will I hope enable me to shake off all my [  ]245ness – 
 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, November 3rd 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

Venice 3 Nov:r 1819 
My dear Lord 
 In looking over some papers this morning I found accidentally the inclosed letter of Edgecombe in 
explanation of his accounts which I thought I had sent you the other day. I hope it is not too late to be 
of any service to him, & beg if I sent you any other paper by mistake that you will have the goodness 
to return it. I should call in person to congratulate you on your return to town but that I am obliged to 
look after my office during Dorvilles absence, he being at Trieste. I hope soon to have the pleasure of 
seeing you – You must by this time be better informed of all the news of Venice than I am, and it 
would be the heighth of presumption in me to pretend to tell you any thing you do not already know, 
indeed now you are here it is from you I hope occasionally to learn some tidings of this City, of which 
I somehow contrive to know as little as if I were a wretched inhabitant of it. – Excuse this hasty 
illegible scrawl & believe me 
    Yours ever truly 
     R.B.Hoppner 
 
I suppose you know there has been an insurrection at S:ta Maura King Tom’s Govt. does not appear to 
be in better order than King Georges or his hopeful Regents. 
 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, November 8th 1819: 

                                                           
242: B. started The Prophecy of Dante on June 18th and sent it to Mu. on March 14th 1820. 
243: B.’s agent at Leghorn was Henry Dunn. 
244: “If you go to Milan – pray leave at least a Vice-Consul – the only Vice that will ever be wanting in Venice 
(BLJ VI 238). 
245: This stem is the same as the previous illegible stem. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.434890; LJ IV 373-7; BLJ VI 238-40) 
 

Venice. Novr. 8th. 1819. 
Dear Murray – Mr. Hoppner has lent me a copy of “Don Juan” Paris Edition – which he tells me 
is read in Switzerland by Clergymen and ladies with considerable approbation. – – – In the 
second Canto you must alter the 49th. Stanza to 
 
  “Twas twilight, <for> {and}the sunless day went down 
   Over the waste of waters like a veil 
  Which if withdrawn would but disclose the frown 
                          hate is masked but to assail 
   Of one whose <hatred fair would make you quail,> 
  Thus to their hopeless eyes the Night was shown 
   And grimly darkled o’er their faces pale, 
  And the dim desolate deep; 
  <And dim and desolate,> twelve days had fear 
  Been their familiar, and now Death was here. 

———— 

And in Stanza 208 – of the same canto – make the sixth line run 
 
   “newly a – 
  Strong palpitation rises, ’tis her boon, –” 
 
otherwise there is a syllable too few. – – 
 
1:2 
 
on referring to the M.S. I found that I had stupidly blundered all the rhymes of the 49th. Stanza, 
– – – such as they are printed. – Cast your eye over you will perceive the necessity of the 
alteration. – – – – 
I have been ill these eight days with a tertian fever – caught in the country on horseback in a 
thunderstorm – – yesterday I had the fourth attack – The two last were very smart – the first day 
– as well as the last being preceded by vomiting. – – It is the fever of the place – and the 
Season. – I feel weakened but not unwell in the intervals – except headache and lassitude. 
Count G. has arrived in Venice – and <although> has presented his Spouse (who had preceded 
him two months for her health and the prescriptions of {Dr.} Aglietti) with a paper of 
conditions – regulations – of hours and 
 
1:3 
 
conduct and morals – &c. &c. which he insists on her accepting – and She persists in refusing. – 
– I am expressly it should seem excluded by this treaty – as an indispensible preliminary, so 
that they are in high discussion – and what the result may be I know not – particularly – as they 
are consulting friends. – – – 
<Tonight as She> {Tonight as Countess G.} observed me poring over “Don Juan” she stumbled 
by mere chance on the 138th. Stanza of the first Canto – and asked me what it meant – I told her 
– nothing but <thy husband is coming> “your husband is coming” as I said this in Italian with 
some emphasis – she started up in a fright – and said “Oh My God – is he coming?” thinking it 
was her own who either was or ought to have been at the theatre. – – – You may suppose we 
laughed when she found out the mistake. – – – – – 
You will be amused as I was – it happened not three hours ago. – – – – – 
 
1:4 
 
I wrote to you last week – but have added nothing to the third Canto – since my fever nor to 
“the Prophecy of Dante –” Of the former there are about 110 octaves done – of the latter about 
five hundred <or> lines – perhaps more. – Moore saw the third Juan – as far as it then went. – I 
do not know if my fever will let me go on – with either – and the tertian lasts they say a good 
while. I had it in Malta in my way home – and the Malaria fever in Greece the year before that. 
– The Venetian is not very fierce – but I was delirious one of the nights with it for an hour or 
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two – and on my senses coming back – found Fletcher sobbing on one side of the bed – and la 
Contessa G. {weeping} on the other – so that I had no want of attendance. – – I have not yet 
taken any physician – because though I think they may relieve in Chronic disorders such as 
Gout and the like &c. &c. &c. 
 
2:1 
 
2.) (though they can’t cure them) just as Surgeons are necessary to set bones – and tend 
wounds – yet I think fevers quite out of their reach – and remediable only by diet and Nature. 
– – – – 
I don’t like the taste of bark – but I suppose that I must take it soon. – Tell Rose – that 
somebody at Milan – (an Austrian {Mr.} Hoppner says) is answering his book. – – William 
Bankes is in quarantine at Trieste. – – – – – 
I have not lately heard from you – excuse this paper – it is long paper shortened for the 
occasion. – – – – 
What folly is this of Carlile’s trial? – why let him have the honours of a martyr? it will only 
<make> advertise the books in question. – – – 
  yrs. ever 
   [scrawl] 
 
3:1 
 
P.S. 
 As I tell you – that the Guiccioli business is on the eve of exploding in one way or the 
other – I will just add that without attempting to influence the decision of the Contessa – a 
good deal depends upon it. – – If she and her husband make it up – you will perhaps see me 
in England sooner than you expect – if not – I shall retire with her to France or America – 
change my name and lead a quiet provincial life. – All this may seem odd – <and almost> – 
but I have got the girl into a <srap> scrape – and as neither her birth nor her rank – nor her 
connections {by birth or marriage} are inferior to my own – I am in honour bound to support 
her through – besides she is a very pretty woman – ask Moore – and not {yet} one and 
twenty. – – – – – – – – – – – 
If she gets over this – and I get over my tertian I will perhaps look in at Albemarle Street 
some of these days en passant to Bolivar. – 
 
Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, late 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 
 [The Rt Honble Lord Byron] 
 
My dear Lord 
 Mr Edgecombe tells me you wish to have my opinion on the subject of Davies’ letter: but can any 
one be a better judge than yourself of what you ought to do on this occasion. – I will tell you however 
briefly what I think about it. If Hobhouse looses his election, he will attribute his failure to the want of 
your personal co-operation: if the whig lords are in a minority on any popular question, it will be for 
want of your proxy – at least they will say so, and though neither you nor they may think it, they will 
be displeased which you might have avoided. After 
 
1:2 
 
all I am disposed to think there may be better reasons than either of these for your return: but what they 
are I must at present keep within my own bosom. What think you of Hobhouse’s oratory? I conceive it 
has not gained much from the newspaper reporter. – Whether you go to England or remain in Venice I 
beg to assure you that you have not a more devoted friend than my dear Zero. 
    yours very truly 
     R.B.Hoppner 
 
I had almost forgot to thank you for your obliging invitation for the first night of the Fenice of which I 
at present propose to avail myself – 
 

John Murray to Byron, from Wimbledon Common, November 9th 1819: 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.434896; LJM 293-5) 
[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / a Venise / en Italie // stamped: VENEZIA 26 NOVE.] 

Wimbledon Commn 
Novr. 9 – 1819 

My Lord 
 As Mr Hobhouse was wandering about in search of perpetual (com)motion & in uncertainty of his 
address246 I ventured according to your instruction to open your Letter addressed to him. There I found 
your plan of South America – but if you will reflect upon all that all that has yet transpired – you will 
be assured I think that there can be no security for property in that Country for this half Century to 
come – every account and the decided opinion of every <well> man well informed upon that subject 
here testifieth unto the truth of this – at to the ultimate result it is not the present question but for 
security of property there is not & can not be the least – With respect to this Country – you will never 
find another – for the thing is impossible – where you can be so enthusiastically admired – where so 
much regret is felt at the idea of your expatriation – or where your Lordships return would give so 
much universal Satisfaction – I had the pleasure of seeing your Lordships daughter Ada yesterday & it 
is impossible to speak in adequate terms of her promise in every respect intellectual & personal – She 
would interest all your feelings and deserve all your care – and 
 
1:2 
 
I earnestly hope that you will yet see her in time – but do not listen to the opinion of foreigners, who 
know nothing of the elasticity of the british constitution & its regenerating faculties would make you 
believe that we are upon the eve of revolution – it is much more probable that Italy will be 
overwhelmed with Lava – than that we shall have a revolution here – I only wish the funds were down 
below Zero – & I would sell every thing that I have & buy them up – the business was at first 
neglected & then Stupidly mismanaged by the Ministers in the first instance – or It would have ended 
in ridicule – wch will speedily absorb it – nor can I flatter you with the Chance of a <ch> total Change 
of Ministers – the Whigs with their inherent want of tact have again taken a part against the Country – 
instead of the Ministers – & the latter will be more strengthened than ever by the division of their 
Adversaries – I <am as ce> wish I were as sure of receiving two Cantos of Don Juan from yr Lordship 
this month as I am of the truth of what I have ventured to assure you on the political State of the 
Country – which I entreat your Lordship to come over & verify 
 
1:3 
 
 But to my Leather247 
 A Villain has had the Audacity to print the Whole of my Don Juan – literatim – selling it publicly 
at 4/6 & this he has done conceiving that the Lord Chancellor would decide as he did most absurdly & 
unjustly in the Case of Southeys Wat Tyler – that is to say on my application for an injunction he 
grants it – the next day the other party get up & certain passages wch his Lordship chooses to 
denominate – indelicate or blastphefous & he instantly tells me there can by no Copyright in Such 
things – I have got the opinion of two Counsellors – & they both tell me that Lord E. will decide in this 
way & I am afraid to mute248 the Question – this however I shall do if I can do it in any way likely to 
be successful – In the mean I wish to solicit a favour that your Lordship would give me some dozen 
new Stanzas wch will be enough to render my Edition the best – & will thus Secure to me in a certain 
degree the Copyright – I have published an Octavo Edition. There is no division of opinion as to the 
talent of this Poem – surpassing 
 
1:4 
 
yourself and every other poet – I wish therefore you would make some few alterations because <it> the 
circulation is stopped by certain passages of no use to the Poem – wch keep it out of families & this 
you see reduces it to a matter of business <to> in wch I submit to you the interest of your – Will you 
revise it & send me another Canto & I will send your Lordship a Thousand Guineas – no is there not 
reason in this 

                                                           
246: H. is with his sister and brother-in-law at Easton Grey in Wiltshire. 
247: Mu. means “Letter”. 
248: Mu. means “moot”. 
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 Upon my honour nothing in all Poetry surpasses the fine things in this Poem – & it is cruel to 
cripple its circulation – & there is less occasion – <it/>as it may be had is your Lordship originally 
wrote it – 
 Will you I entreat – b<g>eg Missiaglia to desist from sending me so much trash as he yet persists 
in doing – 
 It was from me that the Snuff Box was presented to yr Lordship – 
  I remain My Lord 
   your grateful, attached, & faithful 
    friend & Servant 
If Mr Moore be with   John Murray 
yr Lordship pray offer 
my kind regards to 
him. 
 
2:1 
 
P. S. 
 Your Lordship will recollect that you anathematized my seal Head – are there not ingenious artists 
in this line in Venice – or if not – could you not reach them in other parts of Italy – if you could & 
would cause to be made for me an excellently cut portrait of yr Lordship, as a Seal no too large 
(because it becomes less useful) cut in the best pebble that can be obtained – you will very much 
oblige & gratify me – I paid £26 – for the stupid one wch I have – I would like also a Camao249 Ring of 
<the> Same if you know a good Artist – & I dont mind the price – Pray will yr Lordship tell me if the 
portrait of you by Hayter250 is considered by yr friends as a good likeness. 
        J.M. 
 

Sharon Turner to John Murray, November 12th 1819: 
(Source: text from Smiles I 407) 
         November 12th, 1819. 
 DEAR MURRAY, 
 I saw Mr. Shadwell to-day on ‘Don Juan’. He has gone through the book with me with more 
attention than Mr. Bell had time to do. He desires me to say that he does not think the Chancellor 
would refuse an injunction, or would overturn it if obtained. He thinks that the passages are not of a 
nature as to overturn the property of it. He has expressed his opinion so strongly on this point that I 
thought it right to mention it to you, because he is a very conscientious man. He says, “I cannot of 
course answer for the event, but it is my full belief that the passages will not prevent the Chancellor 
from suppressing the piracy.” He says it should certainly be brought forward by yourself. Judge now 
for yourself. Shall I have a consultation between him and Horne on the subject, for you to attend? 
Horne is our first man now before the Chancellor. Or will you try it without this, or abandon it? 
    Yours most faithfully, 
     SHARON TURNER. 
 
Sharon Turner to John Murray, November 1819: 
(Source: text from Smiles I 407-8) 
 
 DEAR MURRAY, 
 The truth about ‘Don Juan’ seems to be this. Shadwell, in settling the bill with Downer’s name, 
went carefully through the poem. He afterwards took it with him to Westminster, and I think has 
expressed not only his own opinion, but that of some others at the Chancery bar; for he has apologised 
for not returning it to me, because S. had borrowed it. His decided tone that the Court will not let the 
copyright be invaded has much struck me, and the more because in the case of ‘Wat Tyler’ he told me 
that he thought the book could not be supported. His general opinions are also not favourable to Lord 
B., and his taste is highly moral. Yet, though he disapproves of the passages, he is remarkably sanguine 
that they do not furnish sufficient ground for the Chancellor to dissolve the injunction. He says the 
passages are not more amatory than those of many books of which the copyright was never doubted. 
He added that one great tendency of the book was not an unfair one. It was to show in Don Juan’s 
ultimate character the ill effect of that injudicious maternal education which Don Juan is represented as 

                                                           
249: Mu. means “Cameo”. 
250: Sir George Hayter’s portrait of B. has not been traced. 
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having received, and which had operated injuriously on his mind. He repeated to me several times that, 
as far as it was possible to foresee an event, he could not doubt of this. You have now all that I have 
heard before you. My own opinion has always been that of doubt. If I could, I would suppress it 
altogether in every form, but it can only do more mischief to let cheap editions be circulated. 
     Ever yours, 
      SHARON TURNER. 
 
John Murray to Byron, from Wimbledon Common, November 14th and 16th 1819: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.434896; LJM 297-8) 
[Milord / Milord Byron / poste restante / a Venise / en Italie // stamp illegible] 
Two letters sent together on the same paper. 

Wimbledon Commn. 
Novr. 14 – 1819 

My Lord 
 I am very anxious for the favour of a Letter from you, as the success of my winter Campaign251 
will depend upon any thing with which you may be disposed to favour me. In my last I mentioned my 
dilemma with regard to the Copyright of Don Juan which a villain had invaded and as I fear, with the 
prejudices of the Chancellor, successfully. I am not however disposed to yield without a struggle. The 
opinion of one Counsellor is “considering the general nature of the subject the warmth of the 
description in some parts & the scriptural allusions in others I think in the present temper of the times a 
court will not afford its protection to this book” so sayeth John Bell – the leading man at the Chancery 
Bar. But another – Shadwell – has discovered “that one great tendency of the book is not an unfair one 
– it is to shew in Don Juans ultimate (mark that) Character, the ill effect of that injudicious maternal 
education which Don Juan is represented as having received & wch had operated injuriously upon his 
mind” – Here is an excellent moral and I will hope you will avail yourself of it – and send me over two 
other Cantos in wch the first approximation may be seen – If you would seriously send me thing in this 
way your admirers here would become your adorers & if added to this it be possible for you to sustain 
the same flight to wch the first & Second Cantos have carried you – your Immortality is fixed for ever. 
It is really a vexation – to me particularly that any thing should have appeared in the first part to 
restrain its circulation – wch would have been otherwise unbounded – I do not in any 
 
1:2 
 
was252 affect to be squeamish – but the character of the Middling Class in the country – is certainly 
highly moral – and we should not offend them – as you curtail the number of your readers – and for the 
rest the subject of Don Juan is an excellent one – and nothing can surpass the exquisite beauties 
scattered so lavishly through the first two Cantos – Go on in equal spirit and I shall be able to offer you 
a Thousand Guineas for each Canto until your plan is sublimely compleated. Do me the favour to 
condescend (as the Scotch say) upon this subject & let me know yr Lordships intentions. 
 You have never told me if you received a Copy of Crabbes Tales of the Hall & what you thought 
of them, certainly one half that is admirable but as I know you to be an admirer of Crabbe I am anxious 
for your Lordships opinion – I have purchased With the Tales of the Hall – the Copyright of all his 
former works of wch I am preparing a uniform edition 
 Scott still goes on indefatigably two works by the author of Waverley are announced Ivanhoe a 
Romance & some other thing whose name I forget253 – nothing will persuade Mrs Leigh that you are 
not the Author of every Series of Tales of My Landlord – 
 Mr Hobhouse promissed me a Copy of your Lordships Bust by Torwalsten but none have yet 
arrived – could your Lordship obtain one for me 
 I hope to find by your next that your Lordship has finally determined to visit England in the 
Spring 
 With most unfeigned affection I remain 
  My Lord 
   your obliged & faithful Servant 
    John Murray 
1:3 
 
Best Comps to Mr Moore 
                                                           
251: Mu. compares himself to Napoleon. See Beppo st.61. 
252: Mu. means “way”. 
253: The Monastery. 
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Albemarle Street 
Tuesday Novr 16. 1819 

 

My Lord 
 <I> 
 I brought what I have written to town with me today when I had the satisfaction, as far as its usual 
confidence & kindness goes, your Letter of the 29th. Octr. – the deduction from my satisfaction is that 
you give up so compleatly the notion of visiting England which I had calculated upon – Mr Moore 
must have very different notions of all affairs in this country touching your Lordship if he has given a 
representation that prevents you from visiting us – – for your name is in every mouth – your writings 
in every hand and universal admiration is <chel> checked merely by your casting our grateful feelings 
from you – I am much ashamed at my negligence in not informing you of the safe arrival of your 
Letter to Lady Byron <it/>& of her ladyships receipt of it – the fact is that Lady B – was travelling at 
the time at it was a month before her Ladyship got it when she did me the favour to write & 
acknowledge it. For the Vice Consulship Mr Croker instantly took it in hand but found that he is never 
appointed by the Gouvernment but by the Consul – Hopper is Consul General & if he will nominate 
your Lordships friend Mr Croker will undertake to have the appointment confirmed.254 The cause of 
my not indulging myself in the favour of being allowed to write longer Letters to your Lordship whom 
I ever cherish as the most valuable & indulgent friend that I ever could venture to call so is – the 
distraction wch I <now/>have for two years under 
 
1:4 
 
gone from the numbers of people all of a certain name, but most of uncertain use to me, who have been 
introduced to my Drawing Room – until at length I can endure it no longer for it unhinges my mind so 
compleatly from all or any connected thought that I cannot carry on my business and I have this 
moment refitted my house & shall confine this meeting to some dozen persons with whom I have 
actual business – and your Lordship will find my first object will be to give you the largest portion of 
my mind & humble servies. 
 

[written neatly at ninety degrees, with the rest of the letter untouched and legible around: Milord / 
Milord Byron / Poste restante / a Venise / en Italie] 

 
 It really is a mistaken notion that Don Juan has not been well received – the Sale has been 
lessened by an outrageous outcry against some parts of it but its estimation in point of Genius carries 
your Lordship higher than ever & its circulation will be every day increasing. I have this instant 
returned from a consultation with Shadwell & Horne the two most eminent Counsel at the Chancery 
Bar to know if they think that the Chancellor will grant me an injunction against the Villain who has 
printed my two first Cantos of Don Juan & they both agree that he will protect my property – & I am 
about to try it – but I am again in a dilemma about yr Lordships name as my Solicitors say that I must 
name the Author in my Affidavit – at wch rate a man has only to pirate Waverley &c <&/>to oblige 
the Author to declare himself – this I will try & if I must give up the Name I will not proceed further 
until I have Lordships pleasure on this point. I hope my recent letters 
 
2:1 
 
may have had the effect of inducing yr Lordship to compleat the Third Canto and if that be compatible 
with your preparations a Fourth – but upon my Soul you have a superhuman task to make these equal 
the two first – I tremble at but having done what you have done I might venture to feel confidence 
rather than apprehension – The Prophecy of Dante is a fine Subject – from the Character of Dante & 
from a similarity illicited in parts of yr writings of your power compleatly – I burn to hear more of 
these things 
 I will send you immediately the various recently published works upon Spanish America that your 
Lordship may form your own estimate of the probability of there being within half a century any fixed 
Stable Gouvernment or any Chance of security for property – the opinion wch is conveyed to yr 
Lordship by the Newspapers & particularly by those on the Continent of this Country is really 
erroneous There is apprehension of Revolution I assure you – Reforms of various Kinds we ought & 
must have – & Ministers can not stand more in their own light than by opposing themselves to the 
March of the Intellect – the progress of Society. – Hobhouse will make nothing of his politics I am 
                                                           
254: In fact Hoppner cannot appoint a Vice-Consul in Ravenna. 
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afraid for he is a good hearted & able headed Man – & always so friendly to me that I am interested in 
what he undertakes – He wants to mount a Horse that will not carry double – & one wch the 
experience & Skill of Sir Francis Burdett – can scarcely manage – He tells me he will make every 
enquiry about New Spain – but he thinks ill of it at present – Well you will think me troublesome – I 
will write on friday about Don Juan 
 Believe that I ever am My Lord 
  your faithful Servant 
  John Murray 
 
[2:2 has the address] 
 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, November 20th 1819: 
(Source: this text from BLJ VI 247-8) 

Venice. Novr. 28th. 18 19 
My dearest Augusta—Yours of the 11th. carne today—many thanks.—I may be wrong—and right or 
wrong—have lived long enough not to defend opinions—but my doubts of the funds were Douglas 
Kinnaird’s who also told me that at the investment—Lady B[yron] or her agents had demurred—I 
know nothing of England but through Douglas & Hobhouse who are alarming reformers—and the 
Paris papers which are full of bank perplexities—The Stake concerns you and your children who are in 
part my heirs—and Lady B[yron] and her child who have a jointure and all that to come out of it—She 
may do as she pleases—I merely suggest—it is all your affair as much as mine.——Since I wrote to 
you last I have had with all my household & family a sharp tertian fever——I have got well but 
Allegra is still laid up though convalescent—and her nurse—and half my ragamuffins—Gondoliers, 
Nurses—cook—footmen &c.—I cured myself without bark—but all the others are taking it like 
trees.—I have also had another hot [crater?]—in the shape of a scene with Count Guiccioli who 
quarrelled with his wife—who refused to go back to him—and wanted to stay with me—and elope—
and be as good as married—at last they made it up—but there was a dreadful scene;—if I had not 
loved her better than myself—I could not have resisted her wish—but at thirty one years—as I have—
and such years as they have been—you may be sure—knowing the world that I would rather sacrifice 
myself ten times over—than the girl—who did not know the extent of the step she was so eager to 
take.——He behaved well enough—saying—“take your lover or retain me—but you shan’t have 
both”—the lady would have taken her lover as in duty bound—not to do—but on representing to her 
the destruction it would bring on her family (five unmarried sisters) and all the probable 
consequences—she had the reluctant good grace to acquiesce and return with him to Ravenna.——But 
this business has rendered Italy hateful to me—and as I left England on account of my own wife—I 
leave Italy—because of another’s.—You need not be frightened there was no fighting—nobody fights 
here—they sometimes assassinate—but generally by proxy—and as to intrigue, it is the only 
employment—but elopements and separations are still more serious than even with us—being so 
uncommon—and indeed needless—as excepting an occasionally jealous old gentleman—every body 
lets their spouses have a man or two—provided he be taken with decency.—But the Guiccioli was 
romantic—and had read “Corinna”—in short she was a kind of Italian Caroline Lamb—but very pretty 
and gentle—at least to me—for I never knew so docile a creature as far as we lived together —except 
that she had a great desire to leave her husband who is sixty years old—and not pleasant. There was 
the deuce—for her father’s family (a very noble one of Ravenna) were furious against the husband—
(not against me) for his unreasonable ways.——You must not dislike her—for she was a great admirer 
of you—and used to collect and seal up all your letters to me as they came that they might not be lost 
or mixed with other papers——and she was a very amiable and accomplished woman—with however 
some of the drawbacks of the Italian character now corrupted for ages.——All this—and my fever —
have made me low and ill—but the moment Allegra is better—we shall set off over the Tyrolese Alps, 
and find our way to England as we can, to the great solace of Mr. Fletcher—who may perhaps find his 
family not less increased than his fortune during his absence.——I cannot fix any day for departure or 
arrival—so much depending on circumstances—but we are to be in voyage—as soon as it can be 
undertaken with safety to the child’s health.—As to the Countess G[uiccioli] if I had been single—and 
could have married her [by] getting her divorced—she would [proba]bly have been of the party—but 
this being out of the question—though she was as “all for love or the world well lost”—I who know 
what “love” and “the world” both are —persuaded her to keep her station in society.——Pray let 
Ada’s picture be portable as I am likely to see more of the portrait than of the original.—Excuse this 
scrawl—think that within this month I have had a fever—an Italian husband and wife quarrelling;—a 

sick family—and the preparation for a December journey over the mountains of the Tyrol all brewing 

at once in my cauldron. 
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yrs. 
[scrawl] 

 
P.S.—I enclose you her last letter to me by which you may judge for yourself—that it was a serious 
business.—I have felt it such, but it was my duty to do as I did as her husband offered to forgive every 
thing if she would return with him to Ravenna and give up her liaison.—I will talk to you of my 
American scheme when I see you. 
 
Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Venice, November 25th 1819: 
(Source: this text from BLJ VI 246-7) 
Byron can’t make up his mind whether to leave Teresa or not. 

Venezia. addi [November] 25. 1819 

Mio solo Bene—Tu sei e sarai sempre mio primo pensier’—ma in questo momento sono in un’ stato 
orribile non sapendo cosa decidere; temendo, da una parte[,] comprometterti in eterno col’ mio riturno 
a Ravenna—e colle sue consequenze; e dal’altra—perderti—e me stesso—e tutto quel’ che ho 
conosciuto o gustato di felicità, nel’ non rivederti più.— —Ti prego—ti supplico calmarti—e credere 
che non posso cessare ad’ amarti che colla vita.—Non son’ sortito di casa dopo la tua partenza—non 
vedo anima virante di questo paese e non lo desidero.—In ogni modo, rivedendoti o no—tu sei il mio 
destinela più cara—la più amata di donne—di esseri—per me. Perdonami non so cosa dico.—In 

Venezia non resterò dopo che la’ mia figlia e risanita—ma dove dirigerò i passi miei—e pur troppo 
incerto.—Ma ti amo—ti adoro—e ben tu lo sai. + + + + + + + + + 

B 
P.S.—L’Allegrina e la governante hanno tutte due la doppia terzana—e stanno molto male—la mia 
febbre e sparita.—Addio.—La Fanni ti ha scritto per ogni ordinario—e dovresti aver’ ricevuto una 
lettera da lei col’ piccolo ritrattino—il quale io ho ritrovato e mandato subito per consegnarti.—Saluta 
tutti i signori Papa—Rasponi &c. ed anche Allessandro—e non dimenticando Perelli—e Sandri—e 
tutti i nostri.——Ti scriverò quando sono più calmo—e sempre se tu mi permetti—mia unica ed ultima 
ed amatissima amica. 
 
Translation:      Venice 25 [November] 1819 
My only Treasure—You are and will always be my first thought—but at this moment I am in a terrible 
state of not knowing what to decide; I am afraid on the one hand of compromising you forever by my 
return to Ravenna—and its consequences; and on the other hand of losing you—and myself—and all 
that I have known or tasted of happiness by not seeing you ever again. I beg you—I supplicate you to 
be calm—and to believe that I cannot cease loving you so long as I live.—I have not gone out of the 
house since you left—I do not see a living soul of this land, nor do I desire it. In any case, whether I 
see you again or not—you are my destiny—the dearest—most loved of women—of beings—for me.—
Forgive me—I do not know what I say. I shall not remain in Venice after my daughter has recovered 
her health—but where I shall direct my steps is, alas, uncertain.—But I love you—I adore you—and 
you know it well. 

B 
P.S.—Allegrina and her governess both have double tertian [fever]—they are very ill—my fever has 
vanislhed—Addio.—Fanny has written to you by every mail delivery—and you should have received a 
letter from her with a tiny little portrait—which I found and sent immediately for delivery to you. 
Greet all the Signori: Papa—Rasponi &c. and also Alessandro—; do not forget Perelli—and Sandri—
and all our people.— 
I will write you when I am more calm—and always if you permit memy only and last and best loved 
friend. 
 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, November 28th 1819: 
(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.295-7; BLJ VI 247-9) 
 

Venice.Novr 28th 1819. 
My dearest Augusta, 
 Yours of the 11th came to-day―many thanks.I may be wrong, and right or wrong, have lived long 
enough not to defend opinions; but my doubts of thefunds were Douglas Kinnaird’s, who also told me 
that at the investment Lady B. or her agents had demurred. I know nothing of England but through 
Douglas and Hobhouse, who are alarming reformers, and the Paris papers which are full of bank 
perplexities. The Stake concerns you and your children who are in part my heirs, and Lady B―― and 
her child who have a jointure and all that to come out of it. She may do as she pleases―I merely 
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suggest―it is all your affair as much as mine. Since I wrote to you last I have had with all my 
household & family a sharp tertian fever. I have got well but Allegra is still laid up though 
convalescent ; and her nurse―and half my ragamuffins―Gondoliers, Nurses―cook―footmen &c I 
cured myself without bark, but all the others are taking it like trees. I have also had another hot crater, 
in the shape of a scene with Count Guiccioli who quarrelled with his wife, who refused to go back to 
him, and wanted to stay with me―and elope―and be as good as married.At last they made it up―but 
there was a dreadful scene; if I had not loved her better than myself, I could not have resisted her wish 
but at thirty one years, as I have, and such years as they have been―you may be sure―knowing the 
world that I would rather sacrifice myself ten times over―than the girl, who did not know the extent of 
the step she was so eager to take. He behaved well enough, saying “take your lover or retain me―but 
you shan’t have both,” the lady would have taken her lover as in duty bound―not to do―but on 
representing to her thef destruction it would bring on her family (five unmarried sisters) and all the 
probable consequences―she had the reluctant good grace to acquiesce and return with him to 
Ravenna. But this business has rendered Italy hateful to me, and as I left England on account of my 
own wife, I leave Italy because of another’s. You need not be frightened―there was no 
fighting―nobody fights here―they sometimes assassinate, but generally by proxy―and as to intrigue, 
it is the only employment; but elopements and separations are still more serious than even with us 
being so uncommon, and indeed needless; as excepting an occasionally jealous old gentleman―every 
body lets their spouses have a man or two―provided he be taken with decency. But the Guiccioli was 
romantic and had read “Corinna”―in short she was a kind of Italian Caroline Lamb―but very pretty 
and gentle, at least to me; for I never knew so docile a creature as far as we lived together, except that 
she had a great desire to leave her husband who is sixty years old―and not pleasant. There was the 
deuce―for her father’s family (a very noble one of Ravenna), were furious against the husband―(not 
against me) for his unreasonable ways. You must not dislike her, for she was a great admirer of you, 
and used to collect and seal up all your letters to me as they came that they might not be lost or mixed 
with other papers; and she was a very amiable and accomplished woman, with however some of the 
drawbacks of the Italian character now corrupted for ages. 
 All this―and my fever――have made me low and ill; but the moment Allegra is better we shall 
set off over the Tyrolese Alps, and find our way to England as we can, to the great solace of Mr 
Fletcher, who may perhaps find his family not less increased than his fortune during his absence. I 
cannot fix any day for departure or arrival―so much depending on circumstances―but we are to be in 
voyage as soon as it can be undertaken with safety to the child’s health. As to the Countess G. if I had 
been single and could have married her by getting her divorced, she would probably have been of the 
party; but this being out of the question―though she was as “all for love or the world well lost”―I, 
who know what “love” and “the world” both are, persuaded her to keep her station in society. 
 Pray let Ada’s picture be portable as I am likely to see more of the portrait than of the original. 
Excuse this scrawl. Think that within this month I have had a fever―an Italian husband and wife 

quarrelling;―a sick family―and the preparation for a December journey over the mountains of the 

Tyrol all brewing at once in my cauldron. 

 yours 
 [The signature is as in letter of Sept. 21st, 1818.―ED.] 
 
P.S. I enclose her last letter to me by which you may judge for yourself-that it was a serious 
business―I have felt it such, but―it was my duty to do as I did as her husband offered to forgive 
everything if she would return with him to Ravenna and give up her liaison.―― 
 I will talk to you of my American scheme when I see you – 
 
November 30th 1819: Byron finishes Don Juan Cantos III-IV. 
 
Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Venice, December 2nd 1819: 
(Source: this text from BLJ VI 250-1) 
Byron has decided that he must leave Teresa. 

[Venice, Dec. 2? 1819] 
Amor Mio—lo parto per salvarti; e lascio un paese divenuto insopportabile senza di te.—Le tue lettere 
alla Fanni—ed anche a mi stesso—fanno torto ai miei motivi; ma col’ tempo tu vedrai la tua 
ingiustizia.—Tu parli del’dolor—io lo sento—ma mi mancano le parole.——Non posso scriverti—ma 
se tu vedessi il mio cuore come tu lo vedevi quando eravamo insieme—non mi diresti delle ingiuriè 
cosi crudeli.——Non basta—lasciarti per dei motivi dei quali tu eri persuasa (non molto tempo fa) non 
basta partire dall’ Italia col’ cuore lacerato—dopo aver passato tutti i miei giorni dopo la tua partenza 
nella solitudine—ammalato di corpo e di anima—ma ho anche a sopportare i tuoi rimproveri—senza 
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replicarti—e senza meritarli.——Addio—in quella parola—è compresa la morte di mia felicità—ma in 
ogni modo—lascia che ti ama ancora—lascia che penso di te come 1’unico—ultimo oggetto di tante 
speranze—e di tanta passione;—colla quale ho passato dei momenti troppo dolci—ma—forse—un’ 
giorno tornaremo abbraciarci—tornaremo essere + + + — ciò che siamo stati—ma—se no—[sappi] 
che nessuna donna sara amata in vece di te.—Ciò si dice al’ principio di una relazione—io lo dico —
al’ fine.—Ti amo piu che i primi giorni—del’ amor nostro—e tu lo sai—anche del’ sacrifizio che ora 
faccio—per il tuo ben essere. Pensa di A[lessandro]—Pensa di tutto che egli ha fatto o voluto fare—
allora tu non puoi biasimarmi.—Addio—Addio—Amami.— 

B 
P.S.—Tu avrai delle mie nuove nel’ viaggio—e di più al’ ritorno di Valeriani—che io mandero al mio 
arrivo.—Il mio indirizzo—e 
 L.B. 
aux Soins de Messieurs Ransom 
 Banquiers—Pall Mall. Londres Angleterre 
Se ti conviene piu—indirezzate le lettere 
 presso i Signori Siri & Willhalm Banchieri Venezia 
 
Translation:                [Venice, Dec. 2? 1819] 
My Love—I am going away in order to save you; and I leave a land that has become unbearable 
without you. Your letters to Fanny—and also to myself—do wrong to my motives; but in time you will 
realize your injustice. You speak of pain—I feel it—but words fail me. I cannot write you—but if you 
could see my heart as you saw it when we were together—you would not speak to me of such cruel 
abuses. It is not enough—to leave you for motives of which you were convinced (not very long ago). It 
is not enough to depart from Italy with a heart that is rent—after having passed all my days since your 
departure in solitude—sick in body and in spirit—but I must also endure your reproaches—without 
answering you—and without deserving them.—Addio—that word contains the death of my 
happiness—but even so—let me love you still—let me think of you as the single—ultimate object of 
so many hopes—and of so much passion;—with whom I have spent moments too sweet—but—
perhaps—one day we will again embrace one another—we will again be + + + —what we have been—
but—if not—know that no woman will be loved in your stead. That is said at the beginning of a 
relationship—I say it at the end. I love you more than in the first days of our love—and you know it—
even by the sacrifice that I now am making—for your welfare. Think of A[lexander]—Think of all that 
he has done or wanted to do—then you cannot blame me.—Addio—Addio—Love me. 
P.S.—You will hear from me during my trip—and again when Valeriani returns—I will send him upon 
my arrival. My address is care of Messrs. Ransom Bankers—Pall Mall. London England 
If it is more convenient for you—address your letters care of the Messrs Siri and Willhalm Bankers 
Venice 

 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, December 4th 1819: 
(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.297-8; BLJ VI 251) 
 

Venice. Decr 4th 1819 
My dearest Augusta – 
 The enclosed letter is from Douglas Kinnaird. You can send it to Ly B― & hear what she says. If 
they―that is the trustees―approve, I can have no objection. I wish you too to express your own 
opinion―as, in case of my not marrying again & having a son―you & yours must eventually be my 
heirs according to my Will, made 5 years ago, since the marriage. 
 You need not answer to this place, as I expect to be in or near England by the new year. We 
propose setting out in a few days. 
 I wrote to you a long letter about ten days ago explaining why &c &c I think of leaving Italy so 
soon. If you address a line to Calais it will I trust be met by yrs ever 
  Most affect 

B 
 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 4th 1819: 
(Source: NLS Ms.434890; LJ IV 380; BLJ VI 252-3) 
[No address.] 

Venice. Decr. 4th. 1819. 
My dear Murray – You may do as you please – but you are about an hopeless experiment – Eldon will 
decide against you – were it only that my name is in the record – You will also recollect that if the 
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publication is pronounced against on the grounds you mention as indecent & blasphemous that I lose 
all right in my daughter’s guardianship and education – in short all paternal authority255 – and every 
thing concerning her – except the pleasure I may have chanced to have had in begetting her. – It was so 
decided in Shelley’s case – because he had written – Queen Mab – &c. &c. however you can ask the 
lawyers – and do as you like – I do not inhibit you trying the question – I merely state one of the 
consequences to me – – With regard 
 
1:2 
 
to the Copyright – it is hard that you should pay for a non=entity: – – I will therefore refund it – which 
I can very well do – not having spent it – nor begun upon it – and so we will be quits on that score – {it 
lies at my banker’s. – – –} Of the Chancellor’s law – I am no judge – – but take up Tom Jones & read 
him Mrs. Waters and Molly Seagrim – – – or Prior’s Hans Carvel – & Paulo Purganti – Smollett’s 
Roderick Random – the chapter of Lord Strutwell – & many others; – Peregrine Pickle the scene of the 
Beggar Girl – – Johnson’s London for coarse expressions – for instance the word “Clap” & “gropes his 
breeches with a monarch’s air”256 – Anstey’s Bath guide – the “Hearken Lady Betty Hearken” – take 
up in short – Pope – Prior – Congreve – Dryden – Fielding – Smollett – & let the Counsel select 
passages – and what becomes of their copyright 
 
1:3 
 
if his Wat. Tyler – decision is to pass into a precedent? – – – – – – 
I have nothing more to say – you must judge for yourselves. – – – – – – – – – 
I wrote to you some time ago – I have had a tertian ague – my daughter Allegra has been ill also – and 
I have been almost obliged to run away with a married woman. – But with some difficulty – & many 
internal struggles – – I reconciled the lady with her lord – – & cured the fever <of> {of the Child} with 
bark – & my own with cold water. – – I think of setting out for England by the Tyrol in a few days – so 
that I could wish you to direct <my> yr. next letter to Calais. – Excuse my writing in great haste – and 
late in the morning 
 
1:4 
 
or night – whichever you please to call it. – The third Canto of “Don Juan” is <fina> completed in 
about two hundred stanzas – very decent – I believe – but do not know – & it is useless to discuss until 
it can be ascertained if may or may not be a property. – – – – My present determination to quit Italy 
was unlooked for – but I have explained the reasons in letters to my Sister & Douglas K. – – a week or 
two ago. – – – My progress will depend upon the snows of the Tyrol – & the health of my child who is 
at present quite recovered – but I hope to get on well & am 
 yrs. ever & truly 
  [scrawl] 
P.S. – Many thanks for yr. letters to 
which you are not to consider this as 
an answer – but an acknowledgement. – – – 
 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, December 7th 1819: 
(Source: Ms. Houghton, not yet seen; LJ IV 392-4; QII 495-6; this text from BLJ VI 254, adapted) 
 

Venice. Decr. 7th. 1819 

My dear Hoppner—Partings are but bitter work at best—so that I shall not venture on a second with 
you.—Pray make my best respects to Mrs. H. and assure her of my unalterable reverence for the 
singular goodness of her disposition, which is not without it’s reward even in this world—for even 
those who are no great believers in human virtues—would discover enough in her to give them a better 
opinion of their fellow creatures—and what is still more difficult—of themselves—as being of the 
same species—however inferior in approaching it’s nobler models. And make what excuses you can 
for my omission of the ceremony of leavetaking—if we all meet again—I will make my humblest 
apology—and if not—why recollect that I wished you all well and—–if you can—forget—that I have 
given you a great deal of trouble.—I enclose you a note of Siri & Will. by which you will perceive the 
                                                           
255: He gave all that up when he left England. 
256: “Exalt each trifle, every vice adore, / Your taste in snuff, your judgment in a whore, / Can Balbo’s eloquence 
applaud, and swear / He gropes his breeches with a monarch’s air” (Johnson, London, 148-51). 
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balance—– to be 7416—francs—out of which two hundred Louis are to come for Mother Mocenigo’s 
rent—the rest is to disburse according to Contingencies.—I leave all Clear else, as far as I know, 
except two months more (when due) of Sr. Lega’s salary—(160 francs per month) and Castelli’s bill & 
lawsuits.—Half Castelli’s bill I shall pay.— —The rest I keep to quicken him.— —Should any thing 
occur beyond—draw <several lines cut out> I enclose you—the draft—on Siri &c.—Mr. Gnoatto—
and Advocate Castelli’s account.—Don’t give up the house till further letters from me—on the 
subject;—<and> but sell my chattels—of which I send you a list.—and carry the cash to account—
there is my Gondola—my water-posts—books—bed—two Silver Coffee pots & silver—and sugar 
basin—Chairs—tables—dog—monkeys and fox—old woman &c.—A word more—pray beg Lancetti 
not to give Fletcher’s Tiretta passports for England. 
 

Police report from the unnamed spy, December 8th 1819: 
(Source: text from Secret Archives of the Buon Governo, copy in Keats-Shelley House Rome, Gay 
Papers 36A) 
 
Livorno, 8 dicembre 
Nel mio viaggio da Firenze a Pisa, essendo in compagnia d’un Viaggiatore Inglese lo trovai 
informatissimo delle vedute di Lord Byron, e dei suoi Cooperatori, che non son pochi in Italia. Egli mi 
disse, che è di lui sistema cambiar soggiorno subito che hà compito qualche nuova sua produzione, per 
non dar sospetto ai Governi Italiani della prevenienza delle produzioni medesime. Nel suo soggiorno 
alle Isole Borromee si è fatto venire una quantità di esemplari di una sua detestabile opera intitolata 
Don Juan, che attaca la Religione, la Morale, e i Governi, e dopo averli spediti in varie città, si è 
ritirato in Venezia. L’Inglese che meco parlava, era versatissimo in ciò che riguarda le Italiane 
Istituzioni dei Carbonari, e dei Guelfi, il che mi dà luogo a reflettere che questi viaggiatori stranieri si 
occupano assai delle cose d’Italia. (Buon Governo, Archivio Segreto) 
 
Translation (LJ IV 464): Leghorn, 8th December. / During my journey from Florence to Pisa, being in 
the company of an English traveller, I tried to obtain information from him as to the views of Lord 
Byron and of his fellow-workers, who are not a few in number in Italy. He told me that Lord Byron 
made a regular practice of changing his residence immediately he had finished any work, so that the 
Italian Governments might not suspect his intention of publishing any new production. During his stay 
at the Borromean Islands, for instance, he circulated a number of copies of one of his detestable works, 
entitled Don Juan

257
 – a work which attacks religion, morals, and the Governments – and, as soon as 

he had distributed these copies, he retired to Venice. The Englishman who spoke to me was familiar 
with all the details of the Italian institutions of the Carbonari and of the Guelphs, and his thorough 
acquaintance with these bodies made me reflect that these foreign travellers seem to be very busy with 
the affairs of Italy. 
 

Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Venice, December 9th 1819: 
(Source: this text from BLJ VI 255) 
This is on the end of a letter to Teresa from Fanny Silvestrini; Teresa has persuaded him not to 

go. 
Venezia—li 9. l0bre [Dec. 9 1819] 

Mia Carissima Amica—La tua ultima lettera [mi] ha fatto sospendere it mio viaggio.—Io ti amo—ti 
amerò pur troppo—e per sempre.—Disponi di me—tu hai tutti i diritti—[io] debbo la passata felicità a 
te—e tu puoi disporre delta [futura?] mia vita—basta—che non ti [penti?] qualunque siano le 
consequenze.—Io credevo salvarti col’ partire—ma vedendo che tu pensi diversamente—attendo il tuo 
cenno per tornare in R[avenna].—Riguardo ad A. farò ciò che tu vuoi.— + + + + + 
 
Translation:        Venice—Dec. 9, 1819 
My Dearest Friend—Your last letter caused me to give up my journey.—I love you—1 shall love you, 
alas,—forever. Command me —you can arrange my future life—It is enough that you do not repent, 
whatever the consequences may be. I thought to save you by leaving—but seeing that you think 
differently—I await your signal to return to Ravernna.—Regarding A[lessandro] I will do as you 
wish.— + + + + + 
 
Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Venice, December 10th 1819: 
(Source: this text from BLJ VI 258-9) 

                                                           
257: The writer has swallowed the story of B.’s 1819 excursion to the Borromean Islands (see 26 above). 
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Byron assures Teresa that he will not leave her. 
Venezia. Xbre. 10. 1819 

Mia Carissima Amica—La Fanni ti avrà detta colla sua solita sublimità—che 1’Amor ha vinto.—Io 
non ho potuto trovare forza di anima per lasciare il paese dove tu sei—senza vederti almeno un’ altra 
volta—forse dipenderà da te—se mai ti lascio più.—Per il resto—parleremmo—tu dovresti adesso 
sapere cosa sarà più convenevola al’ tuo ben essere—la mia presenza—o la mia lontananza.—Io sono 
Cittadino del’ Mondo—tutti i paese sono eguali per me;—tu sei stata sempre (adesso che ci siamo 
conosciuti) 1’unico oggetto di miei pensieri.— —Credeva che il miglior partito per la pace tua—e la 
pace di tua famiglia fosse il mio partire—e andare ben’ lontano—poichè stare vicino—e non 
avvicinarti sarebbe per me impossibile.—Ma tu hai decisa che io debbo ritornare a R[avenna]—
tornarò—e farò—e sarò ciò che tu vuoi.—Non posso dirti di più.—La Fanni sarà assai più brillante—e 
probabilmente è in questo momento in tutti gli dolori della composizione—al’ gran’ dispendio del’ 
povero dizionario. —Ti prego salutare rispettosamente della parte mia—Papa—il Cavaliere—e tutti 
quanti che saranno disposti ricevere i miei rispetti.—Spero che il tuo papa non avrà dispiacere—e che 
A[lessandro] sia come tu lo dici—in tua carissima del’ ultimo ordinario,—In ogni modo —informarmi 
di tutto—per la mia noma. Ti bacio 10000 + volte di cuore— 
 
P.S.—Dopo la tua partenza—non sono sortito ci casa—ed appena di camera—e non sortirò se non 
sia—per venire da te—o partire del’ Italia.—Tu puoi informarti dagli altri della mia condotta—son’ 
sicuro che sarai contenta.— 
 
Translation: 
My Dearest Friend—Fanny will have told you, with her usual sublimity, that Love has won, I have not 
been able to find enough resolution to leave the country where you are, without seeing you at least 
once tnore:—perhaps it will depend on you whether I ever again shall leave you. Of the rest we shall 
speak. You should now know what is more conducive to your welfare, my presence or my absence. I 
am a citizen of the world—all countries are alike to me. You have always been (since we met) the only 
object of my thoughts. I believed that the best course, both for your peace and for that of your family, 
was for me to leave, and to go very far away, for to remain near and not approach you, would have 
been impossible for me. But you have decided that I am to return to Ravenna. I shall return—and do—
and be—what you wish. I cannot say more. Fanny will be much more brilliant—and is probably at this 
moment in the throes of composition—at great expense to the poor dictionary. I pray you greet 
respectfully on my behalf—Papa—the Cavaliere—and all who may be glad to have my regards. I hope 
that your Papa will not be displeased—and that A[lexander] is as you, say—in your very dear letter by 
the last post. In any case inform me of everything—for my guidance. I kiss you 10000 + times from 
my heart— 
 
P.S.—Since your departure—I have not gone out of the house—and scarcely out of my room—nor 
shall I go out unless it be—to come to you or to leave Italy. You can learn from others of my 
conduct—I am sure you will be satisfied. 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 10th 1819: 
(Source: NLS Ms.434890; LJ IV 384; BLJ VI 256-8) 
[To Jno Murray Esqre / 50. Albemarle Street. / London. / Angleterre. / Inghilterra.] 

Venice. 10th. l0bre. 1819. 
Dear Murray –  
 Since I last wrote I have changed my mind & shall not come to England – the more I 
contemplate – the more I dislike the place & the prospect. – – – – – 
You may therefore address to me as usual here – though – I mean to go to another city. – – – – I have 
finished the third Canto of D. J. – – but the things I have read & heard discourage all further 
publication – at least for the present. – – – You may try the copy question – but you’ll lose it – the cry 
is up – and cant is up – – I {should} have no objection to return the price of the copyright – & have 
written to Mr Kind by this post on the subject – – Talk with him. – 
 
1:2 
 
I have not the patience – nor do I feel interest enough in the question, to contend with the fellows in 
their own slang, – – but I perceive Mr. Blackwood Magazine and one or two others of your missives – 
have been hyperbolical in their praise – and diabolical in their abuse. – – – 
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I like & admire Wilson – and he should not have indulged himself in such outrageous license – it is 
overdone and defeats itself – what would he say to the grossness without passion – and the 
misanthropy without feeling of <this> Gulliver’s travels? – when he talks of Lady Byron’s business – 
he talks of what he knows nothing about – and you may tell him that no one can more desire a public 
investigation of that affair than I do. – – – – 
 
1:3 
 
I sent home by Moore – (for Moore only who has my journal too) my memoir written up to 1816. – 
and I gave him leave to show it to whom he pleased – but not to publish on <my/>any account. – You 
may read it – and you may let Wilson read it – if he likes – not for his public opinion – but his private 
– for I like the man – and care very little about his magazine. – – – – 
And I could wish Lady B. herself to read it – that she may have it in her power to mark anything 
mistaken or misstated – as it will probably appear after my extinction, and it would be but fair she 
should see it – that is to say – herself willing – – – 
Perhaps I may take a journey to you 
 
1:4 
 
in the Spring – but I have been ill – and am indolent – and indecisive because few things interest me. – 
– – These fellows first abused me for being gloomy – and now they are wroth but I am or attempted to 
be facetious. – – 
I have got such a cold and headache that I can hardly see what I scrawl – the winters here are as sharp 
as needles. – Some time ago I wrote to you rather fully about my Italian <liaisons> {affairs} – at 
present I can say no more – except that you shall know further by and bye. – Your Blackwood accuses 
me of treating women harshly – it may be so – but I have been their martyr. – My whole life has been 
<their> sacrificed to them & by them. – – I mean to leave Venice in a few days – but you will address 
your letters here as usual. – When I fix elsewhere you shall know. y[scrawl] 
 
2:1 
 
P.S. 
 Pray let my Sister be informed that I am not coming as I intended – I have not the courage to tell 
her so myself – [word covered by seal: “at”] least as yet – but I will soon – with the reasons – pray tell 
her so. – – – 
 

[2:2 has the address.] 
 

Police report from Conte Francesco Rangone to an unnamed correspondent; date not given: 
(Source: text from Origo 107-8 / 101-2.) 
 
He [Byron] is invisible till three p.m. At four he goes to see his Lady, and remains there till six. He 
rides for an hour, always in the great Cemetery. At eight he dines, at nine goes to his Amica and 
remains there till midnight. He studies until dawn. What he does until three remains a mystery. He eats 
and drinks little. But he does not much like conversation nor seeing what is worth seeing. He lets 
others talk and says little. He makes himself agreeable, but his expression clearly reflects the mood of 
his changeable humour. 
 
On December 14th 1819 Hobhouse is arrested and imprisoned in Newgate without trial. 
 
Alexander Scott to Byron, December 18th 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247 I) 
[To / The Rt. Hble Lord Byron / care of / Messrs Siri & Wilhalm / Venise] 

Milan 18 Dbre 1819 
My dear Lord 
 “Forse per l’ultima volta v’importuno coi miei caratteri”258 was the common beginning of 
the daily letters of a female friend of mine, & will serve me too, faute de mieux. A letter I have to-day 

                                                           
258: “Perhaps for the last time I shall importune you with my letters”. 
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from Missiaglia259 confirms what I had previously heard of your departure for London, & gives us a 
reason your having promised either to go there or to R. When I received his letter I had just finished 
reading a chapter of Machiavelli entitled, In che modo i Principi debbiano osservare la fede260 – 
and though I am a Scotchman & had a religious education and am very well disposed to observe my 
promises on most occasions, I confess, I was not a little startled at the idea of one setting out on a long 
journey in winter in order to keep ones promise. In said chapter M. discussing the qualities of the Lion 
& the Fox, that ought to compound a prince, observes “Coloro che stanno semplicemente in su’1 
Lione, non se ne intendono” – & adds “Non può pertanto un Signore prudente, nè debbe 
osservaro la fede, quando tale 
 
1:2 
 
osservanzia gli torno countro, e che sono spente le cagioni che la Fecero promettere.”261 Now as 
I suppose your motives for promising were, to persuade the Countess to go quietly home, & to win 
your wager, & These ends being obtained, there can be no occasion for your keeping your promise 
before the end of winter. 
I hope my Letters do not annoy you, importune you. The present one is egotistical, inasmuch as for the 
few months that I shall remain in Italy, I shall be very sad if you leave it. I am very tired of Milan, 
indeed am getting too old to form new relazioni. I have already got a fat belly most visible – if it is not 
atrophy. I should have been on my road to Venise before now, had I not doubted of passing? You on 
the road and I would not like that – 
 ever very truly yours 
  Alexr Scott 
 
P.S. Do pray sham sick for a couple of months. & then the weather will be milder262 
 
[1:3 blank.] 
 
From Douglas Kinnaird to Byron, December 28th 1819: I have this day recd your letter of the 10th 
instant – you are a fickle man – with regard to Don Juan, the view I take is this – & I feel pretty 
confident it is the correct one – Hobhouse is in jail or I should have consulted him ’ere I had written to 
you – But I shall write again on Friday, after I shall have seen him on Thursday – In the mean time I 
shall not speak to Murray – 
Had Murray publish’d your Poem with your name, it would have pass’d current & no one would have 
dared to pirate it – what right had Murray to purchase your Poem & then damage you & it by 
proclaiming it unfit for him to put his name to it – He cannot say it was to avoid prosecution – because 
he must have guaranteed to Printer Davison from all consequences – No – it was a sheer a sordid 
calculation that curiosity would carry off and the thousand copies or two & particularly it furnish’d 
him with the pretext of charging one guinea & a half for the first edition – which disgusted every body 
– so much so that I have heard twenty of his regular Customers say they will not pay him that sum – 
Now I do not quarrel with Mr Murray for making use of his property as he thinks fit – but if he makes 
an extraordinary & unlooked for & experimental use of it, he must stand to the consequences of the 
experiment – I do however think that you & your friends have a right to complain that he should have 
proclaim’d your Bantling bastard & friendless – He has been met by a manœuvre he never expected – I 
think you have a right to demand from him that he do not unnecessarily & imprudently make use of 
your name so as to damage your interests in the shape you allude to – But it is not his interest to do so 
– 
Every body allows it is exquisite – I am sure it will live as long as any thing you have written – 
Recollect too Murray is the only person who can publish it along with your works entire – 
 
John Murray to John Cam Hobhouse, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, late 1819 / early 1820: 

                                                           
259: There is a missing letter from Scott to B. about a crisis in Missiaglia’s affairs: see BLJ VI 224 (October 2nd 
1819). 
260: “In what way the Prince should keep faith”. Actually “In che modod i principe abbino a mantenere la fede”. 
Il Principe, XVIII. 
261: “So it follows that a prudent ruler cannot, and should not, answer his word, when it places him at a 
disadvantage and when the reason for which he made his promise no longer exists”. In fact, “Coloro che stanno 
semplicemente in sul lione, non se ne intendano. Non può, pertanto, uno signore prudente, né debbe, osservare la 
fede, quando tale osservanzia li torni contro e che sono spente le cagioni che la feciono promettere.” 
262: If B. answers this letter, his reply is lost. 
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(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.36458 f.5) 
Albemarle St 

Wednesday 
My dear Sir 
 I am sincerely grieved at what has happened – I shall soon do myself the gratification of paying 
you a visit – in the mean time allow me to send you some amusement wch cannot yet be got at – The 
Ed. Rev. is a copy sent by mail & not yet in even later. 
 The Vie de Napoleon I entreat you to keep [  ]ly concealed from every one – until I release it. 
 Anastasius is said to be the travels of Mr Hope –263 
 Accept the assurance of my kindest regards – & do me the favour to believe that I am Dearest Sir 
 Your obliged friend 
 John Murray 
 
John Hobhouse Esqr     Murray – condolence on Newgate 
 
Byron to Lady Byron, from Ravenna, December 31st 1819: 
(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.298-300; QII 494-5; BLJ VI 
260-1) 

Ravenna. Decr. 31st 1819. 
Any thing—like or unlike—copy or original will be welcome, I can make no comparison and find no 
fault, it is enough for me to have something to remind me of what is yours and mine, and which, 
whatever may be mine, will I hope be yours while you breathe. It is my wish to give you as little 
further trouble as can be helped, the time and the mode of sending the picture you can choose; I have 
been taught waiting if not patience. The wretchedness of the past should be sufficient for you and me 
without adding wittingly to the future more bitterness than that of which time and eternity are 
pregnant. While we do not approximate we may be gentle, and feel at a distance what we once felt 
without mutual or self reproach. This time five years (the fault is not mine but of Augusta’s letter 10th. 
Decr. which arrived to-day) I was on my way to our funeral marriage. I hardly thought then that your 
bridegroom as an exile would one day address you as a stranger, and that Lady and Lord Byron would 
become byewords of division. This time four years I suspected it as little. I speak to you from another 
country, and as it were from another world, for this city of Italy is out of the track of armies and 
travellers, and is more of the old time. That I think of you is but too obvious, for three hours have not 
passed, since in society where I ought not to think of you, though Italian customs and Italian, perhaps 
even English, passions attach more importance and duty to such liaisons than to any nuptial 
engagement, the principal person concerned said to me—“tu pensi di tua moglie”—it was so right a 
conjecture that I started and answered why do you think so? the answer was—“bccause you are so 
serious—and she is the woman whom I believe tu ami più ed ami sempre.”—If this had been said in a 
moment of anger or of playfulness, I should have thought it the consequence of ill humour or curiosity, 
but it was said without any such prologue, in a time of indifferent things and much good company, 
Countesses and Marchionesses and all the noble blood of the descendants of Guido di 
Polenta’s―contemporaries with names eloquent of the middle ages. 
 I was nearly on the point of setting out for England in November, but a fever the epidemic of the 
Season stopped me with other reasons; Augusta can tell you all about me and mine if you think either 
worth the enquiry. But the object of my writing is to come. 
 It is this—I saw Moore three months ago and gave to his care a long Memoir written up to the 
Summer of 1816, of my life which I had been writing since I left England. It will not be published till 
after my death, and in fact it is a “Memoir” and not “confessions” I have omitted the most important & 
decisive events and passions of my existence not to compromise others. But it is not so with the part 
you occupy, which is long and minute, and I could wish you to see, read and mark any part or parts 
that do not appear to coincide with the truth. The truth I have always stated—but there are two ways of 
looking at it—and your way may be not mine. I have never revised the papers since they were written. 
You may read them and mark what you please. I wish you to know what I think and say of you & 
yours. You will find nothing to flatter you, nothing to lead you to the most remote supposition that we 
could ever have been, or be happy together. But I do not choose to give to another generation 
statements which we cannot arise from the dust to prove or disprove—without letting you see fairly 
and fully what I look upon you to have been, and what I depict you as being. If seeing this, you can 
detect what is false, or answer what is charged, do so―your mark shall not be erased. 

                                                           
263: See note to Anastasius in next letter. 
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 You will perhaps say why write my life?Alas!―I say so too, but they who have traduced it and 
blasted it, and branded me, should know—that it is they, and not I—are the cause. It is no great 
pleasure to have lived, and less to live over again the details of existence, but the last becomes 
sometimes a necessity and even a duty. 
 If you choose to see this you may, if you do not—you have at least had the option. 

B 
January 1st. 
 
Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Ravenna, December 31st 1819: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; LJ IV 392-4; QII 495-6; BLJ VI 262) 
[Al’ Ml. Signore / R.B.Hoppner. Esqre. / Console Generale / della Gran Bretagna / &c. &c. &c. / 
Venezia / Venezia.] 

Ravenna, Decr. 31st. 1819. 
My dear Hoppner – 
 Will you have the goodness to ask or cause to be asked of Siri and Willhalm – if they 
have not three sabres of mine in custody according to the enclosed note – if not they must have lost 
two – for they never sent them back. – – – – 
And will you desire Missiaglia to subscribe for and send me the Minerva a Paris paper – as well as 
Galignani. – I have been here this week – and was obliged to put on my armour and go the night after 
my arrival to the Marquis Cavalli’s – where there <to> were between two and three hundred of the best 
company I have seen in Italy – more {beauty, more} youth and more diamonds among the women than 
have been seen these fifty <years> {years} in the Sea=Sodom. – 
 
1:2 
 
I never saw such a difference between two places of the same latitude – (or platitude<)> – it is all one) 
music – dancing – and play all in the same Sale. – The G’s object appeared to be to parade her foreign 
lover as much as possible – and faith – if she seemed to glory in the Scandal – it was not for me to be 
ashamed of it – nobody seemed surprized – all the women on the contrary were as it were delighted 
with the excellent example – the Vice=legate – – and all the other Vices were as polite as could be; – 
and I who had acted on the reserve – was fairly obliged to take the lady under my arm – and look as 
much like a Cicisbeo as I could on {so} short a notice, to say nothing of the embarrassment of a 
cocked hat and sword 
 
1:3 
 
much more formidable to me than ever it will be to the enemy. – – – 
I write in great haste – do you answer as hastily. – I can understand nothing of all this – but it seems as 
if the G― had been presumed to be planted and was determined to slow that site was not – plantation 
264in this hemisphere being the greatest moral misfortune – But this is mere conjecture – for I [Ms. 

tear; “know”] nothing about it – – – except <that> every body are very kind to her – and not 
discourteous to me. – Fathers – and all relations quite agreeable. – 

yrs. ever & truly 
[scrawl] 

 
P.S. 
Best respects to Mrs. H. 
I would send the compliments of the Season – but the Season itself is so little complimentary with 
snow and rain that I wait for Sunshine. – 
 
Teresa Guiccioli to Byron, undated: 
 (Source: text from old John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street.) 
A note requesting a copy of the English Bible 
(On white wove paper, 71 x 43mm, no watermark visible.) 
 

[cover] A Milord— —Milord Byron— —[scrawl] 
 

                                                           
264: “plant”, “plantation” – joke from piantare, to supplant, to betray sexually. 
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Amor mio – vuoi farmi il piacere di mandarmi il p:o Tomo della Bibbia Inglese? = Se me lo farai ti 
sarò assai grata – e se no, sarai un pes:mo Sig:r Coc:no. = Ma davvero mio Bene perdona il fastidio che ti 
reco – –  / e ti bacio 1000 e mille volte 
La tua A A in E / TGG 
 

Translation: [cover] To Lord Byron— — 
My love—could you please send me the small English Bible? If you can, I shall be very grateful – if 
you don’t you will be a very naughty Ducky – but really my Treasure forgive me the annoyance I am 
causing you / and I kiss you 1,000 and a thousand times / Your friend and lover in eternity / TGG 
 


